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Abstract

Recently a construction was given for the stress tensors of all sectors of the general current-algebraic orbifold $A(H)/H$, where $A(H)$ is any current-algebraic conformal field theory with a finite symmetry group $H$. Here we extend and further analyze this construction to obtain the mode formulation of each sector of each orbifold $A(H)/H$, including the twisted current algebra, the Virasoro generators, the orbifold adjoint operation and the commutator of the Virasoro generators with the modes of the twisted currents. As applications, general expressions are obtained for the twisted current-current correlator and ground state conformal weight of each twisted sector of any permutation orbifold $A(H)/H$, $H \subset S_N$. Systematics are also outlined for the orbifolds $A({\text{Lie} h(H)})/H$ of the ($H$ and Lie $h$)-invariant conformal field theories, which include the general WZW orbifold and the general coset orbifold. Finally, two new large examples are worked out in further detail: the general $S_N$ permutation orbifold $A(S_N)/S_N$ and the general inner-automorphic orbifold $A(H(d))/H(d)$.

*E-Mail: hlywd2@physics.berkeley.edu
1 Introduction

Orbifold theory\(^1\text{--}^{21}\) has a long history, yet until recently, orbifolds have been studied primarily at the level of examples. This situation has now changed due to a recent synthesis of the principles of orbifold theory with the principles of current-algebraic conformal field theory, and we may now view at a glance the panorama of all current-algebraic orbifolds.\(^{19}\)

In particular, Ref. 19 gave a construction\(^a\) of the twisted currents \(\tilde{J}(\sigma)\) and stress tensors \(\tilde{T}_\sigma\)

\[
T = L^{ab}_H : J_a J_b : \rightarrow \tilde{T}_\sigma = \mathcal{L}^n(r)_{\mu;\nu}(L_H; \sigma) : \tilde{J}(\sigma)_{n(r)\mu} \tilde{J}(\sigma)_{-n(r)\nu} : \quad (1.1a)
\]

\[
\sigma = 0, \ldots, N_c - 1 \quad (1.1b)
\]

of all sectors \(\sigma\) of any current-algebraic orbifold \(A(H)/H\). Here \(A(H)\), described by the stress tensor \(T\), is any current-algebraic conformal field theory with a finite symmetry group \(H\). Technically, \(A(H)\) is a member of the class of \(H\)-invariant CFT's\(^{23\text{--}25,19}\) on \(g\), which includes all the CFT's with a symmetry \(H \subset Aut(g)\) in the general affine-Virasoro construction.\(^{26\text{--}27,25}\)

The number of sectors \(N_c\) of the orbifold \(A(H)/H\) is the number of conjugacy classes of \(H\) and the construction (1.1) is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. The \(H\)-invariant CFT's \(A(H)\) and their orbifolds \(A(H)/H\).](image)

The orbifold duality transformation indicated in (1.1)

\[
L_H \rightarrow \mathcal{L}(L_H; \sigma) \quad (1.2)
\]

gives the twisted inverse inertia tensor \(\mathcal{L}\) of each sector \(\sigma\) in terms of the \(H\)-invariant inverse inertia tensor \(L_H\) of the \(H\)-invariant CFT \(A(H)\). Other orbifold duality transformations exist for other twisted tensors of the orbifold, and the explicit form of the generic orbifold duality transformation is a discrete Fourier transform.

The central ingredients underlying the breadth and depth of this construction are

- local formulation of the theory in terms of currents, OPE's and OPE isomorphisms

\(^a\)This construction drew heavily on recent advances in the theory of cyclic permutation orbifolds, including the discovery of orbifold affine algebra\(^{15}\) and the orbifold Virasoro master equation.\(^{22}\)
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• the $L^{ab}_H$ formulation of the $H$-invariant CFT's in the general affine-Virasoro construction. The local formulation (as opposed to a mode formulation) is the key to the orbifold duality transformations, while the $L^{ab}_H$ formulation allows us to study all current-algebraic orbifolds at once, or any example.

The organization of this paper is best summarized by the names of its sections:

2 Local Formulation of Current-Algebraic Orbifolds
3 The Mode Formulation of Orbifold Theory
4 The Orbifold Adjoint Operation
5 The $\hat{T}\hat{J}$ OPE's of $A(H)/H$
6 The Orbifolds of the ($H$ and Lie $h$)-invariant CFT's
7 About Permutation Orbifolds
8 The Permutation Orbifolds $A(S_N)/S_N$
9 The Inner-Automorphic Orbifolds $A(H(d))/H(d)$.

In particular, Sec. 2 reviews and extends the local formulation\(^\text{19}\) of current-algebraic orbifold theory in a form which exhibits the natural grading of the orbifold operator products. In Secs. 3–5, we work out the implied mode formulation and other consequences of the local formulation. We mention in particular four results obtained in the mode formulation for all sectors $\sigma$ of all orbifolds $A(H)/H$: the general twisted current algebra in Eq. (3.4), the orbifold Virasoro generators in Eq. (3.13), the orbifold adjoint operation in Eqs. (4.4) and (4.7) and the commutator (5.9) of the Virasoro generators with the modes of the twisted currents.

The ($H$ and Lie $h$)-invariant CFT's $A(\text{Lie} h(H))$ are those "doubly-invariant" CFT's with both a finite symmetry and a Lie symmetry\(^{23-25,28,22}\) although we mod out only by the finite symmetry to obtain (see Sec. 6) the orbifolds $A(\text{Lie} h(H))/H$. The general WZW orbifold and the general coset orbifold are discussed as special cases of $A(\text{Lie} h(H))/H$ in Subsec. 6.4. The twisted current-current correlators and ground state conformal weights of the general permutation orbifold are computed in Sec. 7. We also work out two new large examples in further detail, including the general $S_N$ permutation orbifold in Sec. 8 and the general inner-automorphic orbifold in Sec. 9. The story of the inner-automorphic orbifolds $A(H(d))/H(d)$ is particularly interesting, not least because of their overlap with the orbifolds $A(\text{Lie} h(H))/H$. Indeed, we will argue that this overlap contains almost all the inner-automorphic orbifolds which can be equivalently described by stress-tensor spectral flow\(^{29,30,26,25}\) whereas the generic inner-automorphic orbifold apparently can not be described in this way.

The seminal case\(^\text{19}\) of the cyclic permutation orbifolds $A(\mathbb{Z}_\lambda)/\mathbb{Z}_\lambda$ is used as an example in various sections, and the appendices include the setups for the permutation orbifolds $A(\mathbb{D}_\lambda)/\mathbb{D}_\lambda$ and the outer-automorphic orbifolds.

This is as far as we have worked out the consequences of the "orbifold program", but
much remains to be done, including other large examples and analysis of the situation when
$A(H)$ has a larger chiral algebra.

\section{Local Formulation of Current-Algebraic Orbifolds}

In this section we review and extend the local formulation of the general current-algebraic
orbifold\cite{19}. The extension includes a new periodic notation and new "selection rules", both
of which are necessary to exhibit the natural grading of the orbifold operator products. As
an illustration, the seminal case of the general cyclic permutation orbifold\cite{19} is recalled in
Subsec. 2.6.

\subsection{The current-algebraic CFT's}

The study of current-algebraic CFT's begins with the general affine Lie algebra\cite{31,32,29,25}

\begin{equation}
J_a(z)J_b(w) = \frac{G_{ab}}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{i f_{ab} c J_c(w)}{z-w} + O((z-w)^0), \quad J_a(ze^{2\pi i}) = J_a(z)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
[J_a(m), J_b(n)] = if_{ab} c J_c(m+n) + m G_{ab} \delta_{m+n,0}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation} \begin{aligned}
g & = \oplus_I g^I, \quad G_{ab} = \oplus_I k_I \eta_{ab}, \quad a, b, c = 1, ..., \text{dim} g, \quad m, n \in \mathbb{Z}
\end{aligned} \end{equation}

where $G_{ab}$ and $f_{ab} c$ are the metric and structure constants of semisimple\textsuperscript{b} Lie $g$. The desired
real form of the affine algebra is specified by the adjoint operation

\begin{equation}
J_a(m)^\dagger = \rho_a^b J_b(-m), \quad \rho_a^c \rho^b_c = \delta_a^b, \quad \rho^* \rho = 1
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
G_{ab}^\dagger = \rho_a^c \rho_b^d G_{cd}, \quad f_{ab}^c \dagger = \rho_d^c \rho_e^f f_{de}^f \rho_f^c
\end{equation}

where the conjugation matrix $\rho$ is unity in any Cartesian basis, and corresponding forms
follow in other bases. For integer level $x_I = 2k_I/\psi^2_I$ of compact $g^I$ with highest root $\psi_I$, the
adjoint operation in (2.2a) guarantees unitarity of the affine Hilbert space.

The general affine-Virasoro construction\cite{26,27,33,34,25} is

\begin{equation}
T(z)T(w) = \frac{c/2}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{2}{(z-w)^2} \frac{\partial_w}{z-w} T(w) + O((z-w)^0)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
T(z) = L^{ab} \cdot J_a(z)J_b(z)^\dagger, \quad L^{ab} = L^{ba}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
L^{ab} = 2L^{ac} G_{cd} L^{db} - L^{cd} L^{ef} f_{ce}^a f_{df}^b - L^{cd} f_{ce}^a f_{df}^b (a L^{be})^e, \quad c = 2G_{ab} L^{ab}
\end{equation}

\textsuperscript{b}Non-compact versions of $g$ are included and abelian components of $g$ are easily included\cite{26} as well (see
Subsec. 3.3).
where we have chosen\(^c\) OPE normal ordering
\[
:J_a(w)J_b(w): = \oint \frac{dz}{2\pi i} \frac{J_a(z)J_b(w)}{z-w}
\] (2.4)
and the inverse inertia tensor \(L^{ab}\) satisfies the Virasoro master equation in (2.3c). The \(L^*\) relation given below\(^2^5\)
\[
L^{ab*} = L^{cd} \rho_c a^* \rho_d b^* \leftrightarrow L(m)^\dagger = L(-m)
\] (2.5)
guarantees the indicated adjoint of the Virasoro generators, and this adjoint operation guarantees the unitarity of the CFT, given the unitarity of the affine Hilbert space.

2.2 The automorphism group \(H\) and the \(H\)-invariant CFT’s

We consider any \(H\)-covariant algebra \(g\), that is, any algebra \(g\) with a finite-order\(^d\) automorphism group \(H \subset Aut(g)\). The automorphism group \(H\) acts on the \(g\) currents \(J\) in matrix representation \(\omega\),
\[
J_a(z)' = \omega(h_\sigma)_a^b J_b(z), \quad \omega(h_\sigma) \in H \subset Aut(g)
\] (2.6a)
\[
\omega(h_\sigma)_a^c \omega^\dagger(h_\sigma)_c^b = \delta_a^b
\] (2.6b)
\[
\omega(h_\sigma)_a^c \omega(h_\beta)_b^d G_{cd} = G_{ab}, \quad \omega(h_\sigma)_a^d \omega(h_\sigma)_b^e f_{de} f^f \omega^\dagger(h_\sigma)_f^c = f_{ab}^c
\] (2.6c)
\[
\omega(h_\mu)^* \rho \omega^\dagger(h_\sigma) = \rho \leftrightarrow J_a(m)^\dagger = J_a(m)^\dagger
\] (2.6d)
where the relations in (2.6) hold for all \(h_\sigma \in H\). The relations (2.6c) – which express the \(H\)-invariance of \(G_{ab}\) and \(f_{ab}^c\) – guarantee that \(J'\) satisfies the same algebra as \(J\), so that \(H \subset Aut(g)\) is also an automorphism group of affine \(g\). Consequently, we often refer to the affine algebra as an \(H\)-covariant affine algebra on \(g\). The \(H\)-covariance of the conjugation matrix \(\rho\) in (2.6d) is equivalent to the statement that the automorphism group preserves the real form of the affine algebra (2.1b).

The \(H\)-invariant CFT’s\(^{23-25,19}\) \(A(H)\) are those CFT’s for which the inverse inertia tensor \(L_H\) is invariant under \(H\)
\[
T = L_H^{ab} : J_a J_b : , \quad L_H^{cd} \omega(h_\sigma)_a^c \omega(h_\sigma)_d^b = L_H^{ab}, \quad \forall h_\sigma \in H \subset Aut(g)
\] (2.7a)
\[
T' = L_H^{ab} : J_a' J_b' : = L_H^{ab} : J_a J_b : = T
\] (2.7b)
\(^c\)Because of the symmetry \(L^{ab} = L^{ba}\), the stress tensor \(T\) in (2.3b) can equivalently be described by various normal ordering prescriptions. OPE normal ordering however comes equipped with an efficient calculus\(^3^5\) for computing OPE’s of products of ordered products and this prescription has been extended\(^2^2,19\) to compute corresponding OPE’s in the twisted sectors of orbifolds (see Subsec. 2.5).

\(^d\)Automorphism groups of infinite order (including Lie groups) are also included formally. See our remarks in Subsecs. 6.1 and 9.1.
These are the CFT's whose stress tensors also describe the untwisted sectors of the general current-algebraic orbifold $A(H)/H$. For each symmetry group $H$, it is known\textsuperscript{23} that the inverse inertia tensors of the $H$-invariant CFT's satisfy a consistent reduced Virasoro master equation (with an equal number of equations and unknowns).

The simplest $H$-invariant CFT's include $A_g(H)$, $H \subset Aut(g)$, whose stress tensor is the affine-Sugawara construction\textsuperscript{29,36-39,25} on $g$, and the general $H$-invariant coset construction\textsuperscript{19,21} $g/H$. We will return to these popular examples as illustrations below (see Subsecs. 6.1-6.4 and 9.3).

In what follows all inverse inertia tensors $L_H$ are $H$-invariant, so we may drop the subscript $L_H^{ab} \rightarrow L^{ab}$ without confusion.

### 2.3 The $H$-eigenvalue problem

Choosing one representative $h_\sigma$ from each conjugacy class $\sigma$ of $H$, the $H$-eigenvalue problem is defined as

\begin{equation}
\omega(h_\sigma)_a^b U^\dagger(\sigma)_b^{n(\sigma)\mu} = U^\dagger(\sigma)_a^{n(\sigma)\mu} E_{n(\sigma)}(\sigma), \quad \sigma = 0, \ldots, N_c - 1 \tag{2.8a}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
U(\sigma)^\dagger U(\sigma) = 1, \quad E_{n(\sigma)}(\sigma) = e^{-\frac{2\pi i n(\sigma)}{\rho(\sigma)}}, \quad n(\sigma) \in \mathbb{Z}. \tag{2.8b}
\end{equation}

Here $N_c$ is the number of conjugacy classes of $H$ and the integer $r$ runs over the distinct eigenvalues of the problem at each $\sigma$. The eigenvalues $E_{n(\sigma)}(\sigma)$ are labeled by the spectral index $n(\sigma) \equiv n(r; \sigma)$ and the degeneracy index $\mu \equiv \mu(n(r; \sigma))$ labels the degenerate eigenstates with eigenvalue $E_{n(\sigma)}(\sigma)$. The quantity $\rho(\sigma) \in \mathbb{Z}^+$ is the order of the automorphism $h_\sigma$, defined as the smallest positive integer satisfying

\begin{equation}
\omega(h_\sigma)^{\rho(\sigma)} = 1. \tag{2.9}
\end{equation}

As a convention, we assign $\sigma = 0$ to the trivial automorphism

\begin{equation}
\omega(h_0)_a^b = \delta_a^b, \quad U(0) = U^\dagger(0) = 1, \quad E_{n(0)}(0) = \rho(0) = 1. \tag{2.10}
\end{equation}

Other useful forms of the eigenvalue problem include

\begin{equation}
\omega = U^\dagger EU, \quad \omega^\dagger = U^\dagger E^*U \tag{2.11a}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\omega U^\dagger = U^\dagger E, \quad U\omega = EU, \quad U^*\omega^* = E^*U^*, \quad \omega^\dagger U^\dagger = U^\dagger E^*, \quad U\omega^\dagger = E^*U \tag{2.11b}
\end{equation}

where diag$(E) = \{E_{n(\sigma)}\}$. As seen here, we often suppress the label $\sigma$ for brevity.

The eigenvalues $E_{n(\sigma)}$ are invariant under the transformation $n(\sigma) \rightarrow n(\sigma) \pm \rho(\sigma)$, so we may require this periodicity for the eigenvectors as well,

\begin{equation}
E_{n(\sigma)\pm \rho(\sigma)}(\sigma) = E_{n(\sigma)}(\sigma) \tag{2.12a}
\end{equation}
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\[ U(\sigma)_{\mu}^{n(\rho)} = U(\sigma)_{\mu}^{n(\rho)}, \quad U(\sigma)_{\mu}^{n(\rho)} = U(\sigma)_{\mu}^{n(\rho)} \]  

where the last identity holds for all \( f \) with period \( \rho(\sigma) \). In what follows, relations such as the first relation in (2.12c) will generally be written as

\[ U(\sigma)_{\mu}^{n(\rho)} = \delta^b_a \]  

with an implied summation on repeated indices.

Using the \( H \)-covariance of \( \rho \) in (2.6d), the eigenvalue problem can be recast in the form

\[ \omega(\rho U^{\dagger})^* = (\rho U^{\dagger})^* E^*. \]  

This tells us first that the eigenvalues \( E^* \) are in the spectrum \( E \)

\[ E_{n(r)}(\sigma)^* = E_{\rho(\sigma)-n(r)}(\sigma) = E_{-n(r)}(\sigma) \]  

and, in particular, that \(-n(r) \in \{ n(r) \} \) is a spectral index when \( n(r) \) is a spectral index. Moreover, (2.15) tells us that the degeneracy of \( E_{-n(r)}(\sigma) \) is the same as that of \( E_{n(r)}(\sigma) \).

Since \( n(r) \) is only determined mod \( \rho(\sigma) \), it is useful to define the twist class \( \bar{n}(r) \)

\[ \bar{n}(r) \equiv \overline{n(r)} \equiv n(r) - \rho(\sigma) \left\lfloor \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)} \right\rfloor, \quad \bar{n}(r) \in \{0, ..., \rho(\sigma) - 1 \} \]  

where \( \lfloor x \rfloor \) is the largest integer less than or equal to \( x \). The twist class is an integer which evaluates \( n(r) \) in the fundamental range shown, and twist classes will control the monodromies of twisted fields in the orbifolds below. Note that \( \bar{n}(r) = n(r) \) when \( n(r) \) is in the fundamental range. We also compute the twist class corresponding to \(-n(r)\)

\[ \overline{-n(r)} = \overline{-\bar{n}(r)} = \begin{cases} \rho(\sigma) - \bar{n}(r) & \text{when } \bar{n}(r) \neq 0 \\ 0 & \text{when } \bar{n}(r) = 0 \end{cases} \]  

where we have used \(-[-x] = [x] + 1\) for \( x \) not an integer.

In what follows, the description of each sector \( \sigma \) of the general current-algebraic orbifold \( A(H)/H \) is given in terms of the solution \( \{ U^{\dagger}(\sigma), E(\sigma) \} \) of the \( H \)-eigenvalue problem (2.8). It is unlikely that a solution of the \( H \)-eigenvalue problem can be found across all \( H \), but solution of the \( H \)-eigenvalue problem is straightforward for any particular choice of \( H \): The solutions for the cyclic permutation groups \( H = Z_{\lambda} \)

\[ g = \oplus_{I=0}^{\lambda-1} g^I, \quad g^I \cong g \]  

\[ a \rightarrow a, I, \quad a = 1, ..., \dim g, \quad I = 0, ..., \lambda - 1 \]
\[
\omega(h_\sigma)_a^b \to \omega(h_\sigma)_{\alpha I} \delta_I^{a,b} = \delta_\sigma^{a,b} \delta_I + \sigma, I \mod \lambda, \quad \sigma = 0, \ldots, \lambda - 1
\]  
(2.18c)

\[
n(r), \mu \to r, a_j, \quad \bar{r} = 0, \ldots, \rho(\sigma) - 1, \quad j = 0, \ldots, \frac{\lambda}{\rho(\sigma)} - 1
\]  
(2.18d)

\[
U_\dagger(\sigma)^n(r)_{\alpha I} \to U_\dagger(\sigma)_{\alpha I} \delta_I^{r b j} = \frac{\delta_\sigma^{a,b}}{\sqrt{\rho(\sigma)}} e^{\frac{2\pi i N(\sigma) r(j-I)}{\lambda}} \delta_{j, I \mod \frac{\lambda}{\rho(\sigma)}} \quad E_r(\sigma) = e^{-\frac{2\pi i r}{\rho(\sigma)}}
\]  
(2.18e)

were given in Ref. 19, which also defines the integers \(N(\sigma)\). In this case, the labels \((a, j)\) are the degeneracy indices of the spectral indices \(n(r) = r\), with \(\bar{r} = r - \rho(\sigma) \lfloor r/\rho(\sigma) \rfloor\). The \(U_\dagger\) periodicity \(r \to r \pm \rho(\sigma)\) is a consequence of the support \((j-I)\rho/\lambda \in \mathbb{Z}\) of the Kronecker factor. More generally, the eigenvectors of each \(H\)-eigenvalue problem are the basis elements of discrete Fourier transforms with period \(\rho(\sigma)\) in the spectral indices \(\{n(r)\}\).

The solutions for the permutation group \(H = S_N\) and the general group of inner automorphisms of simple \(g\) will be given in Secs. 8 and 9 respectively. The setups for the permutation group \(H = \mathbb{Z}_N\) and the general group of outer automorphisms of simple \(g\) are given in Apps. J and K respectively. Many other large examples remain to be worked out in further detail, including the other permutation subgroups of \(S_N\) (see also Subsec. 3.1).

### 2.4 The twisted currents of the orbifold \(A(H)/H\)

We turn next to the twisted currents \(\hat{J}\) of the current-algebraic orbifold

\[
\frac{A(H)}{H}, \quad H \subset Aut(g)
\]  
(2.19)

where \(A(H)\) is any \(H\)-invariant CFT.

For each conjugacy class \(\sigma\), the eigencurrent\(^{19}\) \(J(\sigma)\) is defined as the linear combination of the untwisted currents \(J\)

\[
J_n(r)_{\alpha I}(z) \equiv \chi(\sigma)_{n(r)_{\alpha I}} U(\sigma)_{n(r)_{\alpha I}} a J_\alpha(z), \quad J_\alpha(z) = \chi(\sigma)^{-1}_{n(r)_{\alpha I}} U_\dagger(\sigma)_{\alpha I} n(r)_{\alpha I} J_n(r)_{\alpha I}(z)
\]  
(2.20a)

\[
J_n(r)_{\alpha I}(z) = E_n(r)(\sigma) J_n(r)_{\alpha I}(z)
\]  
(2.20b)

which (according to (2.6a) and (2.11)) has a diagonal response \(E_n(r)(\sigma)\) to the automorphism group. The numbers \(\chi(\sigma)_{n(r)_{\alpha I} \pm \rho(\sigma)_{\alpha I} = \chi(\sigma)_{n(r)_{\alpha I}}\) with \(\chi(0) = 1\) comprise an otherwise arbitrary set of normalization constants.

In general orbifold theory\(^{10,13,15,16,19,21}\) the sectors of each orbifold \(A(H)/H\) are labeled by the conjugacy classes \(\sigma = 0, \ldots, N_c - 1\) of \(H\). The twisted currents \(\hat{J}(\sigma)\) of sector \(\sigma\) are obtained from the eigencurrents of sector \(\sigma\) by the OPE isomorphism\(^{15,19}\)

\[
J_n(r)_{\alpha I}(z) \to \hat{J}_n(r)_{\alpha I}(z)
\]  
(2.21a)

\[
\text{automorphisms } E_n(r)(\sigma) \to \text{monodromies } E_n(r)(\sigma)
\]  
(2.21b)
which includes the automorphism/monodromy exchange in (2.21b).

The OPE isomorphism (2.21) gives the twisted current system\textsuperscript{19} of sector $\sigma$

\begin{equation}
\tilde{J}_{n(r)\mu} (z) \tilde{J}_{n(s)v} (w) = \frac{G_{n(r)\mu, n(s)v}(\sigma)}{(z - w)^2} + \frac{i F_{n(r)\mu, n(s)v}}{z - w} \frac{n(t)\delta (\sigma)}{\tilde{J}_{n(t)\delta} (w)} + O((z - w)^0) \tag{2.22a}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\tilde{J}_{n(r)\mu} (ze^{2\pi i}) = E_{n(r)} (\sigma) \tilde{J}_{n(r)\mu} (z), \quad E_{n(r)} (\sigma) = e^{2\pi i n(r)/p(\sigma)} \tag{2.22b}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\tilde{J}_{n(r)\mu} (\pm \rho(\sigma), \mu) (z) = \tilde{J}_{n(r)\mu} (z), \quad \tilde{J}_{\rho(\sigma) - n(r)\mu} (z) = \tilde{J}_{-n(r)\mu} (z) \tag{2.22c}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
G_{n(r)\mu, n(s)v}(\sigma) = \chi(\sigma)_{n(r)\mu} \chi(\sigma)_{n(s)v} U(\sigma)_{n(r)\mu} a U(\sigma)_{n(s)v} b G_{ab} \tag{2.22d}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
F_{n(r)\mu, n(s)v}(\sigma) = \chi(\sigma)_{n(r)\mu} \chi(\sigma)_{n(s)v} \chi(\sigma)_{n(t)\delta}^{-1} U(\sigma)_{n(r)\mu} a U(\sigma)_{n(s)v} b f_{ab} c U(\sigma)_{c}^{\dagger} \tag{2.22e}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\# \{ \tilde{J}(\sigma) \} = \# \{ J \} = \dim g \tag{2.22f}
\end{equation}

and (2.22b) tells us that the twisted current $\tilde{J}_{n(r)\mu}$ has twist class $\bar{n}(r)$ in (2.16). The relations (2.22d) and (2.22e) are the orbifold duality transformations

\begin{equation}
G \rightarrow G(\sigma), \quad f \rightarrow F(\sigma) \tag{2.23}
\end{equation}

from the untwisted metric $G_{ab}$ and structure constants $f_{ab} c$ to the twisted metric $G(\sigma)$ and the twisted structure constants $F(\sigma)$ of sector $\sigma$.

The twisted tensors $G(\sigma)$ and $F(\sigma)$ inherit the spectral index periodicity

\begin{equation}
G_{n(r)\pm \rho(\sigma)\mu, n(s)v}(\sigma) = G_{n(r)\mu, n(s)v}(\sigma), \quad F_{n(r)\pm \rho(\sigma)\mu, n(s)v}(\sigma) = F_{n(r)\mu, n(s)v}(\sigma) \tag{2.24}
\end{equation}

from the periodicity (2.12b) of the eigenvectors $U(\sigma)$ and $U(\sigma)$, and similarly for $n(s)$ and $n(t)$. For the same reason, the periodicity $n(r) \rightarrow n(r) \pm \rho(\sigma)$ holds for each spectral index of each of the twisted tensors introduced below.

For the untwisted sector $\sigma = 0$ one has $U(0) = 1$, $\bar{n}(r) = 0$, $\mu = a$ and

\begin{equation}
G_{ab}(0) = G_{ab}, \quad F_{ab} c(0) = f_{ab} c, \quad \tilde{J}_{a}(\sigma = 0) = J_{a} = 0 \tag{2.25}
\end{equation}

so the system (2.22) reduces in this case to the OPE's (2.1a) of the affine Lie algebra of the $H$-covariant algebra $g$. The number of twisted currents in (2.22f) is independent of $\sigma$ because $U(\sigma)$ is an invertible square matrix. The twisted current system (2.22) was called $g(H \subset Aut(g); \sigma)$ in Ref. 19.

The twisted metric of sector $\sigma$ also satisfies

\begin{equation}
G_{n(r)\mu, n(s)v}(\sigma) = G_{n(s)v, n(r)\mu}(\sigma) \tag{2.26a}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
G_{n(r)\mu, n(s)v}(\sigma)(1 - E_{n(r)}(\sigma) E_{n(s)}(\sigma)) = 0 \tag{2.26b}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
G_{n(r)\mu, n(s)v}(\sigma) = \delta_{n(r) + n(s), 0} \mod p(\sigma) G_{n(r)\mu, -n(r), v}(\sigma) \tag{2.26c}
\end{equation}
where the selection rule for \( \mathcal{G} \) in (2.26b) is the dual\(^a\) in sector \( \sigma \) of the \( H \)-invariance of \( G \) in (2.6c), and (2.26c) is the solution\(^b\) of the selection rule. Similarly, the twisted structure constants of sector \( \sigma \) satisfy

\[
\mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu} n^{(t)\delta}(\sigma) = -\mathcal{F}_{n(s)\nu;n(r)\mu} n^{(t)\delta}(\sigma)
\]

(2.27a)

\[
\mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu} n^{(u)\mu'}(\sigma) \mathcal{F}_{n(t)\delta;n(u)\mu} n^{(v)\gamma}(\sigma) + \mathcal{F}_{n(s)\nu;n(t)\delta} n^{(u)\mu'}(\sigma) \mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu;n(u)\mu'} n^{(v)\gamma}(\sigma)
\]

(2.27b)

\[
\mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu} n^{(t)\delta}(\sigma) (1 - E_{n(r)}(\sigma) E_{n(s)}(\sigma) E_{n(t)}(\sigma)^*) = 0
\]

(2.27d)

\[
\mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu} n^{(t)\delta}(\sigma) = \delta_{n(r)+n(s)-n(t),0} \text{ mod } \rho(\sigma) \mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu} n^{(r)+n(s),\delta}(\sigma)
\]

(2.27e)

\[
\mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu} n^{(r)+n(s),\delta}(\sigma) = 0 \quad \text{unless } n(r) + n(s) \in \{n(\tau)\}
\]

(2.27f)

The relation (2.27b) is the Jacobi identity of the twisted structure constants, and the twisted structure constants in (2.27c) with all indices down are totally antisymmetric. The \( \mathcal{F} \)-selection rule (2.27d) (and its solution in (2.27e,f)) is the dual in sector \( \sigma \) of the \( H \)-invariance (2.6c) of the untwisted structure constants.

The \( H \)-invariance conditions (2.6c) also imply\(^g\) that the twisted metric and twisted structure constants are class functions\(^1\) under conjugation in \( H \).

\[
\omega(h_\sigma) \rightarrow \upsilon^\dagger(\sigma) \omega(h_\sigma) \upsilon(\sigma), \quad \upsilon(\sigma) \upsilon^\dagger(\sigma) = 1, \quad \upsilon(\sigma) \in H
\]

(2.28a)

\[
U(\sigma) \rightarrow U(\sigma) \upsilon(\sigma), \quad U^\dagger(\sigma) \rightarrow \upsilon^\dagger(\sigma) U^\dagger(\sigma),
\]

(2.28b)

\[
\mathcal{G}(U(\sigma) \upsilon(\sigma); \sigma) \rightarrow \mathcal{G}(U(\sigma); \sigma), \quad \mathcal{F}(U(\sigma) \upsilon(\sigma); \sigma) \rightarrow \mathcal{F}(U(\sigma); \sigma)
\]

(2.28c)

where the \( H \)-eigenvalue problem (2.11) was used to obtain the change of \( U(\sigma) \), \( U^\dagger(\sigma) \) under conjugation.

A more informative presentation of the twisted current system (2.22) is

\[
\mathcal{J}_{n(r)\mu}(z) \mathcal{J}_{n(s)\nu}(w) = \frac{\delta_{n(r)+n(s),0} \text{ mod } \rho(\sigma) \mathcal{G}_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu}(\sigma)}{(z-w)^2}
\]

\(^a\)To prove the selection rule (2.26b), use (2.6c) to replace \( G \) by \( \omega^p G \) in the orbifold duality transformation (2.22d), followed by the appropriate form of the \( H \)-eigenvalue problem in (2.11). All the selection rules below follow similarly from the orbifold duality transformations, the \( H \)-eigenvalue problem and the corresponding \( H \)-invariances of the untwisted tensors.

\(^b\)To prove that \( \mathcal{G} \) is a class function, use the duality transformation (2.22d), the change of \( U \) in (2.28b) and the \( H \)-invariance of \( G \) in (2.6c). With the relevant duality transformation and \( H \)-invariance, each twisted tensor introduced below is similarly proved to be a class function.
where the $\mathcal{F}$ term is summed only on the repeated degeneracy index $\delta$. In this form, we have incorporated the solutions of the $G$- and $F$-selection rules to exhibit the grading of the orbifold system. Looking back, one sees that this grading is a consequence of the $H$-covariance of the untwisted affine algebra $g$.

2.5 The general orbifold affine-Virasoro construction

The stress tensor $\hat{T}_\sigma$ of sector $\sigma$ of $A(H)/H$ follows by first rewriting the stress tensor $T$ of the untwisted sector in terms of the eigencurrents and then using the OPE isomorphism (2.21a) to obtain the derived OPE isomorphism\textsuperscript{19}

\[
T(z) \rightarrow \hat{T}_\sigma(z). \tag{2.30}
\]

The result is the general orbifold affine-Virasoro construction\textsuperscript{19}

\[
\hat{T}_\sigma(z)\hat{T}_\sigma(w) = \frac{\hat{c}(\sigma)/2}{(z-w)^4} + \frac{2}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{\partial_w}{z-w} \hat{T}_\sigma(w) + O((z-w)^0) \tag{2.31a}
\]

\[
\hat{T}_\sigma(z) = \mathcal{L}^{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu}(\sigma) : \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(z)\hat{J}_{n(s)\nu}(z) : \quad \hat{c}(\sigma) = c = 2G_{ab}L^{ab} \tag{2.31b}
\]

\[
\mathcal{L}^{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu}(\sigma) = \chi(\sigma)^{-1}\chi(\sigma)^{-1}L^{ab}U^\dagger(\sigma)_a n^{(r)\mu}U^\dagger(\sigma)_b n^{(s)\nu} \tag{2.31c}
\]

\[
\mathcal{L}^{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu}(\sigma) = \mathcal{L}^{n(s)\nu;n(r)\mu}(\sigma) \tag{2.31d}
\]

which reduces in the untwisted sector of each orbifold to the general $H$-invariant affine-Virasoro construction $\hat{T}_{\sigma=0} = T$ in (2.7a). Here (2.31c) is the orbifold duality transformation

\[
L \rightarrow \mathcal{L}(L;\sigma) \tag{2.32}
\]

from the $H$-invariant inverse inertia tensor $\mathcal{L}(0) = L$ of the untwisted sector to the twisted inverse inertia tensor $\mathcal{L}(\sigma)$ of sector $\sigma$.

The symbol $:\cdot\cdot\cdot:$ in (2.31b) denotes the orbifold extension of OPE normal ordering\textsuperscript{35,22,19}

\[
: \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(z)\hat{J}_{n(s)\nu}(w) : = \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(z)\hat{J}_{n(s)\nu}(w) \frac{G_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu}(\sigma)}{(z-w)^2} \frac{i\mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu}(\sigma)^{n(t)\delta}(\sigma)\hat{J}_{n(t)\delta}(w)}{z-w} \tag{2.33a}
\]

\[
: \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(w)\hat{J}_{n(s)\nu}(w) : = \int \frac{dz}{2\pi i} \frac{\hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(z)\hat{J}_{n(s)\nu}(w)}{z-w} \tag{2.33b}
\]

\textsuperscript{b}Schematically, $T = L:JJ : \rightarrow \hat{T}_\sigma = \mathcal{L}:J\hat{J} :$. 
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where the contour in (2.33b) does not encircle the origin. We emphasize that the simplicity of the result (2.31b) would be compromised should other ordering prescriptions be employed (see Eqs. (3.11) and (H.2b)). Following the usage in Refs. 22, 19, and 21, we will refer to the prescription (2.33) as OPE normal ordering.

The general orbifold affine-Virasoro construction (2.31) is the center of the orbifold program. Although the OPE isomorphisms (2.21) and (2.30) gave a simple derivation of this result, the Virasoro property (2.31a) of $\hat{T}_\sigma$ was checked against the earlier general Virasoro construction\cite{22} for cyclic permutation orbifolds. The Virasoro property (2.31a) was also checked by direct OPE computation in Ref. 19 (see also Sec. 5 and App. E). Because of the OPE normal ordering, one finds that every step of this computation follows by the duality algorithm\cite{19}

$$a \rightarrow n(r)\mu, \quad G \rightarrow G, \quad f \rightarrow \mathcal{F}, \quad L \rightarrow \mathcal{L} \quad (2.34)$$

from the corresponding step in the direct OPE verification of the Virasoro property of the general affine-Virasoro construction $T$ in (2.3b). The final result of this computation is that the twisted inverse inertia tensor $\mathcal{L}(\sigma)$ must satisfy the general orbifold Virasoro master equation\cite{19}

$$\mathcal{L}^{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu}(\sigma) = 2\mathcal{L}^{n(r)\mu;n(r')\nu'}(\sigma)G_{n(r')\mu';n(s')\nu'}(\sigma)\mathcal{L}^{n(s')\nu';n(s)\nu}(\sigma)$$

$$-\mathcal{L}^{n(r')\mu';n(s')\nu'}(\sigma)\mathcal{L}^{n(t)\delta;n(t')\delta'}(\sigma)\mathcal{F}_{n(r')\mu';n(t)\delta}^{n(r)\mu}(\sigma)\mathcal{F}_{n(s')\nu';n(t')\delta'}^{n(s)\nu}(\sigma)$$

$$-\mathcal{L}^{n(r')\mu';n(s')\nu'}(\sigma)\mathcal{F}_{n(r')\mu';n(t)\delta}^{n(t')\delta}(\sigma)\mathcal{F}_{n(s')\nu';n(t')\delta'}^{n(r)\mu}(\sigma)\mathcal{L}^{n(s)\nu;n(t)\delta}(\sigma)$$

which can indeed be obtained by the duality algorithm (2.34) from the Virasoro master equation in (2.3c). Moreover, the general orbifold Virasoro master equation (2.35) is dual (by the orbifold duality transformation (2.31c)) to the Virasoro master equation. A final connection is that (2.35) reduces to the Virasoro master equation (2.3c) when the automorphism group $H$ is trivial. The result (2.35) generalizes the earlier orbifold Virasoro master equation\cite{22} for cyclic permutation orbifolds.

The twisted inverse inertia tensors $\mathcal{L}(\sigma)$ of the various sectors of each orbifold are related by the orbifold duality transformation (2.31c) and its inverse $I(\mathcal{L})$ according to

$$\mathcal{L}^{n(r')\mu';n(s')\nu'}(\sigma') = \frac{\chi(\sigma)n(r)\mu}{\chi(\sigma')n(r')\mu'} \frac{\chi(\sigma)n(s)\nu}{\chi(\sigma')n(s')\nu'} \mathcal{L}^{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu}(\sigma)(U(\sigma)U^\dagger(\sigma'))_{n(r)\mu}^{n(r')\mu'}(U(\sigma)U^\dagger(\sigma'))_{n(s)\nu}^{n(s')\nu'} \mathcal{L}^{n(s)\nu;n(t)\delta}(\sigma).$$

Similar relations are easily found among the sectors $\sigma$ of the twisted tensors $G(\sigma)$, $\mathcal{F}(\sigma)$ introduced above, as well as among the sectors of the other twisted tensors introduced below.

\textsuperscript{1}The OPE normal ordering in (2.33) is the natural finite part of the orbifold operator product, but, except in the untwisted sectors,\textsuperscript{35} this ordering is generally not a true normal ordering (with zero vev). Indeed, this fact accounts for the non-zero ground state conformal weights of most orbifold sectors.
The twisted inverse inertia tensors $L(\sigma)$ also satisfy\(^{19}\)

\[
L^{(r)\mu; (s)\nu}(\sigma) (1 - E_{(r)}(\sigma)E_{(s)}(\sigma)) = 0
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.37a)

\[
L^{(r)\mu; (s)\nu}(\sigma) = \delta_{(n(r) + n(s), 0 \ mod \ \rho(\sigma))} L^{(r)\mu; (r)\nu}(\sigma)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.37b)

where the $\mathcal{L}$-selection rule in (2.37a) is the dual in sector $\sigma$ of the $H$-invariance (2.7a) of the inverse inertia tensor $L$ in the untwisted sector. Another consequence of the $H$-invariance (2.7a) is that each $L(\sigma)$ is a class function\(^{19}\)

\[
\mathcal{L}(U(\sigma)\nu(\sigma); \sigma) = \mathcal{L}(U(\sigma); \sigma)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.38)

under the $H$-conjugation in (2.28).

Incorporation of the $\mathcal{L}$-selection rule (2.37) gives a more informative presentation of the general orbifold affine-Virasoro construction

\[
\hat{T}(z) = L^{(r)\mu; (r)\nu}(\sigma) \hat{J}_{(r)}(z) \hat{J}_{(-r)}(z) ; \quad \hat{T}(e^{2\pi i}) = \hat{T}(z)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.39a)

\[
\hat{c}(\sigma) = 2G_{(n(r)\mu; (n(r)\nu)} L^{(r)\mu; (n(r)\nu)(\sigma)} = 2G_{ab}L^{ab} = c, \quad \sigma = 0, ..., N_c - 1
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.39b)

which shows that the orbifold stress tensors have trivial monodromy. Moreover, the $\mathcal{L}$-selection rule (2.37) is consistent with the general orbifold Virasoro master equation (2.35), and the two can be combined to obtain a reduced master equation for $L^{(r)\mu; (r)\nu}(\sigma)$.

Looking back, one sees that this consistency is a consequence of the underlying $H$-symmetry of the CFT $A(H)$.

\subsection*{2.6 The cyclic permutation orbifolds $A(\mathbb{Z}_\lambda)/\mathbb{Z}_\lambda$}

As an example, we recall the seminal case\(^{19}\) of the general cyclic permutation orbifold $A(\mathbb{Z}_\lambda)/\mathbb{Z}_\lambda$,

\[
a \rightarrow aI, \quad L^{ab} \rightarrow L^{aI;bJ} = L^{ab}_I, \quad I = 0, ..., \lambda - 1
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.40a)

\[
n(\tau), \mu \rightarrow (\tau), \alpha j, \quad \hat{J}_{n(\tau)\mu} \rightarrow \hat{J}_{aj}^{(\tau)}, \quad x(\sigma)n(\tau)\mu \rightarrow x(\sigma)\alpha j = \sqrt{\rho(\sigma)}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.40b)

\[
G_{\alpha j; \beta k}(\sigma) = \rho(\sigma)k\eta_{\alpha \beta}d_{\tau+s,0 \ mod \ \rho(\sigma)}, \quad F_{\alpha j; \beta k}(\sigma) = f_{\alpha \beta}c_{\tau+s,0 \ mod \ \rho(\sigma)}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.40c)

\[
\hat{J}_{aj}^{(\tau)}(z)\hat{J}_{bl}^{(\tau)}(w) = \delta_{jl}\left\{ \rho(\sigma)k\eta_{\alpha \beta}d_{\tau+s,0 \ mod \ \rho(\sigma)} \right\}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.40d)

\[
\hat{J}_{aj}^{(\tau)}(z)e^{2\pi i} = e^{-2\pi i/\rho(\sigma)}\hat{J}_{aj}^{(\tau)}(z), \quad \hat{J}_{aj}^{(\tau+\rho(\sigma))}(z) = \hat{J}_{aj}^{(\tau)}(z)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.40e)

\[
\hat{T}(z) = \sum_{r=0}^{\rho(\sigma)-1} \sum_{j,l=0}^{1} L^{r\alpha j; -r, \beta l}(\sigma) : \hat{J}_{aj}^{(r)}(z)\hat{J}_{bl}^{(-r)}(z) :
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.40f)
\[ L^{\omega^j r_i, r^{j, i}}(\sigma) = \frac{1}{\rho(\sigma)} \sum_{s=0}^{\rho(\sigma)-1} e^{-\frac{2\pi i N(\sigma) r_s}{\rho(\sigma)}} L^{ab}_{\rho(\sigma)s} z^{s-j-l} \]  

(2.40g)

\[ \hat{\Delta}_0(\sigma) = \frac{\lambda k \eta_{a b}}{4 \rho^2(\sigma)} \left\{ \rho^2(\sigma) - 1 \right. \right. - \sum_{r=1}^{\rho(\sigma)-1} c s c^2\left(\frac{\pi N(\sigma) r}{\rho(\sigma)}\right) L^{a b}_{\rho(\sigma) r} \right\} \]  

(2.40h)

\[ a, b = 1, \ldots, \text{dim}_g, \quad \bar{r}, \bar{s} = 0, \ldots, \rho(\sigma) - 1, \quad j, l = 0, \ldots, \frac{\lambda}{\rho(\sigma)} - 1, \quad \sigma = 0, \ldots, \lambda - 1 \]  

(2.40i)

whose relation to the orbifold Virasoro master equation\(^{22}\) provided a nontrivial check of the orbifold program.

The special case (2.40) follows from the discussion above and the \( \mathbb{Z}_\lambda \)-eigendata in (2.18). In this case the twisted current system (2.40d,e) describes a sector-dependent set of semisimple orbifold affine algebras.\(^{15}\) The orbifold duality transformation \( L(L; \sigma) \) in (2.40g) is a set of discrete Fourier transforms of \( L \), with spectral index periodicity \( r \to r + \rho(\sigma) \), where \( L \) is the inverse inertia tensor of any \( \mathbb{Z}_\lambda \) (permutation)-invariant CFT \( A(\mathbb{Z}_\lambda) \). The twisted inverse inertia tensors \( L^{\omega^j r_i, r^{j, i}}(\sigma) \) were called \( L_r^{(j) h(l)}(\sigma) \) in Ref. 19 and the result in (2.40h) is the ground state conformal weight of sector \( \sigma \).

The orbifold duality transformations for \( G \) and \( F \) in (2.40c) can also be written as discrete Fourier transforms and, indeed, because of the periodicity of the eigenvectors of each \( H \)-eigenvalue problem, all the orbifold duality transformations of this paper

\[ G(G; \sigma), \quad F(f; \sigma), \quad L(L; \sigma), \ldots \]  

(2.41)

are discrete Fourier transforms with period \( \rho(\sigma) \) in the spectral indices \( \{n(r)\} \).

3 The Mode Formulation of Orbifold Theory

As an application of the local formulation above, we turn now to the mode formulation of the general current-algebraic orbifold.

3.1 The general twisted current algebra

The first step in the mode formulation is to find the twisted current algebra of each sector of each orbifold \( A(H)/H \), beginning with the general twisted current system (2.29).

The mode expansion of the twisted currents

\[ \hat{J}_{n(\bar{r}) \mu}(z) = \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}} \hat{J}_{n(\bar{r}) \mu}(m + \frac{n(\bar{r})}{\rho(\sigma)}) z^{-(m+n(\bar{r})) \rho(\sigma)-1} \]  

(3.1a)

\[ \hat{J}_{n(\bar{r}) \mu}(z) = \hat{J}_{n(\bar{r}) \rho(\sigma) \mu}(z) = \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}} \hat{J}_{n(\bar{r}) \rho(\sigma) \mu}(m + \frac{n(\bar{r}) \rho(\sigma)}{\rho(\sigma)}) z^{-(m+n(\bar{r}) \rho(\sigma)) \rho(\sigma)-1} \]  

(3.1b)
follows from the monodromies (2.29b) and the periodicity (2.22c). From (3.1b) we find the periodicity of the modes

\[ \hat{J}_{n(r)\pm\rho(\sigma),\mu}(m + 1 + \frac{n(r)\pm\rho(\sigma)}{\rho(\sigma)}) = \hat{J}_{n(r)\pm\rho(\sigma),\mu}(m) \]

(3.2a)

\[ \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(m - \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) = \hat{J}_{\rho(\sigma)\mu}(m - \frac{\rho(\sigma)\mu-n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \]

(3.2b)

\[ \hat{J}_{n(r)\pm\rho(\sigma),\mu}(m + \frac{n(r)\pm\rho(\sigma)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \neq \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \]

(3.2c)

which includes and generalizes the mode periodicity of orbifold affine algebra.\(^{15,22,19}\) Note that the modes do not satisfy the naive periodicity (3.2c).

We introduce next the operators \( \hat{J} \) with trivial monodromy

\[ \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(z) \equiv z^{\frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}} \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(z) \]

(3.3a)

\[ \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(z) \hat{J}_{n(s)\nu}(w) = \delta_{n(r)+n(s),0 \mod \rho(\sigma)} \frac{1}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{n(r)/\rho(\sigma)}{w(z-w)} G_{n(r)\mu;-n(r),\nu}(\sigma) + i F_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu} \frac{n(r)+n(s)\delta (\sigma)}{z-w} \hat{J}_{n(r)+n(s),\delta}(w) + O((z-w)^0) \]

(3.3b)

The Kronecker delta in the first term of (3.3b) guarantees that these OPE’s are free of branch cuts, which is a necessary condition for the monodromies (2.29b) to be consistent with the OPE’s (2.29a).

Then standard analysis of the OPE’s (3.3b) gives the general twisted current algebra

\[ \hat{g}(\sigma) = \hat{g}(H \subset Aut(g); \sigma) \]

\[ [\hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}), \hat{J}_{n(s)\nu}(n + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)})] = i F_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu} n(r)+n(s)\delta (\sigma) \hat{J}_{n(r)+n(s),\delta}(m + n + \frac{n(r)+n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \]

(3.4a)

\[ + (m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \delta_{m+n+n+r+s,0 \mod \rho(\sigma)} G_{n(r)\mu;-n(r),\nu}(\sigma) \]

(3.4b)

in sector \( \sigma \) of each orbifold \( A(H)/H \). Here \( N_c \) is the number of conjugacy classes of \( H \), and the duality transformations for \( G \) and \( F \) are given in Eq. (2.22). To obtain (3.4) we have used the identity

\[ \delta_{n(r)+n(s),0 \mod \rho(\sigma)} \delta_{m+n+n+r+s,0 \mod \rho(\sigma)} = \delta_{m+n+n+r+s,0 \mod \rho(\sigma)} \]

(3.5)

to simplify the \( G \) term.

The general twisted current algebra (3.4) shows a natural grading across all orbifolds. The general twisted current algebra also satisfies the Jacobi identity (see App. A), which is the ultimate check of the consistency of the principle (2.21).

Looking back, one sees that the grading and the consistency of the general twisted current algebra are consequences of the \( H \)-covariance of the underlying affine algebra (2.1b) on \( g \).
The general twisted current algebra is also consistent with the mode periodicity relations (3.2) and, in the untwisted sector $\sigma = 0$, the general twisted current algebra reduces to the $H$-covariant affine algebra on $g$.

Another feature of the general twisted current algebra is the integral affine subalgebra $\hat{g}(0)^{(a)}$,

$$\left[ \hat{J}_{ij}(m), \hat{J}_{kl}(n) \right] = iF_{ijkm} \hat{J}_{kl}(m + n) + m\delta_{m+n,0} \hat{g}_{0ij00}(\sigma)$$

which is an untwisted affine Lie algebra generated by the set of currents in twist class $\bar{n}(r) = 0$. The integral affine subalgebra $\hat{g}(0)^{(a)}$ is non-trivial for all known non-abelian $\hat{g}(a)$.

As an example of $\hat{g}(a)$, we mention the semisimple orbifold affine algebra at orbifold affine level $\hat{k}(\sigma) = \rho(\sigma)k$,

$$\hat{g}(\sigma) = \hat{g}(\mathbb{Z}_\lambda(\text{permutation}) \subset \text{Aut}(g); \sigma), \quad g = \oplus_{I=0}^{\lambda-1} g^I, \quad g^I \cong g$$

which holds in sector $\sigma$ of each cyclic permutation orbifold $A(\mathbb{Z}_\lambda)/\mathbb{Z}_\lambda$. Using the data (2.40b,c,i), the form (3.7) follows from the general twisted current algebra (3.4). The algebra is also equivalent to the twisted current system in (2.40).

Here is a summary of what is known about (the $H$-eigenvalue problem and) the twisted current algebra $\hat{g}(H \subset \text{Aut}(g); \sigma)$ :

- $H$ is any subgroup of $S_N(\text{permutation}) \to$ sets of commuting orbifold affine algebras$^{15-17,22,19-21}$ at various levels.
- $H$ is a group of inner or outer automorphisms of simple $g \to$ inner-automorphically twisted$^{40,41,30,42,18}$ and outer-automorphically twisted$^{43,41,18}$ affine Lie algebras.
- $H$ is a group of inner automorphisms of each copy $g^I \cong g$ times a permutation group which acts among the copies $\to$ doubly-twisted affine algebras.$^{22,19,21}$

The results$^{19}$ for $H = \mathbb{Z}_\lambda(\text{permutation})$ are collected in Eqs. (2.18), (2.40) and (3.7). The case $H = S_N(\text{permutation})$ is discussed in detail in Sec. 8 and the case of the general group $H = H(d)$ of inner automorphisms of simple $g$ is discussed in Sec. 9. The setups for the case $H = \mathbb{D}_\lambda(\text{permutation})$ and the outer automorphism groups of simple $g$ are included in Apps. J and K respectively.

There are many other cases for which the twisted current algebras have not yet been worked out (e.g. $H$ is a group of outer automorphisms of each copy $g^I \cong g$ times a permutation group which acts among the copies). Another basis for the general twisted current algebra $\hat{g}(\sigma)$ is given in App. C.

\footnote{For prime $\lambda$ one has $\rho(\sigma) = \lambda$ and $j = 0$ for all $\lambda - 1$ twisted sectors, so each twisted sector has only the simple orbifold affine algebra at level $\hat{k} = \lambda k$. This was first seen$^{15}$ in the characters of cyclic copy orbifolds.}
3.2 Operator products and mode ordering

In addition to OPE normal ordering (2.23), it is convenient to introduce a mode ordering $^{k}$

$$
\hat{J}_{\mu}(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \hat{J}_{\nu}(n + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}) :M = \theta(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)} \geq 0) \hat{J}_{\mu}(m + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)} \hat{J}_{\nu}(n + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}) + \theta(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)} < 0) \hat{J}_{\mu}(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \hat{J}_{\nu}(n + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)})
$$

(3.8)
denoted by the subscript $M$. Then one may use (3.1a), (3.4) and (3.8) to compute the exact operator product of the twisted currents

$$
\hat{J}_{\mu}(z) \hat{J}_{\nu}(w) = \frac{n(r)}{z} \hat{n}(\sigma) \left\{ \left( \frac{1}{(z - w)^2} + \frac{\hat{n}(\sigma)/\rho(\sigma)}{w(z - w)} \right) \hat{G}_{\mu;\nu}(\sigma) + \frac{i \hat{F}_{\mu;\nu;\sigma}}{z - w} \right\} + \hat{J}_{\mu}(z) \hat{J}_{\nu}(w) :M
$$

(3.9)

where $\hat{n}(r)$ is the twist class of $\hat{J}_{\mu}(z)$ (see Eq. (2.16)). The partial conversion $n(r) \rightarrow \hat{n}(r)$ seen here is detailed in App. D, and it is easily checked that the result (3.9) is consistent with the OPE's (2.29). We also note that every term in (3.9) is periodic under $n(r) \rightarrow n(r) + \rho(\sigma)$, $\hat{n}(r) \rightarrow \hat{n}(r)$.

Comparing (3.9) with (2.33), we may express the OPE normal ordered product

$$
\hat{J}_{\mu}(z) \hat{J}_{\nu}(z) = \hat{J}_{\mu}(z) \hat{J}_{\nu}(z) :M = \frac{i \hat{n}(r)}{z} \hat{F}_{\mu;\nu;\sigma} \hat{G}_{\mu;\nu}(\sigma) + \frac{1}{z^2} \frac{\hat{n}(r)}{2 \rho(\sigma)} (1 - \frac{\hat{n}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \hat{G}_{\mu;\nu}(\sigma)
$$

(3.10)
in terms of an $M$ ordered product.

With the relation (3.10), the general orbifold stress tensor (2.39a) can be expressed in terms of an $M$ ordered product as

$$
\hat{T}_{\sigma}(z) = \sum_{r,\mu,\nu} L^{n(r)\mu;\nu}(\sigma) \{ \hat{J}_{\mu}(z) \hat{J}_{\nu}(z) :M = \frac{i \hat{n}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)} \hat{F}_{\mu;\nu;\sigma} \hat{G}_{\mu;\nu}(\sigma) \}
$$

(3.11)

In this form, we note the presence of the Freericks-Halpern term $\hat{J}_{\sigma}(z)/z$, where $\hat{J}_{\sigma}$ are the generators of the integral affine subalgebra.

\footnote{Many mode orderings are possible, the most effective ordering being the one that is closest to "normal" (zero vev), given the mode characterization of the ground state of a given sector. The $M$-ordering in (3.8) is a normal ordering for the orbifold affine algebras of the general permutation orbifold (see Secs. 7 and 8).}
3.3 The Virasoro generators of sector $\sigma$

The OPE normal ordered product of the twisted current modes can also be expressed in terms of $M$ ordering

$$ \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu} (m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \hat{J}_{n(s)\nu} (n + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}) : M $$

$$ = \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu} (m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \hat{J}_{n(s)\nu} (n + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}) : M $$

$$ \frac{-i}{\rho(\sigma)} \mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu n(s)\nu} \delta(\sigma) \hat{J}_{n(r)+n(s),\delta} (m + n + \frac{n(r)+n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}) $$

$$ + \frac{\bar{n}(r)}{2\rho(\sigma)} (1 - \frac{\bar{n}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \delta_{m+n+n(r)+n(s),0} G_{n(r)\mu_n-n(r)\nu} (\sigma) . \quad (3.12) $$

Then (using the mode expansion (3.1a) of the twisted currents) the general orbifold stress tensor in (2.39) or (3.11) gives the orbifold Virasoro generators

$$ \hat{T}_\sigma(z) = \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}} L_\sigma(m) z^{-m-2}, \quad \sigma = 0, ..., N_c - 1 \quad (3.13a) $$

$$ L_\sigma(m) = \sum_{r,\mu,\nu} \mathcal{L}^{n(r)\mu-n(r)\nu}(\sigma) \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} : \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(p + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \hat{J}_{-n(r)\nu}(m - p + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) : M $$

$$ = \sum_{r,\mu,\nu} \mathcal{L}^{n(r)\mu-n(r)\nu}(\sigma) \left\{ \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} : \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(p + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \hat{J}_{-n(r)\nu}(m - p + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) : M \right\} $$

$$ - \frac{i}{\rho(\sigma)} \mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu_n-n(r)\nu} \delta(\sigma) \hat{J}_{n(r)+n(s),\delta} (m) $$

$$ + \delta_{m,0} \frac{\bar{n}(r)}{2\rho(\sigma)} (1 - \frac{\bar{n}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) G_{n(r)\mu_n-n(r)\nu} (\sigma) \} \quad (3.13c) $$

for all sectors $\sigma$ of each orbifold $A(H)/H$. This result is the mode form of the general orbifold affine-Virasoro construction. For the untwisted sector $\sigma = 0$, the general construction (3.13) reduces to the mode formulation of the general $H$-invariant affine-Virasoro construction$^{23}$ in (2.7a).

The simplest example of this result is the orbifold $U(1)/\mathbb{Z}_2$:

$$ J(z)J(w) = \frac{1}{(z-w)^2} + O((z-w)^0), \quad T(z) = \frac{1}{2} : J^2(z) : \quad (3.14a) $$

$$ \sigma = 1: \quad J(z)' = -J(w), \quad \rho(1) = 2, \quad U(1) = \chi(1) = 1 \quad (3.14b) $$

$$ \hat{J}(z) = \frac{1}{(z-w)^2} + O((z-w)^0), \quad \hat{J}(ze^{2\pi i}) = -\hat{J}(z) \quad (3.14c) $$

$$ \hat{J}(z) = \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}} \hat{J}(m+\frac{1}{2})z^{-(m+\frac{1}{2})-1}, \quad [\hat{J}(m+\frac{1}{2}), \hat{J}(n+\frac{1}{2})] = (m+\frac{1}{2}) \delta_{m+n+1,0} \quad (3.14d) $$

$$ L_{\sigma=1}(m) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} : \hat{J}(p + \frac{1}{2}) \hat{J}(m - p - \frac{1}{2}) : M + \delta_{m,0} \frac{1}{16} \quad (3.14e) $$
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\[
\hat{J}((m + \frac{1}{2}) \geq 0) |0\rangle = (L_{\sigma=1}(m \geq 0) - \delta_{m,0} \frac{1}{16}) |0\rangle = 0.
\] (3.14f)

Here \( \hat{J} \equiv \hat{J}_{n(r)=1} = \hat{J}_{n(r)=-1} = \partial \hat{X} \) is the current of the standard \( \frac{1}{2} \)-integrally moded scalar field \( \hat{X} \). This twisted field was invented\(^1\) by Halpern and Thorn, who used it to construct the first twisted sector of an orbifold.

For the seminal non-abelian example\(^1\), the Virasoro generators of the permutation orbifolds \( A(\mathbb{Z}_k)/\mathbb{Z}_k \)

\[
L_a(m) = \sum_{r=0}^{\rho(\sigma)-1} \left[ \sum_{j,l=0} \left( \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} j_{a_j}^{(r)} (p + \frac{r}{\rho(\sigma)}) j_{bl}^{(-r)} (m - p - \frac{r}{\rho(\sigma)}) :M \right) \right]
\]

\[
+ \sum_{j=0}^{\rho(\sigma)-1} \left( \sum_{k \in \mathbb{Z}} \right) L_{r_{a_j}^{(r)} b_{k}^{(-r)}} (\sigma) \left\{ \frac{-i r}{\rho(\sigma)} f_{ab} c j_{c_j}^{(0)} (m) + \delta_{m,0} \frac{r}{2\rho(\sigma)} (1 - \frac{r}{\rho(\sigma)}) k_{\rho(\sigma)} \eta_{ab} \right\} (3.15)
\]

follow from (2.40) and (3.13).

### 4 The Orbifold Adjoint Operation

#### 4.1 The orbifold conjugation matrix

To study the adjoint operation in the twisted sectors, we first introduce the orbifold conjugation matrix \( \mathcal{R} \),

\[
\rho \rightarrow \mathcal{R} (\rho; \sigma)
\] (4.1a)

\[
\mathcal{R}_{n(r)\mu} (\sigma) \equiv \chi(\sigma)_{n(r)\mu} U(\sigma)_{n(r)\mu} a_b \ U^t(\sigma) b_{n(s)\nu} (4.1b)
\]

\[
\mathcal{R}(\sigma)^* \mathcal{R}(\sigma) = \mathcal{R}(\sigma) \mathcal{R}(\sigma)^* = 1
\] (4.1c)

\[
\mathcal{R}_{n(r)\mu} (\sigma) (1 - E_{n(r)} (\sigma) E_{n(s)} (\sigma)) = 0
\] (4.1d)

\[
\mathcal{R}_{n(r)\mu} (\sigma) = \delta_{n(r)+n(s),0} \mod \rho(\sigma) \mathcal{R}_{n(r)\mu}\, n(r),\nu (\sigma)
\] (4.1e)

which is the dual in sector \( \sigma \) (see the following subsection) of the conjugation matrix \( \rho \) in Eq. (2.2). Eq. (4.1a) and its realization in (4.1b) is another orbifold duality transformation on the same footing as the earlier ones for \( \mathcal{G}, \mathcal{F} \) and \( \mathcal{L} \). From Eq. (4.1b) and the \( H \)-eigenvalue problem (2.11), one sees that the \( \mathcal{R} \)-selection rule in (4.1d) (and its solution in (4.1e)) is the dual in sector \( \sigma \) of the \( H \)-covariance (2.6d) of the conjugation matrix \( \rho \). The orbifold conjugation matrix \( \mathcal{R} \) also controls the complex conjugation of the other twisted tensors\(^1\)

\[
\mathcal{G}_{n(r)\mu,n(s)\nu} (\sigma)^* = \mathcal{R}_{n(r)\mu} \, n(t)\nu (\sigma) \, \mathcal{R}_{n(s)\nu} \, n(u)\mu' (\sigma) \, \mathcal{G}_{n(t)\mu',n(u)\nu'} (\sigma)
\] (4.2a)

\(^1\)To prove (4.2c), for example, use the duality transformation \( \mathcal{L}(L) \) in (2.31c) and the \( L^* \) relation in (2.5), followed by the inverse \( L(L) \) of the duality transformation.
\[
\mathcal{F}_{n(r); n(s); \nu}^{n(t) \delta} (\sigma)^* = \mathcal{R}_{n(r); \mu}^{n(u) \mu'} (\sigma) \mathcal{R}_{n(s); \nu}^{n(v) \nu'} (\sigma) \mathcal{F}_{n(u); n(v); \nu'}^{n(w) \delta'} (\sigma) \mathcal{R}_{n(w); \delta'}^{n(t) \delta} (\sigma)^* 
\]
(4.2b)

\[
\mathcal{L}^{n(t); n(s); \nu'} (\sigma)^* = \mathcal{L}^{n(t); n(s); \nu'} (\sigma) \mathcal{R}^{n(t); \mu} (\sigma)^* \mathcal{R}^{n(s); \nu'} (\sigma)^* 
\]
(4.2c)

in each sector \( \sigma \) of each orbifold \( A(H)/H \). These results are dual to Eqs. (2.2b) and (2.5), so that, in particular, the relation (4.2c) holds when the CFT \( A(H) \) is unitary.

Another consequence of the \( H \)-covariance of \( \rho \) in (2.6d) is that each \( \mathcal{R}(\sigma) \) is a class function

\[
\mathcal{R}(U(\sigma) \nu(\sigma); \sigma) = \mathcal{R}(U(\sigma); \rho(\sigma)) 
\]
(4.3)

under the \( H \)-conjugation in (2.28).

### 4.2 The adjoint of the twisted currents

We can now give the adjoint of the twisted currents of sector \( \sigma \)

\[
\hat{J}_{n(r); \mu}^{n(r)} (m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)})\uparrow = \sum_{\nu} \mathcal{R}_{n(r); \mu}^{-n(r), \nu} (\sigma) \hat{J}_{-n(r), \nu} (-m - \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) 
\]
(4.4a)

\[
\hat{J}_{n(s); \nu}^{n(s)} (n + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)})\uparrow = \hat{J}_{n(r); \mu}^{n(r)} (m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) 
\]
(4.4b)

where \( \mathcal{R}(\sigma) \) is the orbifold conjugation matrix defined above. The \textit{orbifold adjoint operation} \( (4.4a) \) is the dual\(^m\) in sector \( \sigma \) of the adjoint operation (2.2a) on the untwisted currents. The consistency relation \( (4.4b) \) is easily checked with Eqs. (4.4a) and (A.3).

The orbifold adjoint operation \( (4.4a) \) defines a real form of the general twisted current algebra \( \hat{g}(\sigma) \) in (3.4) because the adjoint of the algebra

\[
[\hat{J}_{n(r); \mu}^{n(r)} (m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)})\uparrow, \hat{J}_{n(s); \nu}^{n(s)} (n + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)})\uparrow] = -(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \mathcal{G}_{-n(r), \mu; -n(s), \nu} (\sigma)^* \delta_{m+n, \frac{n(r)+n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}} 
\]

\[
-\frac{1}{\gamma} \mathcal{F}_{-n(r), \mu; -n(s), \nu}^{-n(r)+n(s), \delta} (\sigma)^* \hat{J}_{n(r); n(s), \delta} (m + n + \frac{n(r)+n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)})\uparrow 
\]
(4.5)

is consistent with \( \hat{g}(\sigma) \). To verify this statement, use (A.4a) and (A.4b).

In the case\(^1\) of the permutation orbifolds \( A(\mathbb{Z}_\lambda)/\mathbb{Z}_\lambda \), the twisted current algebra is the semisimple orbifold affine algebra \( \mathfrak{g}(\sigma) \) in (3.7) and we obtain the orbifold adjoint operation

\[
\rho_a^{b} \rightarrow \rho_a^{b} J = \rho_a^{b} \delta_{I}^{J}, \quad I, J = 0, \ldots, \lambda - 1 
\]
(4.6a)

\[
\mathcal{R}(\sigma) \rightarrow \mathcal{R}_{\mathcal{R}^{ab}^{b} \mathcal{R}_{\sigma}^{s b l}(\sigma) = \rho_a^{b} \delta_{J}^{I} \delta_{r+s, 0 \operatorname{mod} \rho(\sigma)}, \quad \hat{J}_{n(r); \mu}^{n(r)} (m + \frac{r}{\rho(\sigma)})\uparrow = \rho_a^{b} \hat{J}_{n(r); \mu}^{n(r)} (m + \frac{r}{\rho(\sigma)})\uparrow 
\]
\( (4.6b) \)

from (2.18), (2.40) and (4.4a). This adjoint operation is in agreement with the standard adjoint operation for orbifold affine algebra\(^1\),\(^1\)\(^9\) and it is known\(^1\)\(^5\) that this adjoint operation

\(^m\)The local form \( \hat{J}(z)\uparrow = \mathcal{R} J(z^{-1}) z^{2-2*} \) of the adjoint operation (4.4a), including the form (4.1b) of \( \mathcal{R} \), follows by duality transformation from the local form \( J(z)\uparrow = \rho J(z^{-1} z^{2-2*} \) of the adjoint operation (2.2) in the untwisted sector.
guarantees unitarity of the twisted affine Hilbert space when the untwisted affine Hilbert space is unitary.

More generally, as we will note in Secs. 7, 8 and 9, the orbifold adjoint operation defines a unitary twisted affine Hilbert space for each sector of the orbifolds

- $A(H)/H$, where $H$ is any subgroup of $S_N$(permutation)
- $A(H(d))/H(d)$, where $H(d)$ is any group of inner automorphisms of simple $g$
- $A(H)/H$, where $H$ is a product of any subgroup of $S_N$(permutation) times a group of inner automorphisms

when the untwisted affine Hilbert space is unitary. On the basis of this evidence, we conjecture that the orbifold adjoint operation implies unitarity of all the twisted affine Hilbert spaces of $A(H)/H$, given the unitarity of the untwisted affine Hilbert space.

### 4.3 The adjoint of the orbifold Virasoro generators

The adjoint (4.4a) of the twisted currents gives the desired adjoint operation on the Virasoro generators

$$L_\sigma(m)^\dagger = L_\sigma(-m)$$

in every sector $\sigma$ of each orbifold $A(H)/H$. To see this, apply the orbifold adjoint operation (4.4a) to the mode form (3.13c) of the Virasoro generators and use the $L^\ast$ relation (A.4c). In further detail, one finds that the $(\hat{J})^2$, $(\hat{J})^1$ and $(\hat{J})^0$ terms in (3.13c) satisfy the adjoint relation (4.7) separately.

It follows that all the twisted sectors of the orbifolds bulleted in Subsec. 4.2 are unitary when the CFT's $A(H)$ are unitary, and similarly for all $A(H)/H$ if our conjecture in that subsection can be proven.

### 5 The $\hat{T} \hat{J}$ OPE's of $A(H)/H$

The OPE isomorphisms also allow us to compute the $\hat{T}_\sigma \hat{J}(\sigma)$ OPE's of orbifold theory.

To begin this discussion, we remind the reader of the $TJ$ OPE of the general affine-Virasoro construction

$$T(z)J_a(w) = M(L)^a_b \left( \frac{1}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{\partial_w}{z-w} J_b(w) + \frac{N(L)^b_{c}}{z-w} J_b(w)J_c(w) : + O((z-w)^0) \right)$$

$$[L(m), J_a(n)] = -nM(L)^b_a J_b(m+n) + N(L)^b_{c} \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} : J_b(p)J_c(m+n-p) :$$

$$M(L)^b_a = 2G_{ac} L^c_b + f_{ad}^c L^{dc} f_{ce}^b, \quad N(L)^b_{c} = -if_{ad}^b L_c^d$$

In all these cases, unitarity of the twisted affine Hilbert spaces follows easily from known orbifold induction procedures. This result was established for the permutation orbifolds $A(\mathbb{Z}_\lambda)/\mathbb{Z}_\lambda$ in Ref. 19.
\[ M(L)_{ab} = M(L)_a \varepsilon_{cd} = M(L)_{ba}, \quad N(L)_{ab}^{\text{bc}} = N(L)_{a}^{\text{cb}} \] (5.1d)
\[ M(L)^* = \rho M(L) \rho^* = M(L)^\dagger, \quad N(L)_{a}^{\text{bc}} = -\rho_a^d N(L)_d^f \rho_c^b \rho_f^c \] (5.1e)

In the special case of the \( H \)-invariant CFT's \( A(H) \), one finds that the \( H \)-invariances of the tensors \( M(L) \) and \( N(L) \)
\[ [\omega, M(L)] = 0, \quad \omega_a^d N(L)_d^f (\omega^1)_c^b (\omega^1)_f^c = N(L)_{a}^{\text{bc}}, \quad \forall \omega \in H \subset \text{Aut}(g) \] (5.2)
follow from (5.1c), (2.6c) and (2.7a).

For the general orbifold \( A(H)/H \), the OPE isomorphisms for \( \hat{J}(\sigma) \) and \( \hat{T}_\sigma \) in (2.21a) and (2.30) combine to give the derived OPE isomorphism
\[ T(z) J_n(r)JL(w) \rightarrow \hat{T}_\sigma(z) \hat{J}_n(r)_\mu(w) \] (5.3)
and this isomorphism gives the general \( \hat{T}_\sigma \hat{J}(\sigma) \) OPE in sector \( \sigma \) of \( A(H)/H \)
\[ \hat{T}_\sigma(z) \hat{J}_n(r)_\mu(w) = M_{n(r)_\mu} \frac{n(s)\nu(\sigma)[\frac{1}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{\partial_w}{(z-w)}] \hat{J}_n(s)_\nu(w)}{z-w} + N_{n(r)_\mu}(s)\nu; n(t)\delta(\sigma) : \hat{J}_n(s)_\nu(w) \hat{J}_n(t)_\delta(w) : + O((z-w)^0) \] (5.4a)
\[ M_{n(r)_\mu}(s)\nu(\sigma) = \chi(\sigma)n(r)_\mu \chi(\sigma)_n(s)_\nu U(\sigma)(n(r)_\mu)^a M(L)_a^{b\nu} U^\dagger(\sigma)_b n(s)\nu \] (5.4b)
\[ N_{n(r)_\mu}(s)\nu; n(t)\delta(\sigma) = \frac{\chi(\sigma)n(r)_\mu \chi(\sigma)_n(s)_\nu}{\chi(\sigma)n(s)_\nu \chi(\sigma)_n(t)_\delta} U(\sigma)(n(r)_\mu)^a N(L)_a^{b\nu} U^\dagger(\sigma)_b n(s)\nu U^\dagger(\sigma)_c n(t)\delta \] (5.4c)

The twisted tensors \( M(\sigma) \) and \( N(\sigma) \) in (5.4b,c) are the dual in sector \( \sigma \) of the untwisted tensors \( M(L) \) and \( N(L) \)
\[ M(L) \rightarrow \mathcal{M}(M(L); \sigma), \quad N(L) \rightarrow \mathcal{N}(N(L); \sigma) \] (5.5)
and the same result (5.4) can be obtained by direct OPE calculation (see App. E) in the twisted sectors of the orbifolds. The orbifold duality transformations (5.5) (and their realization in (5.4b,c)) are on the same footing as the earlier ones for \( G, F, L \) and \( R \).

One also finds the \( M- \) and \( N- \)selection rules and their solutions
\[ \mathcal{M}_{n(r)_\mu}(s)\nu(\sigma)(1 - E_{n(r)}(\sigma) E_n(s)) = 0 \] (5.6a)
\[ \mathcal{M}_{n(r)_\mu}(s)\nu(\sigma) = \delta_{n(r)-n(s), 0 \mod \rho(\sigma)} \mathcal{M}_{n(r)_\mu}(n(r)\nu(\sigma)) \] (5.6b)
\[ \mathcal{N}_{n(r)_\mu}(s)\nu; n(t)\delta(\sigma)(1 - E_{n(r)}(\sigma) E_n(s)) = 0 \] (5.6c)
\[ \mathcal{N}_{n(r)_\mu}(s)\nu; n(t)\delta(\sigma) = \delta_{n(r)-n(s)-n(t), 0 \mod \rho(\sigma)} \mathcal{N}_{n(r)_\mu}(n(s)\nu; n(r)-n(s), \delta(\sigma)) \] (5.6d)
\[ N_{n(r)} \delta^{n(s)\nu ; n(r) - n(s), \delta} = 0 \quad \text{unless} \quad n(r) - n(s) \in \{ n(r) \} \quad (5.6e) \]

which are the dual in sector \( \sigma \) of the \( H \)-invariances (5.2) of \( M(L) \) and \( N(L) \) in the untwisted sector.

Another consequence of the \( H \)-invariances in (5.2) is that the twisted tensors \( \mathcal{M}(\sigma) \) and \( \mathcal{N}(\sigma) \) are class functions

\[ \mathcal{M}(U(\sigma)v(\sigma); \sigma) = \mathcal{M}(U(\sigma); \sigma), \quad \mathcal{N}(U(\sigma)v(\sigma); \sigma) = \mathcal{N}(U(\sigma); \sigma) \quad (5.7) \]

under the \( H \)-conjugation in (2.28).

Using the \( \mathcal{M} \)- and \( \mathcal{N} \)-selection rules in (5.6), one obtains the \( T_{\sigma}, J(\sigma) \) OPE's in the more informative presentation

\[ \hat{T}_{\sigma}(z)\hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(w) = \mathcal{M}_{n(r)}^{n(r)\nu}(\sigma) \left[ \frac{1}{(z - w)^2} + \frac{\partial_w}{(z - w)} \right] \hat{J}_{n(r)\nu}(w) \]

\[ + \frac{\mathcal{N}_{n(r)}^{n(s)\nu ; n(r) - n(s), \delta}(\sigma) : \hat{J}_{n(s)\nu}(w)\hat{J}_{n(r) - n(s), \delta}(w) :}{z - w} + O((z - w)^0) \quad (5.8) \]

which shows the consistency of the monodromies on both sides of the relation. The associated commutator\(^\text{P}\)

\[ [L_\sigma(m), \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(n + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)})] = -(n + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)})\mathcal{M}_{n(r)}^{n(r)\nu}(\sigma)\hat{J}_{n(r)\nu}(m + n + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \]

\[ + \mathcal{N}_{n(r)}^{n(s)\nu ; n(r) - n(s), \delta}(\sigma) \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} : \hat{J}_{n(s)\nu}(p + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)})\hat{J}_{n(r) - n(s), \delta}(m + n - p + \frac{n(r) - n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}) : \quad (5.9) \]

follows from (5.8).

6 The Orbifolds of the \((H \text{ and Lie } h)\)-invariant CFT's

Our presentation of these "doubly-invariant" CFT's and their orbifolds will follow the progression

\[ A(\text{Lie } h) \rightarrow A(\text{Lie } h(H)) \rightarrow \frac{A(\text{Lie } h(H))}{H} \quad (6.1) \]

starting with a review of Lie symmetry in current-algebraic conformal field theory.

\(^\text{P}\)The complex conjugates \( \mathcal{M}^* \) and \( \mathcal{N}^* \) can be computed with (5.1e), and the results follow the pattern seen in Eq. (4.2): a factor of \( R^* \) or \( R \) for an up or down index respectively. Then it is easily checked that (5.9) is consistent with the adjoint operations in (4.4a) and (4.7).
6.1 The Lie $h$-invariant CFT's

The Lie $h$-invariant CFT's\textsuperscript{23-25,28,22} on $g$, called collectively $A(Lie h)$, are those CFT's with a Lie symmetry\textsuperscript{4} $h \subset g$, which may be realized globally or locally. Large numbers of Lie $h$-invariant CFT's are known,\textsuperscript{23} and simple examples of $A(Lie h)$ include the WZW model $A_g(Lie g)$, described by the affine-Sugawara construction\textsuperscript{29,36-39,25} on $g$, and the $g/h$ coset constructions.\textsuperscript{29,36,46,25}

To describe this class of CFT's more precisely, we begin with the index decomposition

$$a = (A, I), \quad A \text{ in } h, \quad I \text{ in } g/h : \quad G_A = f_{AB}^I = f_{AI}^B = 0$$

$$J_A(z)J_B(w) = \frac{G_{AB}}{(z-w)^2} + if_{AB}^C J_C(w) + O((z-w)^0)$$

where $h$ is any reductive subalgebra of the ambient algebra $g$ and $J_h = \{J_A\}$ are the $h$ currents. The Lie $h$-invariant CFT's $A(Lie h)$ are those CFT's on $g$ whose inverse inertia tensor is invariant under infinitesimal transformations generated by Lie $h$

$$T = L^{ab} : J_a J_b :, \quad \delta_A L^{ab} = L^{ac} f_c{}^b = -i N(L) A_{ab} = 0, \quad A = 1, ..., \dim h$$

where $N(L)$ is defined in (5.1). The inverse inertia tensors of $A(Lie h)$ satisfy a consistent\textsuperscript{23} reduced Virasoro master equation.

At least for all unitary CFT's in $A(Lie h)$, it follows\textsuperscript{45,23}

$$M(L) A^I = 0, \quad M(L) A^C M(L) C^B = M(L) A^B$$

$$T(z)J_A(w) = M(L) A^B \left( \frac{1}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{\partial w}{z-w} \right) J_B(w) + O((z-w)^0)$$

where $M(L) A^B$ is the $h$ block of $M(L)$ (see Eq. (5.1)). As seen in (6.4), the essential simplifications of the Lie $h$-invariant CFT's are that a) $M(L) A^B$ is a projector and b) there is no two-current term on the right side of (6.4b). It then follows\textsuperscript{45,23} in a left eigenbasis of $M(L) A^B$ that the $h$ currents are either $(1,0)$ or $(0,0)$ operators of $T(z)$. For the affine-Sugawara constructions, one has $h = g$ and all the $h$ currents are $(1,0)$ operators, so that Lie $h$ is realized globally. For the $g/h$ coset constructions the $h$ currents are $(0,0)$ operators, so that Lie $h$ is realized locally. For general Lie $h$-invariant CFT's, the affine $h$ subalgebras (6.2b) decompose as\textsuperscript{23}

$$h = h_0 \oplus h_1$$

where $h_0$ and $h_1$ are the closed affine subalgebras of the $(0,0)$ and the $(1,0)$ operators respectively.\textsuperscript{r}

\textsuperscript{4}The Lie $h$-invariant CFT's $A(Lie h)$ are also invariant (at least) under the connected part $(Lie H)_c$ of the corresponding Lie group $Lie H$. Moreover $(Lie H)_c \subset Lie G \subset Aut(g)$ and $(Lie H)_c \subset Aut(h)$, so one may consider the orbifolds by a Lie group $A(Lie h)/(Lie H)_c$ for any Lie $h$-invariant CFT. We shall not do so here.

\textsuperscript{r}In what follows, we will generally assume unitarity of the Lie $h$-invariant CFT's and hence the Lie $h$ relations (6.4). For the affine-Sugawara and coset constructions, however, it is clear that (6.4) holds without assumption of unitarity. Section 9 gives further evidence that the relations (6.4) may follow directly from the Virasoro master equation.
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6.2 The \((H\text{ and }\text{Lie } h)-\)invariant CFT's

We consider next the \((H\text{ and }\text{Lie } h)-\)invariant CFT's, called collectively \(A(\text{Lie } h(\text{Lie } h))\), \(h \subset g\), \(H \subset \text{Aut}(g)\), \(H \subset \text{Aut}(h)\).

These are the CFT's which are simultaneously invariant under some Lie \(h\) and also a finite group \(H\), and the CFT's of \(A(\text{Lie } h(\text{Lie } h))\) can be used to from the orbifolds \(A(\text{Lie } h(\text{Lie } h))/H\). Because \(g\), \(h\) and \(H\) are not fixed, these \textit{doubly-invariant} CFT's provide a different slice of orbifold theory than the large examples in Subsec. 2.6 and Secs. 8 and 9.

We will not attempt to classify the \((H\text{ and }\text{Lie } h)-\)invariant CFT's, but the set is large, including the general WZW model

\[A_g(H) = A_g(\text{Lie } g) = A(\text{Lie } g(\text{Lie } h)), \quad H \subset \text{Aut}(g)\]

which is described by the affine-Sugawara construction\(^{29,36-39,25}\) on \(g\), and the general \(H\)-invariant coset construction\(^{19,21}\)

\[\frac{g}{h}(H) \subset A(\text{Lie } h(\text{Lie } h))\]  

Many other examples in \(A(\text{Lie } h(\text{Lie } h))\) are known including a) the level families that live on the Lie \(h\)-invariant graphs with a graph symmetry\(^{34,23,25}\) and b) the \((h = g_{\text{diag}})-\)invariant CFT's\(^{22,19}\) in \(A(\mathbb{Z}_n(\text{permutation}))\), whose stress tensors describe the untwisted sectors of the \(G_{\text{diag}(\sigma)}\)-invariant cyclic orbifolds.

Another large class of doubly-invariant CFT's \(A(\text{Cartan } g(H(d)))\) is discussed in Sec. 9, where \(H = H(d)\) is any group of inner automorphisms. These doubly-invariant CFT's are particularly important because, as we shall see, they underlie the connection between inner-automorphic orbifolds and stress-tensor spectral flow.

For CFT's in \(A(\text{Lie } h(\text{Lie } h))\), the subalgebra \(h \subset g\) is an \(H\)-covariant subalgebra\(^{21}\)

\[\omega(h_\sigma)_A^I = 0, \quad J_A' = \omega(h_\sigma)_A^B J_B, \quad \forall \omega(h_\sigma) \in H, \quad A = 1, \ldots, \dim h\]

of the \(H\)-covariant ambient algebra \(g\). Here \(\omega(h_\sigma)_A^B\) is the \(h\) block of \(\omega(h_\sigma)\) and \(J_A'\) satisfies the same OPE as \(J_A\), given in (6.2b). Then, using (2.6b,c) and (6.2b), the properties

\[\omega(h_\sigma)_A^C \omega^I(h_\sigma)_C^B = \delta_A^B, \quad \omega(h_\sigma)_I^A = 0\]

\[\omega(h_\sigma)_A^C \omega(h_\sigma)_B^D G_{CD} = G_{AB}, \quad \omega(h_\sigma)_A^D \omega(h_\sigma)_B^E f_{DE}^F \omega^I(h_\sigma)_F^C = f_{AB}^C\]

are obtained for all \(h_\sigma\). The relations in (6.10b) express the \(H\)-invariance of the \(h\) tensors \(G_{AB}\) and \(f_{AB}^C\). It follows that each matrix action \(\omega(h_\sigma)\) is block diagonal

\[\omega(h_\sigma) = \begin{pmatrix} \omega(h_\sigma)_A^B & 0 \\ 0 & \omega(h_\sigma)_I^J \end{pmatrix}\]
and that the $h$ and $g/h$ blocks $\omega(h_\sigma)_A^B$ and $\omega(h_\sigma)_J^J$ of $\omega(h_\sigma)$ are separately unitary. Then the unitary eigenvector matrices $U(\sigma)$ and $U^+(\sigma)$ may also be taken block diagonal with each block separately unitary. Finally, Eqs. (5.2) and (6.11) imply the vanishing commutator

$$\omega(h_\sigma)_A^C M(L)_C^B = M(L)_A^C \omega(h_\sigma)_C^B$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.12)

among the $h$ blocks of $\omega(h_\sigma)$ and $M(L)$.

### 6.3 The orbifolds $A(\text{Lie } h(H))/H$

We turn now to the orbifolds by $H$ of the doubly-invariant CFT’s $A(\text{Lie } h(H))$

$$\frac{A(\text{Lie } h(H))}{H} \subset \frac{A(H)}{H}, \quad h \subset g, \quad H \subset \text{Aut}(g), \quad H \subset \text{Aut}(h).$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.13)

The twisted $g$ currents $\hat{J}_n^{(r)\mu}$ of these orbifolds satisfy the twisted current algebra

$$\hat{g}(H \subset \text{Aut}(g), H \subset \text{Aut}(h); \sigma)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.14)

whose form is included in (3.4). In this case, the ambient algebra (6.14) has a twisted $h$ subalgebra\(^{21}\) generated by the twisted $h$ currents $\hat{J}_{\sigma(h)}$, which we will discuss below. When Lie $h$ is realized locally, one must learn to gauge the twisted $h$ currents in an action formulation of these orbifolds.

To study the twisted $h$ currents in a “conformal weight” basis (see Eq. (6.16)), we begin with the simultaneous left-eigenvalue problem

$$U(\sigma) \hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu} B \omega(h_\sigma)_B^A = E\hat{h}_n^{(r)(\sigma)} U(\sigma) \hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu} A$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.15a)

$$U(\sigma) \hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu} B M(L)_B^A = \theta_i U(\sigma) \hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu} A$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.15b)

$$E\hat{h}_n^{(r)(\sigma)} = e^{-\frac{2\pi i \hat{n}(r)}{\sigma}}, \quad \hat{n}(r) \in \{n(r)\}, \quad \theta_i \in \{0, 1\}, \quad \sigma = 0, ..., N_c - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.15c)

defined on the (unitary) $h$ block of $U$. Eq. (6.15a) is the induced $H$-eigenvalue problem\(^{21}\) for the $H$-covariant subalgebra $h$, and the consistency of the simultaneous eigenvalue problem (6.15) is guaranteed by the vanishing commutator in Eq. (6.12). The allowed values of $\theta_i$ in (6.15c) follow from $M^2 = M$ in (6.4a), and we emphasize that the matrix $M(L)$ and its eigenvalues $\theta_i(\sigma) = \theta_i(0) = \theta_i$ are independent of $\sigma$.

The analysis\(^{19}\) reviewed in Sec. 2 for the ambient algebra $g$ can now be applied, mutatis mutandis, to the $H$-covariant subalgebra $h$. With (6.4) and (6.15), we find that the $h$-eigencurrents $\mathcal{J}_h(\sigma) = \{\mathcal{J}_{\hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu}}(\sigma)\}$ of sector $\sigma$

$$\mathcal{J}_{\hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu}}(z) \equiv x(\hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu}) U(\sigma) \hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu} A J_A(z), \quad \mathcal{J}_{\hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu}}(z)' = E\hat{h}_n^{(r)(\sigma)} \mathcal{J}_{\hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu}}(z) - T(z) \mathcal{J}_{\hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu}}(w) = \theta_i \left( \frac{1}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{\delta w}{z-w} \right) \mathcal{J}_{\hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu}}(w) + O((z-w)^0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.16a)

$$T(z) \mathcal{J}_{\hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu}}(w) = \theta_i \left( \frac{1}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{\delta w}{z-w} \right) \mathcal{J}_{\hat{h}_n^{(r)\mu}}(w) + O((z-w)^0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.16b)
have conformal weight \( \theta_i \in \{0,1\} \) and simultaneously a diagonal response \( E_{\tilde{n}(r)}(\sigma) \) to the automorphism group \( H \).

Then using the OPE's (6.2b) of the \( h \) current algebra, the \( h \)-eigencurrents (6.16a) and the OPE isomorphism

\[
\mathcal{J}_h(\sigma) \rightarrow \mathcal{J}_{\tilde{h}(\sigma)}, \quad \hat{J}_{\tilde{h}(\sigma)} = \{ \hat{J}_{\tilde{n}(r)}(\theta_{\mu}) \}
\]

(6.17a)

automorphisms \( E_{\tilde{n}(r)}(\sigma) \rightarrow \) monodromies \( E_{\tilde{n}(r)}(\sigma) \)

(6.17b)

one finds the twisted \( h \) current system (read Eq. (2.22a) with \( n(r) \mu \rightarrow \tilde{n}(r) \theta_{\mu} \)). The twisted \( h \) tensors of this system are

\[
G_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu};\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu}}(\sigma) = \chi(\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu} \chi(\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu}) U(\sigma)_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu}} A U(\sigma)_{\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu}} B G_{AB}
\]

(6.18a)

\[
\mathcal{F}_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu};\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu}}^{\tilde{n}(t)\theta_{\delta}}(\sigma) = \frac{\chi(\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu} \chi(\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu}) U(\sigma)_{\tilde{n}(t)\theta_{\delta}}}{\chi(\tilde{n}(t)\theta_{\delta})} U(\sigma)_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu}} A U(\sigma)_{\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu}} B f_{AB} C^{U(\sigma)}(\sigma) C_{\tilde{n}(t)\theta_{\delta}}
\]

(6.18b)

\[
\mathcal{F}_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu};\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu}}^{\tilde{n}(u)\theta_{\epsilon}}(\sigma) \mathcal{F}_{\tilde{n}(t)\theta_{\delta};\tilde{n}(u)\theta_{\epsilon}}^{\tilde{n}(u)\theta_{m} \gamma(\sigma)}(\sigma) + \mathcal{F}_{\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu};\tilde{n}(t)\theta_{\delta}}^{\tilde{n}(u)\theta_{m} \gamma(\sigma)}(\sigma) \mathcal{F}_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu};\tilde{n}(u)\theta_{\epsilon}}^{\tilde{n}(u)\theta_{m} \gamma(\sigma)}(\sigma) + \mathcal{F}_{\tilde{n}(t)\theta_{\delta};\tilde{n}(u)\theta_{\epsilon}}^{\tilde{n}(u)\theta_{m} \gamma(\sigma)}(\sigma) = 0
\]

(6.18c)

\[
\mathcal{F}_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu};\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu}}^{\tilde{n}(u)\theta_{m} \gamma(\sigma)}(\sigma) \mathcal{F}_{\tilde{n}(t)\theta_{\delta};\tilde{n}(u)\theta_{\epsilon}}^{\tilde{n}(u)\theta_{m} \gamma(\sigma)}(\sigma) \mathcal{F}_{\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu};\tilde{n}(t)\theta_{\delta}}^{\tilde{n}(u)\theta_{m} \gamma(\sigma)}(\sigma) = 0
\]

(6.18d)

\[
G_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu};\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu}}(\sigma) (1 - E_{\tilde{n}(r)}(\sigma) E_{\tilde{n}(s)}(\sigma)) = 0
\]

(6.18e)

\[
\mathcal{F}_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu};\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu}}^{\tilde{n}(t)\theta_{\delta}}(\sigma) (1 - E_{\tilde{n}(r)}(\sigma) E_{\tilde{n}(s)}(\sigma) E_{\tilde{n}(t)}(\sigma)^*) = 0
\]

(6.18f)

and the corresponding twisted \( h \) subalgebra is

\[
\hat{h}(\sigma) \equiv \hat{h}(H \subset Aut(h); \sigma) \subset \hat{g}(H \subset Aut(g), H \subset Aut(h); \sigma)
\]

(6.19a)

\[
[\hat{J}_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu}}(m + \tilde{n}(r) \rho(\sigma)), \hat{J}_{\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu}}(n + \tilde{n}(s) \rho(\sigma))] = (m + \tilde{n}(r) \rho(\sigma)) \delta_{m+n+\tilde{n}(r)+\tilde{n}(s)+\tilde{n}(t)} \delta_{\tilde{n}(r)} \delta_{\tilde{n}(s)} \delta_{\tilde{n}(t)} \mathcal{G}_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu} \tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu}}(\sigma)
\]

\[
+ i \mathcal{F}_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu};\tilde{n}(s)\theta_{\nu}}^{\tilde{n}(t)\theta_{\delta}}(\sigma) \hat{J}_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu}}(m + n + \tilde{n}(r) \rho(\sigma))
\]

\[
\# \{ \hat{J}_{\tilde{n}(r)}(\sigma) \} = \# \{ J_{\tilde{n}(r)} \} = \dim h
\]

(6.19b)

(6.19c)

The subalgebra \( \hat{h}(\sigma) \) is the dual in sector \( \sigma \) of the untwisted affine \( h \) subalgebra in (6.2b), and the Jacobi identity of \( \hat{h}(\sigma) \) follows with (6.18c,d).

We turn next to the twisted inverse inertia tensor \( L(\sigma) \) in the stress tensor \( \hat{T}_{\sigma} \) of each orbifold in \( A(Lie h(H))/H \). In addition to the selection rules (2.37) – which are dual to the \( H \)-symmetry of \( A(Lie h(H)) \) – we find that \( L(\sigma) \) also satisfies the condition\(^8\)

\[
L^{n(u)\gamma(n(s)\nu)}(\sigma) \mathcal{F}_{n(u)\gamma\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu}}^{n(t)\delta}(\sigma) = -i \mathcal{N}_{\tilde{n}(r)\theta_{\mu}}^{n(s)\nu; n(t)\delta}(\sigma) = 0
\]

(6.20)

\(^8\)A special case of this condition was first seen for cyclic permutation orbifolds in Ref. 22.
which is dual to the Lie $h$ condition (6.3). Moreover, the $\hat{T}_\sigma \hat{J}_{\hat{b}(\sigma)}$ relations

$$\mathcal{M}_{\hat{n}(r)} \hat{n}(s) \hat{\theta}_i \mu = \theta_i \delta_{\hat{n}(r)} \hat{n}(s) \hat{\theta}_i \nu$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.21a)

$$\hat{T}_\sigma(z) \hat{J}_{\hat{n}(r)} \hat{\theta}_i \mu(w) = \theta_i \left( \frac{1}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{\partial_w}{z-w} \right) \hat{J}_{\hat{n}(r)} \hat{\theta}_i \mu(w) + O((z-w)^0)$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.21b)

$$[L_\sigma(m), \hat{J}_{\hat{n}(r)} \hat{\theta}_i \mu(n + \hat{n}(r) \rho(\sigma))] = -\theta_i (n + \hat{n}(r) \rho(\sigma)) \hat{J}_{\hat{n}(r)} \hat{\theta}_i \mu(m + n + \hat{n}(r) \rho(\sigma))$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.21c)

can be obtained from (6.16b), (6.17) and the derived isomorphism (2.30), or as a special case of (5.8) and (5.9). These results show that each twisted $h$ current of any orbifold $A(\text{Lie} h(H))/H$ is either a twisted $(1,0)$ operator (defined by $\theta_i = 1$) or a twisted $(0,0)$ operator (defined by $\theta_i = 0$). Looking back, we see that the properties (6.21) are orbifold reflections of the Lie $h$ properties in (6.4) and (6.16b).

### 6.4 WZW orbifolds, coset orbifolds and orbifold $K$-conjugation

We work out here the general WZW orbifold$^{19}$ and the general coset orbifold$^{21}$ which provide simple sets of examples in $A(\text{Lie} h(H))/H$. In this discussion, we emphasize the role of the WZW orbifolds in orbifold $K$-conjugation,$^{19}$ and the role of orbifold $K$-conjugation in the construction of the coset orbifolds.

The affine-Sugawara construction$^{29,36–39,25}$ on $g$

$$A_g(H) = A(\text{Lie} g(H)), \quad H \subset \text{Aut}(h = g)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.22a)

$$T_g = L_g^{ab} : J_a J_b :, \quad L_g^{ab} = \Theta I \frac{n_I^{ab}}{2k_I + Q_I}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.22b)

$$L_g^{cd} \omega_c^a \omega^b = L_g^{ab}, \quad \forall \omega \in H \subset \text{Aut}(h = g)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.22c)

$$N(L_g)_a^{bc} = 0, \quad M(L_g)^b_a = \delta^b_a$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.22d)

$$[L_g(m), J_a(n)] = -nJ_a(m + n)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.22e)

is always a (global Lie $h = g$)-invariant CFT which is also $H$-invariant under any $H \subset \text{Aut}(g)$. Then the description of the general WZW orbifold$^{19}$

$$\frac{A_g(H)}{H} = A(\text{Lie} g(H))/H, \quad \hat{\theta}(\sigma) = \hat{g}(\sigma)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.23a)

$$\hat{T}_{\hat{g}^\sigma}(\sigma) = \mathcal{L}_{\hat{g}^\sigma}^{n(r)\mu - n(r),\nu} \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu} \hat{J}_{-n(r),\nu} :, \quad \sigma = 0, ..., N_c - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.23b)

$$\mathcal{L}_{\hat{g}^\sigma}^{n(r)\mu - n(r),\nu} (\sigma) = \chi(\sigma)^{-1} n(r) \mu \chi(\sigma)^{-1} n(r),\nu L_g^{ab} U^t(\sigma) n(r)\mu U^t(\sigma)_b - n(r),\nu$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.23c)

$$N_{n(r)\mu}^{n(s)\nu} n(t) \delta(\sigma) = 0, \quad M_{n(r)\mu}^{n(s)\nu} (\sigma) = \delta_{n(r)\mu}^{n(s)\nu}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.23d)

$$[L_{\sigma}(n), \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(n + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)})] = -(n + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(m + n + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.23e)
is obtained from the results of the previous subsection. In the WZW orbifolds, the twisted $g$ currents $\{\tilde{J}(\sigma)\}$ satisfy the general twisted current algebra $\hat{g}(\sigma)$ in (3.4) and each of the twisted $g$ currents is a twisted $(1,0)$ operator (with $\theta_i(\sigma) = \theta_i = 1$) under the orbifold affine-Sugawara construction $\hat{T}_{\tilde{g}(\sigma)}$. The case of the WZW cyclic permutation orbifolds was discussed in Ref. 19 and further discussion of WZW orbifolds is found in Secs. 7 and 9.

Returning for a moment to the general affine-Virasoro construction (2.3), we remind the reader that the affine-Sugawara construction $T_g$ also plays a central role in the operation known as $K$-conjugation

$$A \leftrightarrow_K \tilde{A} \quad (6.24a)$$

$$T_g(z) = T(z) + \tilde{T}(z), \quad \tilde{T}(z)T(w) = O((z - w)^0) \quad (6.24b)$$

$$L_g^{ab} = L^{ab} + \tilde{L}^{ab}, \quad c_g = c + \tilde{c} \quad (6.24c)$$

which relates $K$-conjugate pairs $A, \tilde{A}$ of current-algebraic CFT’s on $g$. The simplest example of $K$-conjugation is the $g/h$ coset construction

$$T_{g/h} = T_g - T_h, \quad c_{g/h} = c_g - c_h, \quad [L_{g/h}(m), J_A(n)] = 0, \quad A = 1, ..., \dim h \quad (6.25)$$

which is a (local Lie $h$)-invariant CFT (with $\theta_i = 0$ for each $h$ current).

We emphasize that $K$-conjugation is closed on the space of $H$-invariant CFT’s

$$A(H) \leftrightarrow_K \tilde{A}(H), \quad H \subset \text{Aut}(g) \quad (6.26)$$

because the affine-Sugawara construction $T_g$ describes the $H$-invariant CFT $A_g(H)$.

For the corresponding orbifolds by $H$, one finds that $K$-conjugation (6.26) and the duality transformation (2.31c) combine to give orbifold $K$-conjugation

$$\frac{A(H)}{H} \leftrightarrow_K \frac{\tilde{A}(H)}{H} \quad (6.27a)$$

$$\hat{T}_{\tilde{g}(\sigma)}(z) = \hat{T}_g(z) + \tilde{T}_g(z), \quad \hat{T}_g(z)\hat{T}_g(w) = O((z - w)^0) \quad (6.27b)$$

$$L_{\tilde{g}(\sigma)}^{n(r)m(s)}(\sigma) = L^{n(r)m(s)}(\sigma) + \tilde{L}^{n(r)m(s)}(\sigma) \quad (6.27c)$$

$$\hat{c}_{\tilde{g}(\sigma)} = c_g, \quad \hat{c}(\sigma) = c, \quad \hat{\tilde{c}}(\sigma) = \tilde{c} \quad (6.27d)$$

which relates $K$-conjugate pairs of stress tensors in $A(H)/H$ through the orbifold affine-Sugawara construction $\hat{T}_{\tilde{g}(\sigma)}$.

The simplest example of orbifold $K$-conjugation, namely the general coset orbifold

$$\frac{g(H)}{h} \subset A(\text{Lie } h(H))/H, \quad h \subset g, \quad H \subset \text{Aut}(h), \quad H \subset \text{Aut}(g) \quad (6.28a)$$

$$T_{g/h}(z) = T_g(z) - T_h(z) \quad \leftrightarrow \quad \hat{T}_{\tilde{g}(\sigma)}(z) = \hat{T}_{\tilde{g}(\sigma)}(z) - \hat{T}_{\tilde{g}(\sigma)} \quad (6.28b)$$
\( T_h = L_h^{AB} : J_A J_B : \xrightarrow{\sigma} \hat{T}_{\hat{h}(\sigma)} = L_{\hat{h}(\sigma)}^{\hat{h}(r)} \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(r)} \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(r)} \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(r)} : (6.28c) \)

\( L_{\hat{h}(\sigma)}^{\hat{h}(r) \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(s)}} \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(s)} \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(s)} = \chi(\sigma)^{-1} \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(r)} \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(s)} L_h^{AB} U^\dagger(\sigma)_A \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(r)} U^\dagger(\sigma)_B \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(s)} \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(s)} \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(s)} \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(s)} \hat{\omega}^{\hat{h}(s)} (6.28d) \)

is also found in \( A(\text{Lie} h(H)) / H \). The untwisted sectors of these orbifolds are formed from the \( H \)-invariant coset constructions \( \mathcal{L}_h \), and the twisted \( h \) currents \( \hat{T}_{\hat{h}(\sigma)} = \{ \hat{J}_{\hat{h}(r) \hat{\omega}} \} \) have \( \theta_\sigma = \theta_i = 0 \) in this case because the untwisted \( h \) currents \( J_A \) are \((0,0)\) operators of \( T_{gh} \).

In further detail, the twisted \( h \) currents are twisted \((1,0)\) operators under \( \hat{T}_{\hat{h}(\sigma)} \) and \( \hat{T}_{\hat{h}(\sigma)} \) and hence twisted \((0,0)\) operators under \( \hat{T}_{\hat{g}(\sigma)}/H \):

\[ [L_{\hat{g}(\sigma)}^{\hat{h}(r)}(m), \hat{J}_{\hat{h}(r) \hat{\omega}}(n + \hat{n}(\sigma))] = -(n + \hat{n}(\sigma)) \hat{J}_{\hat{h}(r) \hat{\omega}}(m + n + \hat{n}(\sigma)) \]

\[ [L_{\hat{g}(\sigma)}^{\hat{h}(r)}(m), \hat{J}_{\hat{h}(r) \hat{\omega}}(n + \hat{n}(\sigma))] = -(n + \hat{n}(\sigma)) \hat{J}_{\hat{h}(r) \hat{\omega}}(m + n + \hat{n}(\sigma)) \]

\[ [L_{\hat{g}(\sigma)}^{\hat{h}(r)}(m), \hat{J}_{\hat{h}(r) \hat{\omega}}(n + \hat{n}(\sigma))] = 0 \]

The eigenvalue \( \theta_i = 0 \) of the twisted \( h \) currents controls the vanishing final commutator with the coset orbifold Virasoro generators. The results (6.28a,b) and (6.28c) are equivalent to those given in Ref. 21, which also discusses the orbifolds of the \( \mathbb{Z}_H \)-invariant coset constructions in further detail. Finally, the twisted \( h \) currents satisfy the twisted \( h \) subalgebra

\[ [\hat{J}_{\hat{h}(r) \hat{\omega}}(m + \hat{n}(\sigma)), \hat{J}_{\hat{h}(s) \hat{\omega}}(n + \hat{n}(\sigma))] = (m + \hat{n}(\sigma)) \hat{J}_{\hat{h}(r) \hat{\omega}}(m + n + \hat{n}(\sigma)) \]

\[ + i \mathcal{F}_{\hat{h}(r) \hat{\omega} \hat{h}(s) \hat{\omega}}(\hat{n}(r) + \hat{n}(s), \hat{n}(s), \hat{n}(r)) \hat{J}_{\hat{h}(r) \hat{\omega}}(m + n + \hat{n}(s) + \hat{n}(r) / \hat{n}(\sigma)) \]

which is dual to the untwisted \( h \) algebra whose OPE's are given in (6.2b).

Other applications of orbifold \( K \)-conjugation are found in the following subsection and Subsec. 9.5.

### 6.5 Decomposition of the twisted \( h \) subalgebras

With the help of orbifold \( K \)-conjugation, we will show in this subsection that the twisted affine \( h \) subalgebra \( \hat{h}(\sigma) \) of each sector of each orbifold \( A(\text{Lie} h(H)) / H \) decomposes as

\[ \hat{h}(\sigma) = \hat{h}_0(\sigma) \oplus \hat{h}_1(\sigma) \]

(6.31)

where \( \hat{h}_0(\sigma) \) and \( \hat{h}_1(\sigma) \) are the closed affine subalgebras of the twisted \((0,0)\) and \((1,0)\) operators respectively. The algebra \( \hat{h}(\sigma) \subset \hat{g}(\sigma) \) is given in (6.19) and the orbifold argument given below parallels the argument in Ref. 23 for the decomposition (6.5) of the \( h \) subalgebra of any Lie \( h \)-invariant CFT.

For the orbifolds \( A(\text{Lie} h(H)) / H \), we may combine orbifold \( K \)-conjugation (6.27) with the \( L_{\sigma} \), \( \hat{J}_{\hat{h}(\sigma)} \) commutator in (6.21) to find the relation

\[ \frac{A(\text{Lie} h(H))}{H} K \hat{A}(\text{Lie} h(H)) \hat{A} \hat{A} \hat{A} \hat{A} = 1 = \theta_i + \hat{\theta}_i \]

(6.32)
among the "conformal weights" $\theta$ of the twisted $h$ currents of each $K$-conjugate orbifold pair in $A(Lie h(H))/H$.

In what follows, we consider various pairs of generators $\tilde{J}_{\tilde{h}(\sigma)}$ of the twisted $h$ subalgebra $\tilde{h}(\sigma)$ of sector $\sigma$ in any particular orbifold $A(Lie h(H))/H$, starting with an arbitrary pair of twisted $(0,0)$ operators. According to (6.21), the commutator of this pair of twisted currents commutes with the stress tensor $T^\sigma_\tau$ of this orbifold

$$[L_\sigma(m), [\tilde{J}_{\tilde{h}(\sigma)}_0^\mu (n + \frac{\tilde{\alpha}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}), \tilde{J}_{\tilde{h}(\sigma)}_\nu (p + \frac{\tilde{\alpha}(s)}{\rho(\sigma)})]] = 0$$

(6.33)

so the set of twisted $(0,0)$ operators of this orbifold is closed under commutation. Similarly, the set of twisted $(1,0)$ operators of this orbifold is closed under commutation because, according to (6.32), these currents and their commutators are twisted $(0,0)$ operators of the $K$-conjugate stress tensors $\tilde{T}_\tau$. To prove that the twisted $(0,0)$ and twisted $(1,0)$ operators of the orbifold commute, use the chain rule and the commutator (6.21) to see that

$$[L_\sigma(m), [\tilde{J}_{\tilde{h}(\sigma)}_0^\mu (n + \frac{\tilde{\alpha}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}), \tilde{J}_{\tilde{h}(\sigma)}_\nu (p + \frac{\tilde{\alpha}(s)}{\rho(\sigma)})]]$$

$$= -(p + \frac{\tilde{\alpha}(s)}{\rho(\sigma)})[\tilde{J}_{\tilde{h}(\sigma)}_0^\mu (n + \frac{\tilde{\alpha}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}), \tilde{J}_{\tilde{h}(\sigma)}_\nu (p + m + \frac{\tilde{\alpha}(s)}{\rho(\sigma)})].$$

(6.34)

Then use the twisted $h$ algebra (6.19) on both sides, followed by the commutator (6.21) again on the left side. The result of this computation

$$G_{n(r)0^\mu, n(s)1^\nu} = F_{n(r)0^\mu, n(s)1^\nu}^{n(r)+n(s)} \theta_k \delta = 0$$

(6.35)

establishes the decomposition (6.31) of the twisted $h$ subalgebra $\tilde{h}(\sigma)$ of sector $\sigma$. As discussed in Subsec. 6.4, the general WZW orbifold and the general coset orbifold provide simple examples of this decomposition.

7 About Permutation Orbifolds

In this section, we discuss some features common to all permutation orbifolds

$$\frac{A(H)}{H}, \quad H \subset S_N(\text{permutation}) \subset Aut(g), \quad g = \oplus_{k=0}^{K-1} g^I, \quad K \leq N$$

(7.1)

where the copies $g^I \cong g$ in the $(H \subset S_N)$ permutation-invariant CFT's are taken at level $k$. In this case, the general twisted current algebra $\tilde{g}(\sigma)$ of sector $\sigma$ consists of a set of commuting orbifold affine algebras\textsuperscript{15,16,19,20} at various orders (see also Sec. 8). We have also checked that the orbifold adjoint operation (4.4a) gives the standard\textsuperscript{15,19} adjoint operation (see Eq. (4.6b) and Sec. 8) for each commuting orbifold affine algebra in each sector $\sigma$, so that unitarity of the twisted sectors of any permutation orbifold $A(H)/H$ follows from unitarity of the permutation-invariant CFT $A(H)$. 30
From the orbifold induction procedure for orbifold affine algebras\textsuperscript{15} we know that the ground state \(|0\rangle_{\sigma}\) of sector \(\sigma\) is a twisted affine primary state

\[
\hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}((m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \geq 0)|0\rangle_{\sigma} = 0, \quad \sigma(0)|\hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}((m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \leq 0) = 0 \tag{7.2}
\]

where the second relation follows from the first by the orbifold adjoint operation. It follows from (7.2) that \(M\) ordering, defined in (3.8), is a true normal ordering

\[
\langle \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(z)|\hat{J}_{n(s)\nu}(w) :M\rangle_{\sigma} = 0 \tag{7.3a}
\]

\[
\sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(p + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \hat{J}_{-n(r)\nu}(m - p - \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}):M\ |0\rangle_{\sigma} = 0, \quad \forall \ n(r), \mu, \nu \tag{7.3b}
\]

for all permutation orbifolds. The relations (7.2) and (7.3) hold for all \(n(r)\) and \(n(s)\), not necessarily in the fundamental range. As a consequence of (7.3a), we obtain the twisted current-current correlators in each sector \(\sigma\) of the general permutation orbifold

\[
\langle \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(z)\hat{J}_{n(s)\nu}(w) \rangle_{\sigma} = \delta_{n(r)+n(s),0 mod \rho(\sigma)} \left(\frac{1}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{n(r)/\rho(\sigma)}{w(z-w)}\right)G_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu}(\sigma) \tag{7.4}
\]

from the exact operator product (3.9). Correlators of more than two twisted currents can be computed from (3.1a), (3.4) and (7.2).

Using (3.13c), (7.2) and (7.3b), we may also compute the ground state conformal weight \(\hat{\Delta}_0(\sigma)\) of sector \(\sigma\)

\[
L_{\sigma}(m \geq 0)|0\rangle_{\sigma} = \delta_{m,0}\hat{\Delta}_0(\sigma)|0\rangle_{\sigma} \tag{7.5a}
\]

\[
\hat{\Delta}_0(\sigma) = \sum_{r,s,\mu,\nu} \frac{\bar{n}(r)}{2\rho(\sigma)}(1 - \frac{\bar{n}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)})L^{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu}(\sigma)G_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu}(\sigma) \tag{7.5b}
\]

\[
= \sum_{r,\mu,\nu} \frac{\bar{n}(r)}{2\rho(\sigma)}(1 - \frac{\bar{n}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)})L^{n(r)\mu;n(r)\nu}(\sigma)G_{n(r)\mu;n(r)\nu}(\sigma) \tag{7.5c}
\]

The ground state conformal weights are class functions and the factor \(\bar{n}(r)\) in (7.5c) tells us that twist class \(\bar{n}(r) = 0\) (the integral affine subalgebra) does not contribute to \(\hat{\Delta}_0(\sigma)\). When the CFT \(A(H)\) is unitary, the ground state conformal weights \(\hat{\Delta}_0(\sigma)\) must be real

\[
\hat{\Delta}_0(\sigma)^* = \hat{\Delta}_0(\sigma) \tag{7.6}
\]

because the twisted sectors of these orbifolds are also unitary in this case. To see this explicitly, use the \(G^*\) relation (\textit{A.4a}), the \(L^*\) relation (\textit{A.4c}), the relation (\textit{A.3}) for \(R\) and the symmetry of \(G\) and \(L\).

Using the duality transformations for \(G\) and \(L\) in Eqs. (2.22d) and (2.31c), the ground state conformal weights (7.5b) can also be expressed in terms of the inverse inertia tensor.
$L^{ab}$ of the untwisted sector

$$\hat{\Delta}_0(\sigma) = L^{ac} G_{cb} \sum_r \frac{\tilde{n}(r)}{2\rho(\sigma)} (1 - \frac{\tilde{n}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \mathcal{P}(\tilde{n}(r); \sigma)_j^b \quad (7.7a)$$

$$\mathcal{P}(\tilde{n}(r); \sigma)_j^b = \sum_{\mu} U^\dagger(\sigma)_a^{(r)} \mathcal{U}(\sigma)(\sigma)^b_\mu \quad , \quad \omega(\mathcal{h})_a^{(r)} = \sum_r \mathcal{E}_n(r)(\sigma) \mathcal{P}(\tilde{n}(r); \sigma)_a^{(r)} \quad (7.7b)$$

$$\mathcal{P}(\tilde{n}(r); \sigma)_c^{(s)} \mathcal{P}(\tilde{n}(s); \sigma)_c^{(r)} = \delta_{n(r)}^{n(s)} \mathcal{P}(\tilde{n}(r); \sigma)_a^{(r)} \quad (7.7c)$$

where $\mathcal{P}(\tilde{n}(r); \sigma)$ is the projector onto the $n(r)$ subspace of sector $\sigma$. Other properties of these projectors are collected in App. B.

To go further for $H \subset S_N$, we need a more explicit notation for the semisimplicity of the Lie algebra $g$ in (7.1) and the degeneracy indices of the $H$-eigenvalue problem:

$$a \to a, I, \quad n(r), \mu \to n(r), aj, \quad a = 1, \ldots, \dim g, \quad I = 0, \ldots, K - 1 \quad (7.8a)$$

$$G_{ab} \to G_{aI,bJ} = k \eta_{ab} \delta_{IJ}, \quad f_{ab} \to f_{aI,bJ} = f_{ab} \delta_{IJ} \quad (7.8b)$$

$$J_{aI}(z)J_{bJ}(w) = \delta_{IJ} \left\{ \frac{k \eta_{ab}}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{f_{ab} \delta_{IJ}}{z-w} \right\} + O((z-w)^0) \quad (7.8c)$$

$$L^{ab} \to L^{aI,bJ}, \quad \rho_a^b \to \rho_{aI}^{bJ} = \rho_a^b \delta_{IJ}, \quad \omega(\mathcal{h})_a^{(r)} \to \omega(\mathcal{h})_{aI}^{bJ} = \delta_a^b \omega(\mathcal{h})_I^J \quad (7.8d)$$

$$U^\dagger(\sigma)_a^{(r)} \to U^\dagger(\sigma)_{aI}^{bJ} = \delta_a^b U^\dagger(\sigma)_I^{n(r)j} \quad , \quad \omega(\mathcal{h})_I^J U^\dagger(\sigma)_J^{n(r)j} = U^\dagger(\sigma)_I^{n(r)j} \mathcal{E}_n(r)(\sigma) \quad (7.8e)$$

$$\mathcal{P}(\tilde{n}(r); \sigma)_a^{(r)} \to \mathcal{P}(\tilde{n}(r); \sigma)_{aI}^{bJ} = \delta_a^b \mathcal{P}(\tilde{n}(r); \sigma)_I^J \quad (7.8f)$$

$$\mathcal{P}(\tilde{n}(r); \sigma)_I^J = \sum_j U^\dagger(\sigma)_I^{n(r)j} U(\sigma)(\sigma)_J^{n(r)j} \quad (7.8g)$$

$$\mathcal{G}_{n(r)aj;n(s)bl}(\sigma) \propto k \eta_{ab}, \quad \mathcal{F}_{n(r)aj;n(s)bl} \propto f_{ab}^c, \quad \mathcal{R}_{n(r)aj;n(s)bl}(\sigma) \propto \rho_a^b \quad (7.8h)$$

$$T = L^{aI,bJ} : J_{aI}J_{bJ} : \quad \hat{T}_\sigma = L^{aI,bJ}n(r)aj;n(s)bl(\sigma) : \hat{J}_{n(r)aj}\hat{J}_{n(s)bl} : \quad (7.8i)$$

Here the $a$ indices to the right of the arrows are the Lie algebra indices of the copies $g$, with Killing metric $\eta_{ab}$, and $\mu = (a,j)$ labels the $\tilde{n}(r)$ subspace. The reduced matrix $U^\dagger(\sigma)_I^{n(r)j}$ (which solves the reduced eigenvalue problem in (7.8e)) is also unitary, and the reduced matrix $\mathcal{P}(\tilde{n}(r); \sigma)_I^J$ is also a projector onto the $n(r)$ subspace.

Then the ground state conformal weight (7.7a) takes the form

$$\hat{\Delta}_0(\sigma) = kL^{aI,bJ} \eta_{ab} \sum_r \frac{\tilde{n}(r)}{2\rho(\sigma)} (1 - \frac{\tilde{n}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \mathcal{P}(\tilde{n}(r); \sigma)_I^J \quad (7.9)$$

---

Note: The structure $\frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}$ was first seen in the ground state conformal weights of the free-field examples discussed by Dixon, Harvey, Vafa and Witten in Ref. 6.
for all \( H \subset S_N \), where \( P_{IJ} = \delta_{KJ} \). For the case of the cyclic permutation orbifolds \( A(\mathbb{Z}_k)/\mathbb{Z}_k \), a more explicit form of the ground state conformal weights can be obtained

\[
L^{aI,bJ} = L^{ab}_{i-J}, \quad \mathcal{P}(r; \sigma)_{IJ} = \frac{1}{\rho(\sigma)} e^{\frac{2\pi i N(r) (J-I) \sigma}{\rho(\sigma)}} \delta_{I,J \mod \rho(\sigma)} \tag{7.10a}
\]

\[
\Delta_0(\sigma) = \frac{k \eta_{ab}}{4 \rho^2(\sigma)} \left\{ \frac{\rho(\sigma) - 1}{3} L^{ab}_{i-J} - \sum_{\tau=1}^{\rho(\sigma)-1} \csc^2 \left( \frac{\pi N(\sigma) \tau}{\rho(\sigma)} \right) L^{ab}_{i,J \mod \rho(\sigma)} \right\}, \quad \sigma = 1, \ldots, \lambda - 1 \tag{7.10b}
\]

from (2.18) and (7.9), in agreement with the result given in Ref. 19.

Returning to the general permutation orbifold, we find that the reduced matrices \( \omega \) and \( U \) satisfy

\[
\sum_I \omega(h_{\sigma})_{IJ} = 1 \tag{7.11a}
\]

\[
\left( \sum_I U^\dagger(\sigma)_{n(\tau)I}(1 - E_{n(\tau)}(\sigma)) \right) = \left( \sum_I U(\sigma)_{n(\tau)J} \right) (1 - E_{n(\tau)}(\sigma)) = 0 \tag{7.11b}
\]

\[
\left( \sum_I U^\dagger(\sigma)_{n(\tau)J} \right) \left( \sum_I U(\sigma)_{n(\tau)I} \right) + \sum_I \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(\tau); \sigma)_{IJ} \propto \delta_{n(\tau),0 \mod \rho(\sigma)} \tag{7.11c}
\]

for all \( H \subset S_N \). Here (7.11a) follows because \( \omega(h_{\sigma})_{IJ} \) is a permutation matrix, while the selection rules (7.11b) follow from (7.11a) and the reduced eigenvalue problem.

The relations (7.9) and (7.11c) give a simple form for the ground state conformal weights of the permutation orbifolds \( A(S_N)/S_N \)

\[
L^{aI,bJ} = \lambda^{ab} \delta^{IJ} + I^{ab}, \quad \sum_I \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(\tau); \sigma)_{IJ} = \text{dim}[\bar{n}(\tau)] \tag{7.12a}
\]

\[
\Delta_0(\sigma) = k \eta_{ab} \lambda^{ab} \sum_\tau \frac{\bar{n}(\tau)}{2 \rho(\sigma)} \left( 1 - \frac{\bar{n}(\tau)}{\rho(\sigma)} \right) \text{dim}[\bar{n}(\tau)] \tag{7.12b}
\]

where \( \text{dim}[\bar{n}(\tau)] \) is the dimension of the \( \bar{n}(\tau) \) subspace. This simplification depends on the form of the inverse inertia tensor in (7.12a), which describes the general \( S_N \)-invariant CFT. A more explicit form of these ground state conformal weights will be obtained in Sec. 8.

The relations (7.11) also give a simple form for the ground state conformal weights of the general permutation copy orbifold \( A(\mathbb{Z}_k)/\mathbb{Z}_k \) (7.13a)

\[
\times \frac{K_{-1}}{H} A_{I} \subset \frac{A(H)}{H}, \quad H \subset S_N(\text{permutation}) \tag{7.13a}
\]

\[
L^{aI,bJ} = \lambda^{ab} \delta^{IJ} \tag{7.13b}
\]

\[
\Delta_0(\sigma) = \frac{c}{2} \sum_\tau \frac{\bar{n}(\tau)}{2 \rho(\sigma)} \left( 1 - \frac{\bar{n}(\tau)}{\rho(\sigma)} \right) \text{dim}[\bar{n}(\tau)], \quad c = 2 k \eta_{ab} \lambda^{ab} \tag{7.13c}
\]

\[\text{For the case } H = \mathbb{Z}_{\lambda}(\text{permutation}), \text{ results equivalent to (7.13) were given in Refs. 19 and 21.}\]
where \( A_I \cong A \) are \( K \) copies (permuted by \( H \subset S_N \)) of any affine-Virasoro construction \( A \) with central charge \( c \). Included in this set of copy orbifolds is the general WZW permutation orbifold (see also Subsec. 6.4), whose twisted inverse inertia tensors are given by

\[
L^{n(r)aj;n(s)bl}(\sigma) = \frac{x_g}{2(x_g + \tilde{h}_g)} \mathcal{G}^{n(r)aj;n(s)bl}(\sigma), \quad \mathcal{G}^{n(r)aj;n(s)bl}(\sigma) \propto \frac{\eta^{ab}}{k}, \quad \sigma = 0, \ldots, N_c - 1.
\]

(7.14)

Here \( N_c \) is the number of conjugacy classes of \( H \subset S_N \), \( \tilde{h}_g \) is the dual Coxeter number of each copy \( g \) and \( x_g \) is the invariant level of affine \( g \). The twisted tensor \( \mathcal{G} \) with all indices up is the inverse of the twisted metric \( \mathcal{G}^{n(r)aj;n(s)bl}(\sigma) \) in (7.8h).

For both \( A(S_N)/S_N \) and the general permutation copy orbifold (7.13) we find an \( a \leftrightarrow b \) symmetry of \( \mathcal{L} \)

\[
\mathcal{L}^{n(r)aj;n(s)bl}(\sigma) = \mathcal{L}^{n(r)bj;n(s)al}(\sigma)
\]

(7.15a)

\[
\hat{T}_\sigma(z) = \mathcal{L}^{n(r)aj;-(n,r)bl}(\sigma) : \hat{j}_{n(r)aj}(z) \hat{j}_{-n(r)bj}(z) :_{M} + \frac{1}{z^2} \hat{\Delta}_0(\sigma)
\]

(7.15b)

so that no linear terms in the currents appear in the \( M \)-ordered form of the stress tensors. For \( \mathbb{Z}_\lambda \)-permutation copy orbifolds, many examples of this phenomenon were seen in Ref. 15.

8 The Permutation Orbifolds \( A(S_N)/S_N \)

8.1 The permutation group \( S_N \)

As a large example beyond \( A(\mathbb{Z}_\lambda)/\mathbb{Z}_\lambda \), we will work out the permutation orbifolds

\[
\frac{A(S_N)}{S_N}, \quad S_N(\text{permutation}) \subset \text{Aut}(g)
\]

(8.1)

in further detail, where \( A(S_N) \) is any \( S_N(\text{permutation}) \)-invariant affine-Virasoro construction. The case of \( A(S_3)/S_3 \) was worked out previously in Ref. 19. In the \( S_N \)-invariant CFT's, we have \( N \) copies \( g^I \) of an affine Lie algebra on simple \( g \) with currents \( J_{aI} \)

\[
g = \bigoplus_{i=0}^{N-1} g^I, \quad g^I \cong g
\]

(8.2a)

\[
[J_{aI}(m), J_{bJ}(n)] = \delta_{IJ} \{ i f_{ab}^{\phantom{ab}c} J_{cI}(m+n) + m k_{\eta^{ab}} \delta_{m+n,0} \}
\]

(8.2b)

\[
J_{aI'} = \omega_{I'}^{\phantom{I'}J} J_{aJ}, \quad \omega \in S_N(\text{permutation})
\]

(8.2c)

\[
a, b = 1, \ldots, \dim g, \quad I, J = 0, \ldots, N - 1, \quad m, n \in \mathbb{Z}
\]

(8.2d)

and the action of \( S_N(\text{permutation}) \) on the currents is given in (8.2c).

In the cyclic notation for the elements of \( S_N \), the action of a cycle of length \( l \)

\[
(I_{j=0} \cdots I_{j=l-1} : I_j = 0, \ldots, N - 1, \quad \hat{j} = 0, \ldots, l - 1, \quad I_{\hat{j}} \neq I_i \text{ when } \hat{j} \neq i
\]

(8.3)
is a cyclic permutation of the copies of $g$ according to

$$g_j^l \rightarrow g_j^{l+1}, \quad j = 0, \ldots, l - 2; \quad g_0^{l-1} \rightarrow g_0^l. \quad (8.4)$$

All elements of $S_N$ are products of disjoint cycles, and the general element can be written as a product of elements of disjoint cyclic groups $\mathbb{Z}_{\sigma_j}$

$$\prod_{j=0}^{n-1} (I_j^1 \cdots I_j^{l_{\sigma_j}}), \quad I_j^i \neq I_j^j \quad \text{when} \ j \neq i \quad (8.5)$$

where $\sigma_j$ is the length of the $j$th disjoint cycle, $\hat{j}$ counts within a cycle and $n$ (the number of disjoint cycles) is some positive integer.

A property of each element of $S_N$ is its cycle type $\vec{\sigma}$, which is the collection of lengths of cycles written in order of decreasing length

$$\vec{\sigma} \equiv \{\sigma_0, \ldots, \sigma_{n-1}\}, \quad \sigma_{j+1} \leq \sigma_j, \quad \sum_{j=0}^{n(\vec{\sigma})-1} \sigma_j = N. \quad (8.6)$$

The cycle types $\vec{\sigma}$ are the $\sigma_{j+1} \leq \sigma_j$ partitions of $N$ for any $n = n(\vec{\sigma})$, and $\vec{\sigma}$ also labels the conjugacy classes of $S_N$. Conversely, the elements of conjugacy class $\vec{\sigma}$ are obtained by relaxing the restriction on the ordering of the lengths in $\vec{\sigma}$. As an example, the table below shows the conjugacy classes of $S_3$.

Modeling our choice on the cycle types, we choose one representative from each conjugacy class $\vec{\sigma}$ by determining $\{I_j^i\}$ as follows

$$j, \hat{j} \rightarrow \{I_j^i\} : \quad I_j^i \equiv \sum_{k=0}^{j-1} \sigma_k + \hat{j}, \quad \sigma_{j+1} \leq \sigma_j, \quad \sum_{j=0}^{n(\vec{\sigma})-1} \sigma_j = N \quad (8.8a)$$

$$j = 0, \ldots, n(\vec{\sigma}) - 1, \quad \hat{j} = 0, \ldots, \sigma_j - 1 \quad (8.8b)$$

given $\vec{\sigma}$ and the ranges of $j, \hat{j}$ in (8.8b). Here $j$ labels the disjoint cycles and $\hat{j}$ labels the integers in each disjoint cycle. For example, the chosen representatives for the elements of $S_3$ and $S_4$ are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S_3$: Conj. Class $\vec{\sigma}$</th>
<th>Representative</th>
<th>$S_4$: Conj. Class $\vec{\sigma}$</th>
<th>Representative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>${1,1,1}$</td>
<td>(0)(1)(2)=($I_0^1$($I_0^2$($I_0^3$))</td>
<td>${1,1,1,1}$</td>
<td>(0)(1)(2)(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${2,1}$</td>
<td>(01)(2)=($I_0^1$($I_0^2$))</td>
<td>${2,1}$</td>
<td>(01)(2)(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${3}$</td>
<td>(012)=($I_0^3$($I_0^0$))</td>
<td>${2}$</td>
<td>(01)(23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>${3,1}$</td>
<td>(01)(2)(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>${4}$</td>
<td>(0123).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We will refer to the representative of conjugacy class $\bar{\sigma}$ as $h_{\bar{\sigma}} \in S_N$.

### 8.2 Automorphisms and the twisted currents

To construct the action $\omega$ of the automorphism $h_{\bar{\sigma}}$ on the currents, we begin by relabeling the copies of $g$

\[ g^I \rightarrow g^{ij}, \quad a, I \rightarrow a, j \hat{j}, \quad J_{ai} \rightarrow J_{ajj} \]  

\[ \sum_{k=0}^{j-1} \sigma_k + \hat{j} = I, \quad j \in \{0, ..., n(\bar{\sigma}) - 1\}, \quad \hat{j} \in \{0, ..., \sigma_j - 1\} \]

where $I$ is the semisimplicity index in (8.2), $j$ and $\hat{j}$ are the unique solutions to (8.10b) given $I$, and $\bar{\sigma}$ solves Eq. (8.8). This relabeling (which is the inverse of (8.8)) corresponds to the pictorial representation in Fig. 2 of the action of $h_{\bar{\sigma}}$ on the copies.

![Fig. 2. The action of $h_{\bar{\sigma}}$ on the copies.](image)

where $\hat{j}$ labels the integers which are cyclically permuted $\hat{j} \rightarrow \hat{j} + 1$ inside each box (disjoint cycle) $j$. It follows that the action $\omega(\bar{\sigma}) \equiv \omega(h_{\bar{\sigma}})$ on the currents is

\[ \omega \rightarrow \omega_{aj}^b(\bar{\sigma}) = \omega_{aji}^{bli}(\bar{\sigma}) = \delta_a^b \omega_{j\hat{j}}^{ili}(\bar{\sigma}) \]  

\[ J_{aji}^j' = \sum_{i,l} \omega_{j\hat{j}}^{ili}(\bar{\sigma}) J_{aij}^l, \quad \omega_{j\hat{j}}^{ili}(\bar{\sigma}) = \delta_{il} \delta_{\hat{j} + 1,j \text{ mod } \sigma_j} \]

where the block-diagonal matrix $\omega_{j\hat{j}}^{ili}(\bar{\sigma})$ is orthogonal. In what follows, all quantities have the spectral index periodicity $\hat{j} \rightarrow \hat{j} + \sigma_j$.

The next step is to solve the $S_N$-eigenvalue problem

\[ n(r), \mu \rightarrow \hat{j}, \sigma_j, \quad U^\dagger \rightarrow U^\dagger(\bar{\sigma})^\dagger_{r \hat{\sigma} j}^{il} = \delta_a^b U^\dagger(\bar{\sigma})^\dagger_{\hat{j} \hat{j} i}^l \]

\[ \sum_{l,i} \omega_{\hat{\sigma} m n}^{ili}(\bar{\sigma}) U^\dagger(\bar{\sigma})^\dagger_{i \hat{i} j} = U^\dagger(\bar{\sigma})^\dagger_{m n i}^{j \hat{j}} E_j(\bar{\sigma}) \]

for the block-diagonal and unitary matrix $U^\dagger(\bar{\sigma})$ and the eigenvalues $E(\bar{\sigma})$:

\[ U^\dagger(\bar{\sigma})^\dagger_{\hat{j} \hat{j}}^i = \frac{\delta_{\hat{j}l}}{\sqrt{\sigma_j}} e^{-\frac{2 \pi i li}{\sigma_j}}, \quad U(\bar{\sigma})^\dagger_{\hat{j} \hat{j}}^i = \frac{\delta_{\hat{j}l}}{\sqrt{\sigma_j}} e^{-\frac{2 \pi i li}{\sigma_j}}, \quad E_j(\bar{\sigma}) = e^{-\frac{2 \pi i li}{\sigma_j}} \]
\[
\sum_{nm} U(\sigma)_{jm} \delta_{nm} \cdot U^\dagger(\sigma)_{jm} \hat{u} = \delta_{jl} \delta_{j+1,0 \text{ mod } \sigma_j}, \quad \sum_{jj} U^\dagger(\sigma)_{jj} \hat{u} = \sqrt{\sigma_l} \delta_{l,0 \text{ mod } \sigma_l}.
\] (8.13b)

The second identity in Eq. (8.13b) is the form taken by Eq. (7.11c) in this case.

With the choice \( x_{\sigma_j}(\sigma) = \sqrt{\sigma_j} \) we find the twisted current system of sector \( \sigma \) of the orbifold \( A(S_N)/S_N \)

\[
\tilde{J}_{n(r)} \rightarrow \tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j})}, \quad G \rightarrow G_{j\sigma_j}(\sigma) = \delta_{jl} \delta_{j+1,0 \text{ mod } \sigma_j}
\] (8.14a)

\[
\mathcal{F} \rightarrow \mathcal{F}_{j\sigma_j}(\sigma) = f_{ab} c \delta_{jl} \delta_{j+1,0 \text{ mod } \sigma_j}
\] (8.14b)

\[
\tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j})}(z) \tilde{J}_{\sigma_l}^{(\tilde{l})}(w) = \delta_{jl} \left\{ \frac{\delta_{j+1,0 \text{ mod } \sigma_j}}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{i f_{ab} c \tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j})+(\tilde{l})}(w)}{z-w} \right\} + O((z-w)^0)
\] (8.14c)

\[
\tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j})}(ze^{2\pi i}) = e^{-\frac{2\pi i}{\sigma_j}} \tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j})}(z), \quad \tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j}+\sigma_j)}(z) = \tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j})}(z)
\] (8.14d)

\[
\# \{ \tilde{J} \} = \text{dim}(\sum_{j=0}^{n(\sigma)-1} \sigma_j) = N \text{dim g} = \text{dim g} = \# \{ J \}
\] (8.14e)

\( a, b = 1, \ldots, \text{dim g}, \quad j, l = 0, \ldots, n(\sigma) - 1, \quad \tilde{\sigma}_j = 0, \ldots, \sigma_j - 1, \quad \tilde{l} = 0, \ldots, \sigma_l - 1 \) (8.14f)

where \( \tilde{j} = j - \sigma_j [j/\sigma_j] \) evaluates \( \tilde{j} \) in its fundamental range. According to (8.14d), the fraction

\[
\frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)} = \frac{\tilde{j}}{\sigma_j}
\] (8.15)

controls the monodromies of the twisted current \( \tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j})} \).

The modes of the twisted currents follow from the monodromies

\[
\tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j})}(z) = \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}} \tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j})}(m + \frac{\tilde{j}}{\sigma_j}) z^{-(m+\frac{1}{\sigma_j})-1}
\] (8.16a)

\[
\tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j}+\sigma_j)}(m + \frac{\tilde{j}+\sigma_j}{\sigma_j}) = \tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j})}(m + \frac{\tilde{j}}{\sigma_j})
\] (8.16b)

\[
\tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j})}(m + \frac{\tilde{j}}{\sigma_j})(0) = 0 \text{ when } (m + \frac{\tilde{j}}{\sigma_j}) \geq 0
\] (8.16c)

where the periodicity and ground state condition are special cases of Eqs. (3.2a) and (7.2) respectively.

This leads to the twisted current algebra \( \tilde{g}(\sigma) \) of sector \( \sigma \)

\[
\tilde{g}(\sigma) = \tilde{g}(S_N(\text{permutation}) \subset \text{Aut}(g); \sigma) = \oplus_{j=0}^{n(\sigma)-1} \tilde{g}_{\sigma_j}
\] (8.17a)

\[
\{ \tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j})}(m+\frac{\tilde{j}}{\sigma_j}), \tilde{J}_{\sigma_l}^{(\tilde{l})}(n+\frac{\tilde{l}}{\sigma_l}) \} = \delta_{jl} \left\{ i f_{ab} c \tilde{J}_{\sigma_j}^{(\tilde{j}+\tilde{l})}(m+n+\frac{\tilde{j}+\tilde{l}}{\sigma_j}) + (\sigma_j k) \eta_{ab}(m+\frac{\tilde{j}}{\sigma_j}) \delta_{m+n+\frac{\tilde{j}+\tilde{l}}{\sigma_j}, \beta} \right\}
\] (8.17b)
\( a, b = 1, \ldots, \dim g, \quad j, l = 0, \ldots, n(\sigma) - 1, \quad j = 0, \ldots, \sigma_j - 1, \quad \tilde{j} = 0, \ldots, \sigma_l - 1 \) (8.17c)

which is a special case of the general twisted current algebra in (3.4). This algebra consists of a product of \( n(\sigma) \) commuting sets of orbifold affine algebras\(^{15} \hat{g}_{\sigma_j} \) of order \( \sigma_j \), where the factor \( \hat{g}_{\sigma_j} \) has orbifold affine level \( \tilde{k}_j = \sigma_j k \) and \( k \) is the level of the untwisted algebra. According to the identification (8.15), the quantity \( \tilde{j} = j - \sigma_j [j / \sigma_j] \) is the effective twist class of \( j^{(j)}_{\sigma_j} \), relative to the order \( \sigma_j \) of \( \hat{g}_{\sigma_j} \).

For this case, the orbifold adjoint operation (4.4a) takes the form

\[
R_{j\sigma_j}^{bl}(\sigma) = \delta_{jl} \rho_a \delta_{i+1,0 mod \sigma_j} \rightarrow j^{(j)}_{\sigma_j} (m + \frac{j}{\sigma_j}) = \rho_a \delta_{b(j)} (-m - \frac{j}{\sigma_j}).
\] (8.18)

This is the standard adjoint operation of orbifold affine algebra,\(^{15,19} \) which guarantees unitarity of the twisted affine Hilbert space given unitarity of the untwisted affine Hilbert space. As noted above, unitarity of the permutation orbifolds \( A(S_N)/S_N \) then follows from unitarity of the CFT \( A(S_N) \).

### 8.3 The stress tensor of sector \( \sigma \)

The stress tensors of the \( S_N \)-invariant CFT’s \( A(S_N) \) are

\[
T = L^{a,b} \sum_{J,L=0}^{N-1} J_{aJ} J_{bL} ;, \quad L^{a,b} = \lambda^{ab} \delta^{JL} + l^{ab}
\] (8.19a)

\[
\lambda^{ab} = \lambda^{ba}, \quad l^{ab} = l^{ba}, \quad c = 2Nk\eta_{ab}(\lambda^{ab} + l^{ab})
\] (8.19b)

where the inverse inertia tensors \( \lambda^{ab} \) and \( l^{ab} \) satisfy the reduced Virasoro master equation

\[
\lambda^{ab} = 2N\lambda^{ab} \eta_{cd} \lambda^{db} - \lambda^{cd} (\lambda^{ef} + 2l^{ef}) f_{ce} f_{df}\delta^{ab} - (\lambda^{cd} + l^{cd}) f_{ce} f_{df}(\lambda^{ab})
\] (8.20a)

\[
l^{ab} = 4k\eta_{ac} (\lambda^{db} + l^{db}) + 2k(N - 2)\eta_{ac} \lambda^{db} - l^{cd} \eta_{ce} f_{ce} f_{df} f_{df}(\lambda^{ab})
\] (8.20b)

This is a consistent set of \( \dim g(\dim g + 1) \) quadratic equations for the same number of unknowns and so the generically-expected number of inequivalent solutions at each level is

\[
M(\sigma, N) = 2^{(\dim g)^2}.
\] (8.21)

Remarkably, \( M(\sigma, N) \) is independent of \( N \).

Then the stress tensor of sector \( \sigma \) of \( A(S_N)/S_N \)

\[
\hat{T}_\sigma = \sum_{j,l=0}^{n(\sigma) - 1} \sum_{\tilde{j}=0}^{\gcd(\sigma_j, \sigma_l) - 1} L^{\tilde{j}+1,0 a \tilde{j}, \tilde{j}}(\sigma) : j^{(j)}_{a\tilde{j}}(\sigma) : j^{(j)}_{b\tilde{j}}(\sigma) : \quad \sigma_j \]

\[
\kappa \rightarrow L^{\tilde{j}+1,0 a \tilde{j}, \tilde{j}}(\sigma) = \frac{\lambda^{ab} \delta^{JL}}{\sigma_j} + l^{ab} \delta^{JL}.
\] (8.22b)
follows as a special case of the general Virasoro construction (2.31). Here \( z = \gcd(x, y) \) is the greatest integer such that \( x/z \) and \( y/z \) are also integers. Combining (8.22a) and (8.22b), we find a more transparent form of these stress tensors

\[
\hat{T}_\sigma = \lambda^{ab} \sum_{j=0}^{n(\sigma) - 1} \frac{1}{\sigma_j} \sum_{j=0}^{\sigma_j - 1} : j_{aj}^{(j)} j_{bj}^{(-j)} : + \lambda^{ab} \sum_{j,l=0}^{n(\sigma) - 1} : j_{aj}^{(0)} j_{bl}^{(0)} : \tag{8.23a}
\]

\[
L_\sigma(m) = \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} (\lambda^{ab} \sum_{j=0}^{n(\sigma) - 1} \frac{1}{\sigma_j} \sum_{j=0}^{\sigma_j - 1} : j_{aj}^{(j)} (p + \frac{j}{\sigma_j}) j_{bj}^{(-j)} (m - p - \frac{j}{\sigma_j}) : + \lambda^{ab} \sum_{j,l=0}^{n(\sigma) - 1} : j_{aj}^{(0)} (p) j_{bl}^{(0)} (m - p) :}
\]

\[
\hat{c}(\sigma) = c = 2Nk \eta_{ab}(\lambda^{ab} + \lambda_{ab}) \tag{8.23b}
\]

\[
\hat{\Delta}_0(\sigma) = \frac{k \eta_{ab} \lambda^{ab}}{12} \sum_{j=0}^{n(\sigma) - 1} (\sigma_j - \frac{1}{\sigma_j}) = \frac{k \eta_{ab} \lambda^{ab}}{12} (N - \sum_{j=0}^{n(\sigma) - 1} \frac{1}{\sigma_j}). \tag{8.23d}
\]

The ground state conformal weight of sector \( \sigma \) is given in (8.23d).

The result (8.23d) for the ground state conformal weights of \( A(S_N)/S_N \) is in agreement with our earlier result (7.12b). To see this, start with (7.12b) and follow the steps

\[
\hat{\Delta}_0(\sigma) = \eta_{ab} \lambda^{ab} \sum_r \frac{\bar{n}(r)}{2\rho(\sigma)} (1 - \frac{\bar{n}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \text{dim}[\bar{n}(r)] = \eta_{ab} \lambda^{ab} \sum_{r, \mu(r)} \frac{\bar{n}(r)}{2\rho(\sigma)} (1 - \frac{\bar{n}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)})
\]

\[
= \eta_{ab} \lambda^{ab} \sum_{j=0}^{n(\sigma) - 1} \frac{\bar{j}}{\sigma_j} (1 - \frac{\bar{j}}{\sigma_j}) = \eta_{ab} \lambda^{ab} \sum_{j=0}^{n(\sigma) - 1} (\sigma_j - \frac{1}{\sigma_j}). \tag{8.24}
\]

Here we have used Eq. (8.15) in the fundamental range (where \( \bar{j} = j \)) and the identities

\[
\sum_{\mu(r)} = \text{dim}[\bar{n}(r)], \quad \sum_{r, \mu(r)} \sum_{j=0}^{n(\sigma) - 1} \sum_{j=0}^{\sigma_j - 1} \tag{8.25}
\]

to convert from the notation of Sec. 7 to the present notation. As examples, the cases \( A(S_3)/S_3 \) and \( A(S_4)/S_4 \) are further discussed in App. F.

9 The Inner-Automorphic Orbifolds \( A(H(d))/H(d) \)

Our next large example is the set of all\(^*\) inner-automorphic orbifolds \( A(H(d))/H(d) \), where \( A(H(d)) \) is any inner automorphic invariant CFT. The story of these orbifolds is particularly

\(^*\)The special case of inner-automorphic WZW orbifolds has been considered in Refs. 40, 48, 30, 49, 14 and 18, and inner-automorphic coset orbifolds were also considered in Ref. 30.
interesting, not least because of their overlap with the orbifolds $A(\text{Lie } h(H))/H$. Indeed, we will argue that this overlap contains almost all the inner-automorphic orbifolds which can be equivalently described by stress-tensor spectral flow\textsuperscript{29,30,26,25} whereas the generic inner-automorphic orbifold apparently can not be described in this way.

### 9.1 Inner Automorphisms of simple $g$

We begin in the Cartan-Weyl basis of the general affine algebra on simple $g$

$$G_{ab} = k\eta_{ab}, \quad \eta_{ab} = \rho_a^b = \begin{pmatrix} \delta_{AB} & 0 \\ 0 & \delta_{\alpha+\beta,0} \end{pmatrix}$$  

(9.1a)

$$H_A(z)H_B(w) = \frac{k\delta_{AB}}{(z-w)^2} + O((z-w)^0), \quad H_A(z)E_\alpha(w) = \frac{\alpha_A E_\alpha(w)}{z-w} + O((z-w)^0)$$  

(9.1b)

$$E_\alpha(z)E_\beta(w) = \begin{cases} \frac{N_1(\alpha,\beta)E_\gamma(w)}{z-w} + O((z-w)^0) & \text{if } \alpha + \beta = \gamma \\ \frac{k}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{\alpha^H_{\alpha,w}}{z-w} + O((z-w)^0) & \text{if } \alpha + \beta = 0 \\ O((z-w)^0) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  

(9.1c)

$$a = (A, \alpha), \quad A, B = 1, \ldots, \text{rank} g, \quad \alpha, \beta, \gamma \in \Delta(g).$$  

(9.1d)

In this basis, the action of the general group $H(d)$ of inner automorphisms has the form

$$H(d) \subset \text{Lie } G \subset \text{Aut}(g)$$  

(9.2a)

$$H_A(z)' = H_A(z), \quad E_\alpha(z)' = e^{2\pi i \sigma_{\alpha-d} E_\alpha(z)}$$  

(9.2b)

$$\sigma = 0, \ldots, \rho(1) - 1, \quad N_c = \rho(1)$$  

(9.2c)

where Lie$ G$ is (the action in the adjoint of) the Lie group whose algebra is Lie$ g$ and $\rho(1) = \rho(\sigma = 1)$ is the order of the $\sigma = 1$ element of $H(d)$. The general form$^w$ of the vector $d$

$$d = \frac{2}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{\text{rank} g} q_i \lambda_i, \quad N \in \mathbb{Z}^+, \quad q_i \in \mathbb{Z}^+$$  

(9.3a)

$$\alpha_i \cdot \lambda_j = \frac{\alpha_i^2}{2} \delta_{ij}, \quad \gcd(N, q_1, \ldots, q_{\text{rank} g}) = 1$$  

(9.3b)

gives $\rho(1) = N$. Here $\{\alpha_i\}$ and $\{\lambda_i\}$ are the simple roots and weights of $g$, and $z = \gcd(\{x_n\})$ is the greatest integer such that $(x_n/z) \in \mathbb{Z}^+$ for all $n$. Note that $d$ is inversely proportional to the length of the highest root. For $\sigma \geq 2$ one finds that $\rho(\sigma) = \rho(1)/\gcd(\sigma, \rho(1))$, which holds for all cyclic groups. As an example, the grade automorphism is discussed in App. G.

$^w$Further discussion of the allowed vectors $d$ is given in Ref. 48. More general forms of the vector $d$ describe automorphism groups of infinite order. Our results below are well defined in this case, leading at least formally to orbifolds with an infinite number of sectors $\sigma = 0, 1, \ldots, \infty$.  
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We also need the $H$-invariance condition (2.7a) for the inverse inertia tensor in this case:

\[ L^{\alpha\alpha}(1 - e^{2\pi i \sigma \cdot d}) = 0, \quad L^{\alpha\beta}(1 - e^{2\pi i (\alpha + \beta) \cdot d}) = 0, \quad \sigma = 0, \ldots, \rho(1) - 1. \] (9.4a)

\[ \text{no restriction on } L^{AB} \] (9.4b)

This gives the stress tensors of the inner automorphic invariant CFT's $A(H(d))$

\[ T = L^{ab} : J_a J_b :, \quad L^{ab} = L^{ba} \] (9.5a)

\[ L^{\alpha\alpha} = 0 \text{ unless } \alpha \cdot d \in \mathbb{Z}, \quad L^{\alpha\beta} = 0 \text{ unless } (\alpha + \beta) \cdot d \in \mathbb{Z} \] (9.5b)

where (9.5b) is the solution of (9.4a).

As a simple example, the affine-Sugawara construction\textsuperscript{29,35–39,25} on $g$

\[ T_g = L^{ab}_g : J_a J_b :, \quad L^{AB}_g = \frac{\delta^{AB}}{2k + Q}, \quad L^{\alpha\beta}_g = \frac{\delta_{\alpha + \beta, 0}}{2k + Q}, \quad \sum_a \alpha_A \alpha_B = Q \delta_{AB} \] (9.6)

describes an $H(d)$-invariant CFT for any $H(d)$. When we have in mind a particular $H(d)$, we say that the affine-Sugawara construction describes the $H(d)$-invariant CFT $A_g(H(d))$.

### 9.2 Inner-automorphically twisted currents

The action of the automorphism group $H(d)$ in (9.2) is already diagonal, so the eigenvalues, spectral indices $n(r)$ and twist classes $\bar{n}(r)$ read

\[ E_{n(r)} = e^{-\frac{2\pi i n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}} = e^{2\pi i \sigma \cdot d}, \quad \sigma = 0, \ldots, \rho(1) - 1 \] (9.7a)

\[ n(r) \rightarrow n_\alpha = -\rho(\sigma) \sigma \cdot d, \quad n_A = 0 \] (9.7b)

\[ \bar{n}_\alpha = -\rho(\sigma) (\sigma \cdot d + [-\sigma \cdot d]), \quad \bar{n}_A = 0 \] (9.7c)

where (9.7c) is obtained from (2.16). By the same token, we may choose

\[ U(\sigma) = U^\dagger(\sigma) = 1, \quad \chi(\sigma) = 1 \rightarrow J_a(\sigma) = J_a, \quad a = 1, \ldots, \dim g \] (9.8)

so that the eigencurrents $\mathcal{J}$ are the untwisted currents $J$. It follows that the twisted tensors of the general inner-automorphic orbifold $A(H(d))/H(d)$ are identical to the tensors of the untwisted sector

\[ \mathcal{F}_{ab}^{\cdot c}(\sigma) = f_{ab}^{\cdot c}, \quad G_{ab}(\sigma) = G_{ab}, \quad \mathcal{L}^{ab}(\sigma) = L^{ab}, \quad \mathcal{R}_a^{\cdot b}(\sigma) = \rho_a^{\cdot b}. \] (9.9)

Then, the $\mathcal{L}$-selection rule (2.37a) is nothing but the $H$-invariance of $L$ in (9.4), and the $G$- and $\mathcal{F}$-selection rules in (2.26b) and (2.27d) are automatically satisfied by the metric and structure constants in the Cartan-Weyl basis.
Then Eq. (2.22) gives the inner-automorphically twisted current system of sector \( \sigma \)

\[
\hat{H}_A(z)\hat{H}_B(w) = \frac{k\delta_{AB}}{(z-w)^2} + O((z-w)^0), \quad \hat{H}_A(z)\hat{E}_\alpha(w) = \frac{\alpha_A\hat{E}_\alpha(w)}{z-w} + O((z-w)^0) \quad (9.10a)
\]

\[
\hat{E}_\alpha(z)\hat{E}_\beta(w) = \begin{cases} 
N_{\gamma}(\alpha,\beta)e_{\gamma}(w) + O((z-w)^0) & \text{if } \alpha + \beta = \gamma \\
\frac{k}{(z-w)^2} + \frac{\alpha}{z-w} + O((z-w)^0) & \text{if } \alpha + \beta = 0 \\
O((z-w)^0) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\quad (9.10b)
\]

\[
\hat{E}_\alpha(ze^{2\pi i}) = e^{2\pi i\alpha\cdot d}\hat{E}_\alpha(z), \quad \hat{H}_A(z)\hat{E}_\alpha(z) = \hat{H}_A(z) \quad (9.10c)
\]

\[
A, B = 1, \ldots, \text{rank}g, \quad \alpha, \beta, \gamma \in \Delta(g) \quad (9.10d)
\]

of each orbifold \( A(H(d))/H(d) \). Here we have suppressed our usual labeling by the spectral indices of the twisted currents, but the monodromies \((9.10c)\) are recorded in the modes

\[
\hat{H}_A(z) = \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}} \hat{H}_A(m)z^{-m-1}, \quad \hat{E}_\alpha(z) = \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}} \hat{E}_\alpha(m - \sigma\alpha \cdot d)z^{-(m-\sigma\alpha\cdot d)-1}. \quad (9.11)
\]

These expansions lead to the twisted current algebra \( \hat{g}(\sigma) = \hat{g}(H(d)) \subset Aut(g); \sigma \)

\[
[\hat{H}_A(m), \hat{H}_B(n)] = km\delta_{AB}\delta_{m+n,0}, \quad [\hat{H}_A(m), \hat{E}_\alpha(n - \sigma\alpha \cdot d)] = \alpha_A\hat{E}_\alpha(m + n - \sigma\alpha \cdot d) \quad (9.12a)
\]

\[
[\hat{E}_\alpha(m - \sigma\alpha \cdot d), \hat{E}_\beta(n - \sigma\beta \cdot d)] = \begin{cases} 
N_\gamma(\alpha,\beta)e_\gamma(m + n - \sigma\gamma \cdot d) & \text{if } \alpha + \beta = \gamma \\
\alpha \cdot \hat{H}(m + n) + k(m - \sigma\alpha \cdot d)\delta_{m+n,0} & \text{if } \alpha + \beta = 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\quad (9.12b)
\]

\[
A, B = 1, \ldots, \text{rank}g, \quad \alpha, \beta, \gamma \in \Delta(g), \quad \sigma = 0, \ldots, \rho(1) - 1 \quad (9.12c)
\]

which is a special case of the general twisted current algebra \((3.4)\). As expected, this algebra is a sector-dependent set of inner-automorphically twisted\(^{40,41,30,42}\) affine Lie algebras, and we note that, in this case, the integral affine subalgebra \( \hat{g}^{(0)}(\sigma) \) of each sector is at least the affine Cartan subalgebra.

The adjoint of the twisted currents

\[
\hat{H}_A(m)\dagger = \hat{H}_A(-m), \quad \hat{E}_\alpha(m - \sigma\alpha \cdot d)\dagger = \hat{E}^{-\alpha}(-m + \sigma\alpha \cdot d) \quad (9.13)
\]

follows from the orbifold adjoint operation \((4.4a)\), using \( \mathcal{R}(\sigma) = \rho \) in this case, and we know from the orbifold induction procedure for inner-automorphic twists\(^{40,41,30,42}\) that this adjoint guarantees unitarity of the orbifolds \( A(H(d))/H(d) \) when the CFT \( A(H(d)) \) is unitary.

In this case, it is convenient for our discussion below to choose \( M' \) ordering (mode ordering with respect to \( m \in \mathbb{Z} \)) defined in App. H. This gives the exact operator products

\[
\hat{H}_A(z)\hat{H}_B(w) = \frac{k\delta_{AB}}{(z-w)^2} + :\hat{H}_A(z)\hat{H}_B(w):_{M'} \quad (9.14a)
\]
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\[ \hat{H}_A(z) \hat{E}_\alpha(w) = \frac{\alpha_A \hat{E}_\alpha(w)}{z - w} + \hat{H}_A(z) \hat{E}_\alpha(w) :M' \]  
(9.14b)

\[ \hat{E}_\alpha(z) \hat{E}_\beta(w) = : \hat{E}_\alpha(z) \hat{E}_\beta(w) :M' + \begin{cases} 
(\frac{z}{w})^{\sigma_\alpha d- \frac{N_1(\alpha, \beta)}{z-w}} & \text{if } \alpha + \beta = \gamma \\
(\frac{z}{w})^{\sigma_\alpha d} \left[ \frac{k}{(z-w)^2} - \frac{k\sigma_\alpha d}{w(z-w)} + \sigma \hat{H}(w) \right] & \text{if } \alpha + \beta = 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \]

(9.14c)

and then the relations

\[ \hat{H}_A(z) \hat{H}_B(z) := \hat{H}_A(z) \hat{H}_B(z) :M', \quad \hat{H}_A(z) \hat{E}_\alpha(z) := \hat{H}_A(z) \hat{E}_\alpha(w) :M' \]  
(9.15a)

\[ \hat{E}_\alpha(z) \hat{E}_\beta(z) := \hat{E}_\alpha(z) \hat{E}_\beta(z) :M' + \begin{cases} 
\sigma \alpha d \frac{N_1(\alpha, \beta)}{z} \hat{E}_\gamma(z) & \text{if } \alpha + \beta = \gamma \\
\sigma \alpha d \alpha \cdot \hat{H}(z) - \frac{k \sigma_\alpha d (\sigma_\alpha d + 1)}{2z^2} & \text{if } \alpha + \beta = 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \]

(9.15b)

express the OPE normal ordered products in terms of \( M' \) ordering.

### 9.3 The Virasoro generators of \( A(H(d))/H(d) \)

For each inner-automorphic orbifold \( A(H(d))/H(d) \), the stress tensor of twisted sector \( \sigma \)

\[ \hat{T}_\sigma = L^{ab} :j_a j_b: = (L^{AB} \hat{H}_A \hat{H}_B + L^{A\alpha} (\hat{E}_\alpha + \hat{E}_\alpha \hat{H}_A) + L^{\alpha\beta} \hat{E}_\alpha \hat{E}_\beta) : \]  
(9.16)

is obtained from (2.39a), (9.5) and (9.9). For these orbifolds, all the sector dependence of \( \hat{T}_\sigma \) resides in the twisted currents.

With \( M' \) ordering, the corresponding Virasoro generators of sector \( \sigma \) are

\[ L_\sigma^0(m) = L_\sigma^0(m) + \delta_{m,0} \frac{k}{2} \sum \alpha L^{\alpha, -\alpha}(\sigma \alpha \cdot d)^2 \]  
(9.17a)

\[ L_\sigma^a(m) \equiv \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} \sum_{A,B} L^{AB} :\hat{H}_A(p) \hat{H}_B(p - m - \alpha \cdot d) :M' \]  
(9.17b)

\[ \sum_{\alpha, \alpha} :\hat{E}_\alpha((m - p + \sigma \alpha \cdot d) - \sigma \alpha \cdot d) + \hat{E}_\alpha((p + \sigma \alpha \cdot d) - \sigma \alpha \cdot d) :H_A(p - m - \alpha \cdot d) :M' \]

\[ \sum_{\alpha, \beta} :\hat{E}_\alpha(p - \sigma \alpha \cdot d) \hat{E}_\beta((m - p + \sigma(\alpha + \beta) \cdot d) - \sigma \beta \cdot d) :M' \}

(9.17c)

\[ L_\sigma^1(m) \equiv \sum_{\alpha + \beta = \gamma} L^{\alpha\beta} N_1(\alpha, \beta)(\sigma \alpha \cdot d) \hat{E}_\gamma((m + \sigma \gamma \cdot d) - \sigma \gamma \cdot d) \]  
(9.17d)

\[ + \sum_{\alpha} L^{\alpha, -\alpha}(\sigma \alpha \cdot d) \alpha \cdot \hat{H}(m) \]  
(9.17e)
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where $q$ and $l$ label the terms quadratic and linear in the twisted current modes. The result (9.17) follows from (9.11), (9.15) and (9.16), or as a special case of the general $M'$-ordered orbifold Virasoro generators in (H.2c). In this result, we have written the arguments of the twisted root operators in the form

\begin{equation}
\hat{E}_\alpha((\text{integer}) - \sigma \alpha \cdot d) \tag{9.18}
\end{equation}

to exhibit their proper modeing. To see that the quantities in the inner parentheses are integers, one must use the solutions (9.17d) of the $L$-selection rules.

As a simple example of (9.17), we use the affine-Sugawara construction (9.6) to obtain the Virasoro generators of the general inner-automorphic WZW orbifold:

\begin{equation}
\frac{A_2(H(d))}{H(d)}, \quad \sigma = 0, \ldots, \rho(1) - 1 \tag{9.19a}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(2k + Q_\psi)L^{(\sigma)}_\theta(m) = \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} \{ \sum_\alpha \hat{E}_\alpha(p - \sigma \alpha \cdot d) \hat{E}_{-\alpha}(m - p + \sigma \alpha \cdot d) :M' \}
+ \sum_A \hat{H}_A(p) \hat{H}_A(m - p) :M' \} + Q_\psi \{ \delta d \cdot \hat{H}(m) - \delta_m \frac{k}{2} \sigma^2 d^2 \}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
[L^{(\sigma)}_\theta(m), \hat{H}_A(n)] = -n \hat{H}_A(m + n) \tag{9.19b}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
[L^{(\sigma)}_\theta(m), \hat{E}_\alpha(n - \sigma \alpha \cdot d)] = -(n - \sigma \alpha \cdot d) \hat{E}_\alpha(m + n - \sigma \alpha \cdot d) \tag{9.19c}
\end{equation}

This result (including the fact that $\hat{E}$, $\hat{H}$ are twisted $(1,0)$ operators) is a special case of the result given for the general WZW orbifold in Eq. (6.23). In sector $\sigma$, the orbifold affine-Sugawara construction $L^{(\sigma)}_\theta$ is equivalent (with $\sigma d \to d$) to the inner-automorphically twisted affine-Sugawara construction of Refs. 40 and 30.

Other special cases included in the result (9.17) are the Virasoro generators of the general inner-automorphic coset orbifold

\begin{equation}
\frac{\mathbb{g}_k(H(d))}{H(d)} \subset A(H(d)) \tag{9.20}
\end{equation}

These orbifolds were discussed at the level of stress-tensor spectral flow in Ref. 30.

*For example, consider the term proportional to $\hat{E}_\alpha \hat{E}_\beta$ in Eq. (9.17b). The quantity in the inner parentheses of $\hat{E}_\beta$ is an integer because the solution of the $L^{(\sigma \alpha \cdot d)}$ selection rule allows the term to contribute only when $\sigma(\alpha + \beta) \cdot d \in \mathbb{Z}$. This term can also be written simply as $L^{(\sigma \alpha \cdot d)} \hat{E}_\alpha(p - \sigma \alpha \cdot d) \hat{E}_\beta(m - p + \sigma \alpha \cdot d)$. Since this term can contribute only when $\hat{E}_\beta$ is in the twist class of $\hat{E}_{-\alpha}$, the simple expression is actually in the form $\hat{J}_{n(r)} \hat{J}_{-n(r)}$ of the general result (H.2c). Similarly, all the other terms in (9.17) can be put in the form of (H.2c).
9.4 Action on the untwisted affine vacuum

In this and the following subsection, we study the action of the orbifold Virasoro generators (9.17) on a particular state $|0\rangle$ which satisfies

$$\hat{H}_A(m) - \delta_{m,0}\sigma kd_A)|0\rangle = \hat{E}_\alpha(m - \sigma \alpha \cdot d)|0\rangle = 0 \text{ when } m \geq 0 .$$  \hspace{1cm} (9.21)

According to the orbifold induction procedure\textsuperscript{40,41,30,42} for inner-automorphically twisted affine Lie algebras, the state $|0\rangle$ is the untwisted affine vacuum (see Eq. (9.26b)). (Except for small $\{\sigma \alpha \cdot d\}$, the untwisted affine vacuum $|0\rangle$ is not the true ground state $|0\rangle_\sigma$ of twisted sector $\sigma$, but, so far as we know, identification of the true ground state is an unsolved problem.) As emphasized in Ref. 30, the untwisted affine vacuum $|0\rangle$ is a twisted affine highest weight state only so long as $\sigma \alpha \cdot d > -1$ for all $\alpha \in \Delta(g)$. One may compute

$$\langle 0| L_\sigma(m)|0\rangle = \delta_{m,0} \left\{ k^2 \sum_{A,B} L^{AB}(\sigma d_A)(\sigma d_B) + \frac{k}{2} \sum_\alpha L^{\alpha,-\alpha}(\sigma \alpha \cdot d)^2 \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9.22)

for all $\{\sigma \alpha \cdot d\}$, but, as also emphasized in Ref. 30, $|0\rangle$ is not Virasoro primary in general unless $\sigma \alpha \cdot d > -1$ for all $\alpha \in \Delta(g)$.

This situation can presumably be avoided by computing on twisted affine primary states or, as we will study here, by choosing only $L^{AB}$ and $L^{\alpha,-\alpha}$ not equal to zero in (9.17). In this case, we find that $|0\rangle$ is Virasoro primary

$$L_\sigma(m) = \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} \sum_{A,B} L^{AB} \hat{H}_A(p)\hat{H}_B(m-p) :M'$$  \hspace{1cm} (9.23a)

$$+ \sum_\alpha L^{\alpha,-\alpha} \left\{ \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} :\hat{E}_\alpha(p-\sigma \alpha \cdot d)\hat{E}_{-\alpha}(m-p+\sigma \alpha \cdot d) :M' + \sigma \alpha \cdot d (\alpha \cdot \hat{H}(m) - \delta_{m,0}\sigma \alpha \cdot d) \right\}$$

$$L_\sigma(m \geq 0)|0\rangle = \delta_{m,0}\hat{\Delta}_0(L, d ; \sigma)|0\rangle , \hspace{1cm} \sigma = 1, \ldots, \rho(1) - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (9.23b)

$$\hat{\Delta}_0(L, d ; \sigma) = k^2 \sum_{A,B} L^{AB}(\sigma d_A)(\sigma d_B) + \frac{k}{2} \sum_\alpha L^{\alpha,-\alpha}(\sigma \alpha \cdot d)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (9.23c)

without restriction on $\{\sigma \alpha \cdot d\}$. Recall from (9.5b) that there is no $H$-invariance restriction on $L^{AB}$ or $L^{\alpha,-\alpha}$.

9.5 Connection with spectral flow

When there is an orbifold induction procedure, one may rewrite orbifold Virasoro generators in terms of untwisted current modes\textsuperscript{9} $J_\sigma(m)$ which satisfy (2.1b). Such procedures are known\textsuperscript{9}

\textsuperscript{9}The inverse of this unconventional step\textsuperscript{30} was introduced by Freericks and Halpern, who studied the twisted current formulation of inner-automorphic WZW orbifolds starting from the spectral flow discussed below.
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for inner-automorphically twisted affine Lie algebra$^{40,41,30,42}$ and orbifold affine algebra$^{15}$

$$\hat{H}_A(m) = H_A(m) + \delta_{m,0}k\sigma d_A, \quad \hat{E}_\alpha(m - \sigma \alpha \cdot d) = E_\alpha(m) \quad (9.24a)$$

$$J_{\alpha j}^{(r)}(m + \frac{r}{\rho(\alpha)}) = J_{\alpha j}(\rho(\sigma)m + r), \quad r = 0, ..., \rho(\sigma) - 1 \quad (9.24b)$$

as well as the doubly-twisted affine algebras$^{22,19}$ which combine (9.24a) and (9.24b).

As discussed in App. 1, rewriting orbifold stress tensors in terms of untwisted currents leads to generically exotic and unfamiliar forms of the Virasoro generators $L_\sigma(m)$. In these forms one sees a generic mode imbalance, in which the modes of the untwisted currents do not sum to the integer $m$.

We rewrite here only the special case $L^{AB}, L^{\alpha - \alpha} \neq 0$ of the inner-automorphic orbifolds in (9.23), which avoids this mode imbalance phenomenon. In this case one finds

$$L_\sigma(m) = L(m) + D(L, d; \sigma) \cdot H(m) + \delta_{m,0}\hat{\Delta}_0(L, d; \sigma), \quad \sigma = 0, ..., \rho(1) - 1 \quad (9.25a)$$

$$L(m) \equiv \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} \{ \sum_{A,B} L^{AB} : H_A(p)H_B(m - p) : + \sum_{\alpha} L^{\alpha - \alpha} : E_\alpha(p)E_{-\alpha}(m - p) : \} \quad (9.25b)$$

$$D(L, d; \sigma)^A = \sigma \sum_B d_B M(L)^{BA}, \quad M(L)^{AB} = 2kL^{AB} + \sum_{\alpha} L^{\alpha - \alpha} \alpha^A \alpha^B \quad (9.25c)$$

$$(L_\sigma(m \geq 0) - \delta_{m,0}\hat{\Delta}_0(L, d; \sigma))|0\rangle = 0, \quad \hat{\Delta}_0(L, d; \sigma) = \frac{\kappa \sigma^2}{2} \sum_{AB} d_A d_B M(L)^{AB} \quad (9.25d)$$

where the matrix $M(L)^{AB}$ is $\delta^{AC}M(L)^{CB}B$ and $M(L)^A_A$ is the Cartan block of $M(L)^a_b$ in (5.1c). In (9.25d), the conformal weight $\hat{\Delta}_0(L, d; \sigma)$ of the untwisted affine vacuum $|0\rangle$ is the same as that given in (9.23c). All the current modes in (9.25) are untwisted and we have written the operator $L(m)$ in (9.25b) as an OPE normal ordered product

$$: J_\alpha(m)J_\beta(n) : = : J_\alpha(m)J_\beta(n) : = \theta(m \geq 0)J_\beta(n)J_\alpha(m) + \theta(m \leq 0)J_\alpha(m)J_\beta(n) \quad (9.26a)$$

$$H_A(m \geq 0)|0\rangle = E_\alpha(m \geq 0)|0\rangle = L(m \geq -1)|0\rangle = 0 \quad (9.26b)$$

although OPE normal ordering is the same as $M^\sigma$ ordering for untwisted currents.

The form (9.25) (but not the more general case in (1.1)) provides an opportunity to check some results of the orbifold program against known results in affine-Virasoro theory. In particular, we want to compare the result (9.25) to the general c-fixed conformal deformation$^{29,30,26,25}$ of the general affine-Virasoro construction:

$$L(m; D) = L^{ab} \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} : J_a(p)J_b(m - p) : + D^a J_a(m) + \Delta_0(D)\delta_{m,0} \quad (9.27a)$$

$$L^{ab} = 2L^{ac}G_{cd}L^{db} - L^{cd}L^{ef}f_{ce}^{(a}f_{df}^{b)} - L^{cd}f_{ce}^{(a}f_{df}^{b)}(a L^{b)}e), \quad c(D) = c = 2G_{ab}L^{ab} \quad (9.27b)$$

$$D^b M(L)^a_b = D^a, \quad M(L)^b_a = 2G_{ac}L^{cb} + f_{ad}^{e}L^{de}f_{ce}^{b} \quad (9.27c)$$
Here the first term in (9.27a) is the undeformed affine-Virasoro construction with central charge \( c \), and \( \Delta_0(D) \) is the conformal weight of the untwisted affine vacuum \( |0\rangle \) under the deformed Virasoro \( \mathcal{L}(m; D) \) as a function of the deformation \( D \). The matrix \( M(L) \) in (9.27c) is the same matrix defined in (5.1c), and the eigenvector condition \( DM(L) = D \) constrains the allowed values of the deformation \( D \). The eigenvector condition is equivalent to the requirement that \( D \cdot J \) is a \((1, 0)\) operator of the undeformed Virasoro. Because the scale of \( D \) is not fixed by the eigenvector condition, the \( \alpha \)-fixed conformal deformations are also called stress-tensor spectral flow\(^{29,30,26,25}\) which is equivalent\(^{30}\) to inner-automorphic twisting or spectral flow of the underlying currents\(^{40,41,30,42}\). The first example of stress-tensor spectral flow was given by Bardakci and Halpern in Ref. 29.

To begin this comparison, we note first that the orbifold result (9.25) must be in the spectral flow (9.27), with the identifications

\[
L_{\sigma = 0}(m) = \mathcal{L}(m) = \mathcal{L}(m; D = 0), \quad L^{ab} = \{L^{AB}, L^{a,-a}\}, \quad \hat{c}(\sigma) = c(D) = c \tag{9.28a}
\]

\[
D^A = D(L, d; \sigma)^A, \quad D^\alpha = 0, \quad \Delta_0(D) = \hat{\Delta}_0(L, d; \sigma) \tag{9.28b}
\]

because the first term \( \mathcal{L}(m) \) in (9.25a) is precisely the Virasoro generator \( L_{\sigma = 0}(m) \) we started with in the untwisted sector of each orbifold. For the affine-Sugawara construction on \( g \) in (9.6), the two systems (9.25) and (9.27) are indeed equivalent with

\[
L_{\sigma}^{\hat{g}(\sigma)}(m) = L_g(m; D_g) = \frac{\eta^{ab}}{2k + Q} \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} J_a(p) J_b(m - p) : + D^A_g J_A(m) + \Delta_0(D_g) \delta_{m,0} \tag{9.29a}
\]

\[
M(L_g)_{ab} = \delta_{a,b}, \quad D^A_g = D(L_g, d; \sigma) = \sigma d^A, \quad \Delta_0(D_g) = \hat{\Delta}_0(L_g, d; \sigma) = \frac{k}{2} d^2 g \tag{9.29b}
\]

\[
\hat{c}_g(\sigma) = c_g(D) = c_g, \quad a = 1, \ldots, \text{dim} g, \quad A = 1, \ldots, \text{rank} g, \quad \sigma = 0, \ldots, \rho(1) - 1 \tag{9.29c}
\]

and these Virasoro generators are also the same as those in (9.19). For arbitrary \( D_g \) the result (9.29) is the canonical example of stress-tensor spectral flow first studied by Freericks and Halpern in Ref. 30, and applied more recently in Refs. 14 and 50. As emphasized in Ref. 30, the orbifold sectors in (9.29) are special points of the spectral flow.

But the more general identification given in (9.28) is surprising because the "deformation" \( D(L, d; \sigma) \) in (9.25c) is a function of the inverse inertia tensor \( L^{ab} \) and it is not obvious that the conformal weight \( \hat{\Delta}_0(L, d; \sigma) \) in (9.25d) of the untwisted affine vacuum agrees with the spectral flow form \( \Delta_0(D) \) in (9.27d).

The key to understanding this identification is an unsuspected\(^*\) Lie \( h \) invariance in the Virasoro generators \( L_{\sigma = 0}(m) \) of the untwisted sectors of these orbifolds!

\*Motivation for a Lie \( h \) invariance of the orbifold Virasoro generators \( L_{\sigma = 0}(m) = \mathcal{L}(m; D = 0) \) comes from the spectral-flow side of the identification: Lie \( h \)-invariant CFT's with a non-trivial global component \( h_1 \) (see (6.5)) are the only known CFT's with \((1,0)\) operators. Conversely, for any Lie \( h \)-invariant CFT, arbitrary deformation by the \((1,0)\) operators of \( h_1 \) automatically solve the spectral flow system (9.27).
To see this Lie invariance, one must verify the identity

$$\delta_A L^{ab} \equiv L^{(a} f_{cA} ^{b)} = -i N(L)_A ^{ab} = 0, \quad A = 1, \ldots, \text{rank} g$$

(9.30)

which follows (when only $L^{AB}$ and $L^{\alpha - \alpha}$ are non-zero) from the form of the structure constants in the Cartan-Weyl basis. The identity (9.30) tells us (see Subsec. 6.1) that the subset $L^{AB}, L^{\alpha - \alpha} \neq 0$ of inverse inertia tensors in $A(H(d))$ also has a Lie symmetry

$$\text{Lie } h = \text{Cartan } g$$

(9.31)
in addition to the inner-automorphic invariance $H(d)$.

In the nomenclature of Subsec. 6.2, we have shown that $L_{s=0}(m) = L(m)$ in (9.28a) describes a large set of doubly-invariant or ($H$ and Lie $h$)-invariant CFT's which we will call

$$A(\text{Cartan } g(H(d))) \subset A(H(d)), \quad A(\text{Cartan } g(H(d))) \subset A(\text{Lie } h).$$

(9.32)

It follows that the orbifold Virasoro generators $L_{s}(m)$ in (9.23) or (9.25) describe the orbifolds

$$\frac{A(\text{Cartan } g(H(d)))}{H(d)} \subset \frac{A(H(d))}{H(d)}, \quad \frac{A(\text{Cartan } g(H(d)))}{H(d)} \subset \frac{A(\text{Lie } h(H))}{H}$$

(9.33)

by $H(d)$ of the doubly-invariant CFT’s $A(\text{Cartan } g(H(d)))$.

Returning to the untwisted sectors, the Cartan invariance (9.30) implies that

$$M(L)_A ^C M(L)_C ^B = M(L)_A ^B, \quad M(L)_A ^{\alpha} = 0$$

(9.34a)

$$[L(m), H_A (n)] = -n M(L)_A ^B H_B (m + n)$$

(9.34b)

$$[L(m), D^A (L, d; \sigma) H_A (n)] = -n D(L, d; \sigma) ^A H_A (m + n)$$

(9.34c)

at least for unitary CFT's,45,23 where (9.34a,b) are special cases of the general properties of Lie $h$-invariant CFT's in (6.4). The relation (9.34c), which follows from (9.25c) and (9.34a,b), says that $D \cdot H$ is a $(1,0)$ operator of the undeformed Virasoro. As noted above, this means that $D^A (L, d; \sigma)$ solves the eigenvector condition for $D$ in (9.27c). More explicitly, the eigenvector condition in (9.27c) takes the form

$$\sigma \sum_B d^B \{ M(L)_B ^A - \sum_C M(L)_B ^C M(L)_C ^A \} = 0$$

(9.35)

upon substitution of $D(L, d; \sigma)$ for $D$. Then, using $M^2 = M$ in (9.34a), we see that the eigenvector condition is satisfied identically for arbitrary $\sigma$ and $d$.

Finally, the equality of the conformal weights

$$\Delta_0 (D = D(L, d; \sigma)) = \frac{1}{2} k D^2 (L, d; \sigma) = \Delta_0 (L, d; \sigma)$$

(9.36)
is established by using the definition of \( D(L, d; \sigma) \) in (9.25c) and \( M^2 = M \) in (9.34a). This completes our check that, at least for unitary \( A(\text{Cartan } g(H(d))) \), the orbifold systems (9.25) are points in the general spectral flow (9.27).

We close this section with a number of remarks:

- **Conditions on the vector \( d \).** The vector \( d \) is determined in the orbifolds by the choice of \( H(d) \), but, as we saw in (9.35), the vector \( d \) is not determined by the eigenvector condition (9.27c) for the spectral flow. This is of course the phenomenon described by Freericks and Halpern in their original study\(^{30} \) of inner-automorphic orbifolds as special points of stress-tensor spectral flow.

- **Unitarity revisited.** In fact, the Lie \( h \) relations (9.34) – and hence the conclusions above for the orbifolds – can be checked directly, without using unitarity. The Lie \( h \) relations \( N(L)_A^{bc} = 0 \) and \( M_A^\alpha = 0 \) (which are necessary for (9.34b)) follow immediately from \( L^{AB}, L^{\alpha,-\alpha} \neq 0 \). To check the last Lie \( h \) relation \( M^2 = M \) in (9.34a) we need the reduced Virasoro master equation of the doubly-invariant CFT’s \( A(\text{Cartan } g(H(d))) \)

\[
L^{AB} = 2k \sum_D L^{AD} L^{DB} - \sum_\alpha (L^{\alpha,-\alpha})^2 \alpha^A \alpha^B + \sum_{\alpha,D} L^{\alpha,-\alpha} \alpha^D L^{D(A_B)} \tag{9.37a}
\]

\[
L^{\alpha,-\alpha} = 2(k + \alpha^2)(L^{\alpha,-\alpha})^2 + \sum_{\beta+\gamma=\alpha} (2L^{\alpha,-\alpha} - L^{\gamma,-\gamma})L^{\beta,-\beta} N_\alpha^{2}(\beta, \gamma) \tag{9.37b}
\]

\[
c = 2k \left( \sum_A L^{AA} + \sum_{\alpha} L^{\alpha,-\alpha} \right) \tag{9.37c}
\]

where the structure constants \( N_\gamma(\alpha, \beta) \) are defined in (9.1). The inverse inertia tensors of \( A(\text{Cartan } g(H(d))) \) are controlled entirely by this system because there are no \( H \)-invariance restrictions on \( L^{AB}, L^{\alpha,-\alpha} \neq 0 \). The reduced Virasoro master equation (9.37) is a consistent subansatz of the Virasoro master equation, with the generically-expected number of inequivalent solutions at each level

\[
N(g) = 2n(g) = 2^{k((\text{rank } g)^2 + \text{dim } g)} \tag{9.38}
\]

where \( n(g) \) is the number of equations and unknowns in the system.

Using the reduced master equation (9.37) to eliminate terms linear in \( L \), we find that the relation \( M^2 = M \) in (9.34a) can be reduced to the consistency relation

\[
\sum_{\alpha,\beta} \alpha^A \beta^B L^{\alpha,-\alpha} L^{\beta,-\beta}(\alpha \cdot \beta) = \sum_\alpha \alpha^A \alpha^B \{ 2\alpha^2 (L^{\alpha,-\alpha})^2 + \sum_{\beta+\gamma=\alpha} 2L^{\alpha,-\alpha} L^{\beta,-\beta} N_\alpha^{2}(\beta, \gamma) \}
\]

\[
- \sum_{\beta+\gamma=\alpha} L^{\gamma,-\gamma} L^{\beta,-\beta} N_\alpha^{2}(\beta, \gamma) \}\tag{9.39}
\]

and this relation is in fact an identity because

\[
N_\gamma(\alpha, \beta) = N_{-\beta}(-\gamma, \alpha) = -N_{-\gamma}(-\alpha, -\beta) \tag{9.40a}
\]
$\alpha \cdot \beta = (\delta_{-\alpha+\beta,0} - \delta_{\alpha+\beta,0})\alpha^2 + \delta_{-\alpha+\beta,\gamma} N^2_\gamma (-\alpha, \beta) - \delta_{\alpha+\beta,\gamma} N^2_\gamma (\alpha, \beta)$ \hspace{1cm} (9.40b)

where (9.40b) follows from the Jacobi identity of Lie $g$. This completes the check that the Lie $h$ relations (9.34) are true independent of unitarity, and we conjecture that the general Lie $h$ relations in (6.4) are similarly true independent of unitarity.

- $K$-conjugation in spectral flow. We note that orbifold $K$-conjugation

\[
L_\sigma(m; D(L, d; \sigma)) + \tilde{L}_\sigma(m; D(\tilde{L}, d; \sigma)) = L_{\bar{\sigma}}(m; D(L_g, d; \sigma))
\] \hspace{1cm} (9.41a)

\[
L + \tilde{L} = L_g, \quad c + \tilde{c} = c_g, \quad [L_\sigma(m; D(L, d; \sigma)), \tilde{L}_\sigma(n; D(\tilde{L}, d; \sigma))] = 0
\] \hspace{1cm} (9.41b)

holds for the special points of the stress-tensor spectral flow which describe the orbifolds $A(Cartang g(H(d)))/H(d)$. Here the modes of $L_{\bar{\sigma}}$ are given in Eq. (9.29), and (9.41) is a special case of the general orbifold $K$-conjugation in (6.27). Eq. (9.41) is the first observation of $K$-conjugation in stress-tensor spectral flow, and $K$-conjugation in the general spectral flow (9.27) deserves further study.

- Twisted $h$ currents. We return for a moment to the twisted current formulation of the orbifolds $A(Cartang g(H(d)))/H(d)$. Another consequence of the Lie $h = Cartang$ invariance of $A(Cartang g(H(d)))$ is the orbifold statement

\[
[L_\sigma(m), \hat{H}_A(n)] = -nM(L)_A B \hat{H}_B(m + n), \quad A = 1, ..., rank g, \quad \sigma = \rho(1) - 1
\] \hspace{1cm} (9.42)

where $L_\sigma(m)$ is given in (9.23) and $\hat{H}_A(m)$ are the Cartan modes of sector $\sigma$. In a left eigenbasis of $M(L)$, Eq. (9.42) is a special case of the more general result (6.21).

- Beyond spectral flow. We have seen that $A(Cartang g(H(d)))/H(d)$ is a large subset of inner-automorphic orbifolds which can also be described by stress-tensor spectral flow. We emphasize however that Eqs. (9.17) and (1.1) contain the Virasoro generators of a much larger class of inner-automorphic orbifolds which apparently (due to the mode-imbalance phenomenon discussed in App. I) can not be described by spectral flow.

- SL(2,R) WZW models. We finally note that the stress tensors proposed for SL(2,R) WZW models in Ref. 50 are special cases (with $\sigma \cdot d \in \mathbb{Z}$ for $g = SL(2,R)$) of the inner-automorphic WZW orbifold stress tensors (9.19) or (9.29).
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Appendix A. Incorporation of the Selection Rules

In this appendix we incorporate the solutions of various selection rules to obtain reduced forms of relations in the text.

For example, we may combine the solution (2.27e) of the $F$-selection rule and the Jacobi identity (2.27b) for $F$ to obtain the reduced form of the Jacobi identity

\[
\sum_{\mu'} \left\{ F_{n(r)\mu; n(s)\nu} n(r) + n(s), \mu' (\sigma) F_{n(t)\delta; n(r) + n(s) + n(t), \gamma}(\sigma) + F_{n(t)\delta; n(r)\mu} n(r) + n(t), \mu' (\sigma) F_{n(s)\nu; n(r) + n(t), \gamma}(\sigma) + F_{n(s)\nu; n(t)\delta} n(s) + n(t), \mu' (\sigma) F_{n(r)\mu; n(s) + n(t) + n(t), \gamma}(\sigma) \right\} = 0 \tag{A.1}
\]

in which no spectral indices are summed. Similarly the solution of the $F$-selection rule and (2.27c) imply the relation

\[
F_{n(r)\mu; n(s)\nu; -(n(r) + n(s)), \delta}(\sigma) = -F_{n(r)\mu; -(n(r) + n(s)), \delta; n(s)\nu}(\sigma) \tag{A.2}
\]

among the reduced, twisted totally-antisymmetric structure constants of sector $\sigma$. The relations (A.1) and (A.2) are found to guarantees the Jacobi identity of the general twisted current algebra $\hat{g}(\sigma)$ in Eq. (3.4).

Using the solution (4.1e) of the selection rule for the orbifold conjugation matrix $\mathcal{R}$, we obtain the reduced form of (4.1c)

\[
\sum_{\delta} \mathcal{R}_{n(r)\mu; -(n(r) + n(s)), \delta}(\sigma) \mathcal{R}_{-n(r)\delta, n(r) \nu}(\sigma)^* = \sum_{\delta} \mathcal{R}_{n(r)\mu} -n(r), \delta(\sigma) \mathcal{R}_{-n(r), \delta} n(r) \nu(\sigma) = \delta_{\mu}^\nu \tag{A.3}
\]

which is needed to verify Eq. (4.4b).

Similarly, the reduced forms of (4.2a), (4.2b) and (4.2c)

\[
\mathcal{G}_{n(r)\mu; -(n(r) + n(s)), \nu}(\sigma)^* = \sum_{\mu', \nu'} \mathcal{R}_{n(r)\mu} -n(r), \mu'(\sigma) \mathcal{R}_{-n(r), \nu} n(r) \nu'(\sigma) \mathcal{G}_{n(r)\mu'; -(n(r) + n(s)), \nu}(\sigma) \tag{A.4a}
\]

\[
\mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu; -(n(r) + n(s)), \nu} 0^\delta(\sigma)^* = \sum_{\mu', \nu', \delta'} \mathcal{R}_{n(r)\mu} -n(r), \mu'(\sigma) \mathcal{R}_{-n(r), \nu} n(r) \nu'(\sigma) \mathcal{F}_{-n(r), \mu'; -(n(r) + n(s)), \nu} 0^\delta(\sigma) \mathcal{R}_{0^\delta; \delta'} 0^\delta(\sigma)^* \tag{A.4b}
\]

\[
\mathcal{L}_{n(r)\mu; -(n(r) + n(s)), \nu}(\sigma)^* = \sum_{\mu', \nu'} \mathcal{L}_{-n(r), \mu'} -(n(r) + n(s)), \nu}(\sigma) \mathcal{R}_{-n(r), \mu'} n(r) \mu(\sigma) \mathcal{R}_{n(r)\nu'} -(n(r), \mu')(\sigma)^* \tag{A.4c}
\]

are needed to verify (4.7) and (7.6), and to check the consistency of (4.5).

Appendix B. The Projectors of $A(H)/H$

The projectors $\mathcal{P}(\vec{n}(r); \sigma)$ onto the $\vec{n}(r)$ subspaces of sector $\sigma$,

\[
\mathcal{P}(\vec{n}(r); \sigma)_{a}^{b} \equiv \sum_{\mu} U^{\dagger}(\sigma)_{a}^{n(r)\mu} U(\sigma)_{n(r)\mu}^{b}, \quad \mathcal{P}(\vec{n}(r); \sigma)_{a}^{a} = \dim[\vec{n}(r)] \tag{B.1a}
\]
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\[ \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(r) \pm \rho(\sigma) \cdot \sigma) = \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma), \quad \mathcal{P}( - \bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma) = \mathcal{P}(\rho(\sigma) - \bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma) \quad \text{(B.1b)} \]

\[ \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma) \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(s) \cdot \sigma) = \delta_{\bar{n}(r)}^{n(s)} \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma), \quad \sum_r \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma) = 1 \quad \text{(B.1c)} \]

\[ \omega(h_a) = \sum_r E_{n(r)}(\sigma) \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma), \quad [\omega(h_a), \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma)] = 0 \quad \text{(B.1d)} \]

\[ \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma) a^c \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(s) \cdot \sigma) b^d G_{cd} (1 - E_{n(r)} E_{n(s)}) = 0 \quad \text{(B.1e)} \]

\[ \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma) a^d \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(s) \cdot \sigma) b^e f_{de} \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(t) \cdot \sigma) c^f (1 - E_{n(r)} E_{n(s)} E_{n(t)}) = 0 \quad \text{(B.1f)} \]

\[ L^{ab} \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma) a^c \mathcal{P}( - \bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma) b^d G_{cd} = L^{ac} G_{cb} \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma) a^b \quad \text{(B.1g)} \]

are defined for all orbifolds \( A(H)/H \). The identity in (B.1g) can be proven by using duality transformations to write out \( \sum_{r,s,\mu,\nu} f(\bar{n}(r)) L^{r(\mu) n(s)a \nu} G_{\mu n(s)} \delta_{n(r)}^{n(s)} \) in two ways, both with and without the selection rules, for arbitrary periodic \( f \). These projectors were encountered in Sec. 7 and will play a central role in App. C.

### Appendix C. A Constrained Basis for Twisted Currents

We consider another basis for the twisted currents of \( A(H)/H \)

\[ j^n_{\mu}(r)(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \equiv \sum_{\mu} \chi(\sigma)^{-1}_{\mu n(r)\mu} U^\dagger(\sigma) n(r)_{\mu n(r)\mu} (m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \quad \text{(C.1a)} \]

\[ j^n_{\mu}(r)(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) = \rho_a b j^{-n(r)}_{\mu} (-m - \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \quad \text{(C.1b)} \]

\[ \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(s) \cdot \sigma) a^b j^n_{(s)}(m + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}) = \bar{n}(s)_{\mu} \delta_{n(s)}^{n(r)} \quad \text{(C.1c)} \]

\[ a = 1, \ldots, \dim g, \quad \bar{n}(r) \in \{0, \ldots, \rho(\sigma) - 1\} \quad \text{(C.1d)} \]

where \( \{\mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma)\} \) is the set of projectors in App. B. These twisted currents carry the original Lie algebra index \( a \), but the basis is overcomplete with the constraints (C.1c).

In this basis, the twisted current algebra and the orbifold stress tensors take the form

\[ \hat{T}_{\sigma}(z) = \sum_r L^{ab} : \hat{j}^n_{\mu}(r)(z) : \hat{j}^{-n}_{\nu}(r)(z) : \quad \text{(C.2a)} \]

\[ \bar{j}^n_{\nu}(r)(z) = \sum m \in \mathbb{Z} \bar{j}^n_{\mu}(r)(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) z^{-m - \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}}, \quad \bar{j}^n_{\mu}(r)(z e^{2\pi i}) = E_{n(r)}(\sigma) \bar{j}^n_{\mu}(r)(z) \quad \text{(C.2b)} \]

\[ [\bar{j}^n_{\mu}(r)(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}), \bar{j}^n_{\nu}(s)(n + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)})] = \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(r) \cdot \sigma) c^e \mathcal{P}(\bar{n}(s) \cdot \sigma) b^d \{ \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)} G_{cd} \delta_{m+n+r+n(s)+1}^{n(s)} \}
\]

\[ + i f_{cd e} c^e \bar{j}^n_{\mu}(r+n(s))(m + n + \frac{n(r)+n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \}
\]

where \( L^{ab} \) is the \( H \)-invariant inverse inertia tensor of the untwisted sector of the orbifold. The Jacobi identity for (C.2c) is verified with the selection rules (B.1e,f).
Appendix D. Conversion from \( n(r) \) to \( \tilde{n}(r) \)

In Eq. (3.9), various integers \( n(r) \) are converted into their corresponding twist class \( \tilde{n}(r) \). To see how this happens, follow the steps

\[
\frac{1}{z} \left( \frac{w}{z} \right)^{n(r)} \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}} \theta (m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)} \geq 0) \left( \frac{w}{z} \right)^{m} \tag{D.1a}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{z} \left( \frac{w}{z} \right)^{\tilde{n}(r)} \sum_{m' \in \mathbb{Z}} \theta (m' + \frac{\tilde{n}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)} \geq 0) \left( \frac{w}{z} \right)^{m'}, \quad 0 \leq \frac{\tilde{n}(r)}{\rho(\sigma)} < 1 \tag{D.1b}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{z} \left( \frac{w}{z} \right)^{\tilde{n}(r)} \sum_{m'=0}^{\infty} \left( \frac{w}{z} \right)^{m'} = \left( \frac{w}{z} \right)^{\tilde{n}(r)} \frac{1}{z - w} \tag{D.1c}
\]

where we have used (2.16) and the change of variable \( m' = m + \lceil n(r)/\rho(\sigma) \rceil \) to obtain (D.1b).

Appendix E. Direct Computation of the \( \hat{T} \hat{J} \) OPE’s

Orbifold operator products of the general currents \( \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu} \) can be obtained in one step by the prescription

\[
ra \rightarrow n(r)\mu, \quad \hat{J}^{(r)} \rightarrow \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu} \tag{E.1}
\]

from the formulas of Appendix A of Ref. 22. For the operator product \( \hat{T}_a \hat{J}(\sigma) \), one finds the same OPE's as in Eq. (5.4a), but the forms of the twisted tensors \( M(\sigma) \) and \( N(\sigma) \) which result from this computation are:

\[
M_{n(r)\mu; n(s)\nu; n(t)\delta}(\sigma) = \mathcal{L}^{n(t)\delta; n(u)\epsilon}(\sigma) \mathcal{M}_{n(t)\delta; n(u)\epsilon; n(r)\mu}^{n(s)\nu}(\sigma) \tag{E.2a}
\]

\[
N_{n(r)\mu; n(s)\nu; n(t)\delta}(\sigma) = \mathcal{L}^{n(u)\epsilon; n(v)\gamma}(\sigma) N_{n(u)\epsilon; n(v)\gamma; n(r)\mu}^{n(s)\nu; n(t)\delta}(\sigma) \tag{E.2b}
\]

\[
M_{n(r)\mu; n(s)\nu; n(t)\delta}^{n(u)\epsilon}(\sigma) = \delta_{(n(r)\mu)}^{n(u)\epsilon} \mathcal{G}_{n(s)\nu; n(t)\delta}(\sigma)
+ \frac{1}{2} \mathcal{F}_{n(u)\gamma; (n(r)\mu)}^{n(u)\epsilon}(\sigma) \mathcal{F}_{n(s)\nu; n(t)\delta}^{n(u)\gamma}(\sigma) \tag{E.2c}
\]

\[
N_{n(r)\mu; n(s)\nu; n(t)\delta}^{n(u)\epsilon; n(v)\gamma}(\sigma) = \frac{i}{2} \delta_{(n(r)\mu)}^{n(u)\epsilon} \mathcal{F}_{n(s)\nu; n(t)\delta}^{n(u)\gamma}(\sigma) \tag{E.2d}
\]

As expected, these results can be obtained by the duality algorithm (2.34) from the untwisted \( TJ \) OPE’s in (5.1) and the standard relations among the untwisted tensors\(^{26,44,45,23,25}\)

\[
M(L)_a^b = L^{cd} M_{cda}^b, \quad N(L)_a^{bc} = L^{de} N_{dea}^{bc} \tag{E.3a}
\]

\[
M_{abc}^d = \delta_{(a \epsilon \sigma)}^{d \epsilon} \mathcal{G}_{b \epsilon c} + \frac{1}{2} f_{c \epsilon (a \epsilon}^d f_{b \epsilon c) \epsilon }, \quad N_{abc}^{de} = \frac{1}{2} \delta_{(a \epsilon f_{c \epsilon)}^{d \epsilon} \epsilon } \tag{E.3b}
\]

Using the duality transformations (2.22d,e) and (2.31c) for \( \mathcal{G}, \mathcal{F} \) and \( L \), one finds that the forms of \( M(\sigma) \) and \( N(\sigma) \) in (E.2) are equivalent to the duality transformations for \( M(\sigma) \) and \( N(\sigma) \) in (5.4b,c).
Appendix F. $A(S_3)/S_3$ and $A(S_4)/S_4$

• $A(S_3)/S_3$

We begin this appendix by checking the results of Sec. 8 against the results for the permutation orbifolds $A(S_3)/S_3$ given earlier in Ref. 19. The permutation orbifolds $A(S_3)/S_3$ have three sectors named by the partitions $\bar{\sigma} = \{1,1,1\}, \{2,1\}$ and $\{3\}$. The first of these is the untwisted sector (see (8.19)), where the ambient algebra $g$ consists of three copies of an untwisted ($\sigma_0 = \sigma_1 = \sigma_2 = 1$) affine algebra at level $\hat{k}_0 = \hat{k}_1 = \hat{k}_2 = k$.

The twisted sector $\bar{\sigma} = \{3\}$ has an order $\sigma_0 = 3$ orbifold affine algebra$^{15}$ whose currents $j_{a,j=0}^{(j)}$, $j = 0,1,2$ have orbifold affine level $\hat{k}_0 = \sigma_0 k = 3k$. The stress tensor, central charge and ground state conformal weight of this sector are

$$\hat{T}_{\{3\}} = \frac{\lambda^{ab}}{3} : (J_{a0}^{(0)} J_{b0}^{(0)} + J_{a1}^{(1)} J_{b(-1)}^{(-1)} + J_{a2}^{(2)} J_{b(-2)}^{(-2)}) : + \lambda^{ab} : J_{a0}^{(0)} J_{b0}^{(0)} :$$

$$c(\{3\}) = c = 6k \eta_{ab} (\lambda^{ab} + l^{ab}), \quad \hat{\Delta}_0(\{3\}) = \frac{2k \eta_{ab} \lambda^{ab}}{9}. \quad (F.1a)$$

With the identification $j_{a,j=0}^{(j)} \equiv j_{a,j=0}^{(j)}$ and the symmetry of the bilinears given in$^{22}$, the result (F.1) is recognized as the stress tensor and ground state conformal weight of the sector $\omega_1$ given in Ref. 19.

Finally, the twisted sector $\bar{\sigma} = \{2,1\}$ has an order $\sigma_0 = 2$ orbifold affine algebra whose currents $j_{a,j=0}^{(j)}$, $j = 0,1$ have orbifold affine level $\hat{k}_0 = \sigma_0 k = 2k$, and a commuting order $\sigma_1 = 1$ untwisted affine algebra with currents $j_{a,j=1}^{(j)}$ at level $\hat{k}_1 = k$. The stress tensor, central charge and ground state conformal weight of this sector are

$$\hat{T}_{\{2,1\}} = \frac{\lambda^{ab}}{2} : (J_{a0}^{(0)} J_{b0}^{(0)} + J_{a1}^{(1)} J_{b(-1)}^{(-1)}) : + \lambda^{ab} : J_{a0}^{(0)} J_{b0}^{(0)} :$$

$$+ \lambda^{ab} : J_{a1}^{(1)} J_{b(-1)}^{(-1)} + j_{a1}^{(0)} j_{b1}^{(0)} + J_{a1}^{(0)} J_{b1}^{(0)} :$$

$$c(\{2,1\}) = c = 6k \eta_{ab} (\lambda^{ab} + l^{ab}), \quad \hat{\Delta}_0(\{2,1\}) = \frac{k \eta_{ab} \lambda^{ab}}{8}. \quad (F.2a)$$

With the identifications $j_{a,j=0}^{(j)} \equiv j_{a,j=0}^{(j)}$, $j_{a,j=1}^{(j)} \equiv j_{a,j=1}^{(j)}$ this is recognized as the stress tensor and ground state conformal weight of sector $\omega_2$ in Ref. 19. Agreement is obtained in this case because $\omega_2$ and our $\omega(\bar{\sigma} = \{2,1\})$ are in the same conjugacy class of $S_3$.

• $A(S_4)/S_4$

We turn next to the permutation orbifolds $A(S_4)/S_4$, which have five sectors named by the partitions $\bar{\sigma}$ given in Eq. (8.9). Consider first the sector $\bar{\sigma} = \{3,1\}$ with the identifications

$$j_{a,j=0}^{(j)} \equiv j_{a,j=0}^{(j)}, \quad j = 0,1,2; \quad J_a \equiv j_{a,j=1}^{(0)} \quad (F.3)$$
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where \( \hat{J} \) is an orbifold affine algebra of order three and \( J \) is a commuting integral affine algebra. In this notation, we obtain

\[
\hat{T}_{(3,1)} = \frac{\lambda^{ab}}{3} : (\hat{J}^{(0)}_a \hat{J}^{(0)}_b + \hat{J}^{(1)}_a \hat{J}^{(-1)}_b + \hat{J}^{(2)}_a \hat{J}^{(-2)}_b) + \lambda^{ab} : J_a J_b : \\
+ I^{ab} : (\hat{J}^{(0)}_a \hat{J}^{(0)}_b + \hat{J}^{(0)}_b J_a \hat{J}^{(0)}_a + J_a J_b) : \tag{F.4a}
\]

\[
\hat{c}(\{3,1\}) = c = 8k\eta_{ab}(\lambda^{ab} + I^{ab}), \quad \hat{\Delta}_0(\{3,1\}) = \frac{2k\eta_{ab}\lambda^{ab}}{9} \tag{F.4b}
\]

from Eq. (8.23). The remaining ground state conformal weights of \( A(S_4)/S_4 \) are easily computed

\[
\hat{\Delta}_0(\{4\}, \{2,2\}, \{2,1,1\}) = k\eta_{ab}\lambda^{ab}(\frac{5}{16}, \frac{1}{4}, \frac{1}{8}) \tag{F.5}
\]

from the partitions \( \sigma \) in Eq. (8.9).

**Appendix G. The Grade Automorphism Group**

The grade (inner) automorphism group is defined by

\[
d = \frac{1}{h_g} \sum_{i=1}^{r} \frac{\lambda_i}{\alpha_i^2}, \quad \alpha \cdot d = \frac{1}{2h_g} G(\alpha), \quad \forall \alpha \in \Delta(g) \tag{G.1a}
\]

\[
G(\alpha) = \sum_{i=0}^{r} n_i(\alpha) \quad \text{when } \alpha = \sum_{i=0}^{r} n_i(\alpha)\alpha_i \tag{G.1b}
\]

\[
N_\sigma = \rho(\sigma = 1) = 2h_g, \quad \sigma = 0, ..., 2h_g - 1. \tag{G.1c}
\]

Here \( r = \text{rank} g, h_g \) is the Coxeter number of \( g \) and \( G(\alpha) \) is the grade of \( \alpha \in \Delta(g) \). The order \( \rho(1) \) of the \( \sigma = 1 \) automorphism given in (G.1c) is computed from (2.9) and the fact that \( G(\psi_g) = h_g - 1 \), where \( \psi_g \) is the highest root of \( g \). Using (2.16), one may also compute the twist classes of the twisted currents \( \hat{J} \) of sector \( \sigma = 1 \)

\[
\hat{n}_\alpha(\sigma = 1) = \begin{cases} 
2h_g - G(\alpha), & \alpha > 0 \\
-G(\alpha), & \alpha < 0 
\end{cases} \tag{G.2}
\]

and the other sectors may be similarly analyzed.

Invariance under the grade automorphism group restricts the inverse inertia tensors of the untwisted sectors to the form \( L^{AB}, L^{a-\alpha} \neq 0 \), so the stress tensors of the orbifolds by the grade automorphism group are included in Eqs. (9.23), (9.25) and (9.27).
Appendix H. Another Mode Ordering

$M'$ ordering is mode ordering by the integer part $m$ of the mode number $(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)})$,

$$
: \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \hat{J}_{n(s)\mu}(n + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}):_{M'} \equiv \theta(m \geq 0) \hat{J}_{n(s)\mu}(n + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) + \theta(m < 0) \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(m + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \hat{J}_{n(s)\mu}(n + \frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}) .
$$

(H.1)

With $M'$ ordering, we find in place of Eqs. (3.9), (3.11) and (3.13c):

$$
\hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(z) \hat{J}_{n(s)\nu}(w) = \left( \frac{w}{z} \right)^{\frac{n(s)}{\rho(\sigma)}} \left\{ \frac{1}{(z - w)^2} + \frac{n(r)/\rho(\sigma)}{w(z - w)} \right\} \mathcal{G}_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu}(\sigma) + \frac{i \mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu;n(s)\nu} n(r+n(s)) \delta(\sigma)}{z-w} \right\} + : \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(z) \hat{J}_{n(s)\nu}(w) :_{M'}
$$

(H.2a)

$$
\hat{T}_{\sigma}(z) = \sum_{r,\mu,\nu} \mathcal{L}^{n(r)\mu;-n(r),\nu}(\sigma) \left\{ : \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(z) \hat{J}_{-n(r),\nu}(z) :_{M'} - \frac{i n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)} \mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu;-n(r),\nu} \delta(\sigma) \left( \frac{\hat{J}_{0}(z)}{z} - \frac{1}{z^2} \frac{n(r)}{2 \rho(\sigma)} \right) \mathcal{G}_{n(r)\mu;-n(r),\nu}(\sigma) \right\}
$$

(H.2b)

$$
L_{\sigma}(m) = \sum_{r,\mu,\nu} \mathcal{L}^{n(r)\mu;-n(r),\nu}(\sigma) \left\{ \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} : \hat{J}_{n(r)\mu}(p + \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) \hat{J}_{-n(r),\nu}(m - p - \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)}) :_{M'} - \frac{i n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)} \mathcal{F}_{n(r)\mu;-n(r),\nu} \delta(\sigma) \hat{J}_{0}(m) + \delta_{m,0} \frac{n(r)}{2 \rho(\sigma)} \left( 1 - \frac{n(r)}{\rho(\sigma)} \right) \mathcal{G}_{n(r)\mu;-n(r),\nu}(\sigma) \right\} .
$$

(H.2c)

Curiously, the $M'$ results (H.2) can be obtained by the map $M \rightarrow M'$, $\tilde{n}(r) \rightarrow n(r)$ from their $M$-counterparts in (3.9), (3.11) and (3.13c). The $M'$ ordered product in (H.2a) is not periodic under $n(r) \rightarrow n(r) + \rho(\sigma)$, but the change is compensated by the $\mathcal{G}$ term so that the operator product on the left is periodic. Similarly, the total summands of (H.2b,c) are periodic, so that each $n(r)$ can be replaced by $\tilde{n}(r)$.

Because of its relation to the untwisted affine vacuum $|0\rangle$, $M'$ ordering is used to discuss the general inner-automorphic orbifold in Sec. 9.

Appendix I. The Mode Imbalance Phenomenon

We begin this appendix by using the orbifold induction procedure (9.24a) to rewrite the stress tensors (9.17) of the inner-automorphic orbifolds in terms of untwisted currents. The result is

$$
L_{\sigma}(m) = L_{\sigma}^{0}(m) + L_{\sigma}^{r}(m) + \delta_{m,0} \hat{\Delta}_{0}(L, d; \sigma)
$$

(I.1a)

$$
L_{\sigma}^{r}(m) \equiv \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} \sum_{A,B} L_{\sigma}^{AB} : H_{A}(p) H_{B}(m - p) :_{M'}
$$
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\[ + \sum_{A, \alpha} L^{A\alpha} : [H_A(p)E_\alpha(m - p + \sigma \alpha \cdot d) + E_\alpha(p + \sigma \alpha \cdot d)H_A(m - p)] :M' \]
\[ + \sum_{\alpha, \beta} L^{\alpha\beta} : E_\alpha(p)E_\beta(m - p + \sigma(\alpha + \beta) \cdot d) :M' \]  \tag{1.1b}

\[ L'_\sigma(m) \equiv \sum_{\alpha + \beta = \gamma} L^{\alpha\beta} N_{\gamma}(\alpha, \beta)(\sigma \alpha \cdot d)E_\gamma(m + \sigma \gamma \cdot d) + 2k \sum_{A, \alpha} \sigma d_A L^{A\alpha} E_\alpha(m + \sigma \alpha \cdot d) \]
\[ + 2k \sum_{A, B} \sigma d_A L^{AB} H_B(m) + \sum_{\alpha} L^\alpha \cdot (\sigma \alpha \cdot d) \cdot H(m) \]  \tag{1.1c}

\[ L^{A\alpha} = 0 \text{ unless } \alpha \cdot d \in \mathbb{Z}, \quad L^{\alpha\beta} = 0 \text{ unless } (\alpha + \beta) \cdot d \in \mathbb{Z}, \quad \sigma = 0, ..., \rho(1) - 1 \]  \tag{1.1d}

where the quantity \( \Delta_0(L, d; \sigma) \) is given in (9.23c). In this form, the arguments (modes) of the root operators are exactly the quantities in the inner parentheses of Eq. (9.17), so (according to the discussion around (9.18)) all the modes here are integers.

In spite of their unfamiliar form, these constructions are Virasoro generators when their inverse inertia tensors satisfy the H-invariance conditions (1.1d) and the Virasoro master equation (2.3c). Although the current modes were balanced (i.e. summed to \( m \)) when the generators were written in terms of the twisted currents (see Eq. (9.17)), we see in the form (1.1) a generic mode imbalance (when \( L^{A\alpha} \) and \( L^{\alpha\beta} \), \( \alpha + \beta \neq 0 \) are non-zero) in which the modes of the currents of \( L_\sigma(m) \) do not necessarily sum to \( m \). It follows that the generic inner-automorphic orbifold can not be described by the stress-tensor spectral flow (9.27), in which the current modes sum to \( m \). (The mode imbalance phenomenon is avoided however for the special case when only \( L^{A\alpha} \) and \( L^{\alpha\beta} \) are non-zero, so that, as discussed in the text, these special inner-automorphic orbifolds can be described by spectral flow.)

A similar mode imbalance is found for all the stress tensors of all the permutation orbifolds when the orbifold induction procedure (9.24b) is used to express these stress tensors in terms of untwisted current modes. As an example, we mention the form

\[ L_\sigma(m) = \sum_{r=0}^{\rho(\sigma) - 1} \left[ \sum_{j,l=0}^{\rho(\sigma) - 1} L^{raj-j,rbj}(\sigma) \sum_{p \in \mathbb{Z}} J_{aj}(\rho(\sigma)p + r)J_{bj}(\rho(\sigma)(m - p) - r) :M \right. \]
\[ + \sum_{j=0}^{\rho(\sigma) - 1} L^{raj-j,rbj}(\sigma) \{ \frac{-i\tau}{\rho(\sigma)} f_{ab} \delta_{c} J_{cj}(\rho(\sigma)m) + \frac{\tau}{2\rho(\sigma)} (1 - \frac{\tau}{\rho(\sigma)})k \rho(\sigma) \eta_{ab} \} \]  \tag{1.2}

obtained from (3.15) for the sectors of the orbifold \( A(\mathbb{Z}_\lambda) / \mathbb{Z}_\lambda \).

**Appendix J. The OVME and \( A(D_\lambda) / D_\lambda \)**

In Ref. 19 it was shown that every solution of the orbifold Virasoro master equation\(^{22}\) (OVME) at order \( \lambda \) is a sector of a permutation orbifold of type \( A(D_\lambda) / \mathbb{Z}_\lambda \). Moreover, it was
asserted in Ref. 19 that the sectors described by the OVME also occur in the permutation orbifolds \( A(\mathbb{D}_\lambda)/\mathbb{D}_\lambda \).

To see this we begin with (the inverse of) the first \((\sigma = 1)\) duality transformation\(^{19} \), which constructs a particular \( \mathbb{D}_\lambda \)-invariant CFT described by \( L \) from any particular solution \( \mathcal{L}_{OVME} = \mathcal{L} \) of the OVME at order \( \lambda \):

\[
L^{ab}_{I,J} = \lambda \sum_{r=0}^{\lambda-1} \mathcal{L}_{r}^{ab} U(1)_{r} U(1)_{-r} U(J)_{r} U(J)_{-r}, \quad \mathcal{L}_{r}^{ab} = \mathcal{L}_{-r}^{ba} = \mathcal{L}_{r}^{ba} \rightarrow L^{ab}_{K} = L^{ba}_{-K} = L^{ba}_{K} \quad (J.1a)
\]

\[
U^{\dagger}(1)_{I;r} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\lambda}} e^{-\frac{2\pi ir}{\lambda}}, \quad \rho(1) = \lambda, \quad I, J, r = 0, \ldots, \lambda - 1. \quad (J.1b)
\]

The solution \( \mathcal{L} \) of the OVME was identified in Ref. 19 as a sector of the orbifold \( A(\mathbb{D}_\lambda)/\mathbb{Z}_\lambda \) because of the \( \mathbb{Z}_\lambda \) symmetry of \( L \) in (J.1a) and the fact that \( U^{\dagger}(1) \) satisfies

\[
\omega(h_1)_{I} U^{\dagger}(1)_{I;r} = U^{\dagger}(1)_{I;r} e^{-\frac{2\pi ir}{\lambda}}, \quad \omega(h_1)_{I}^{J} = \delta_{I+1,J \text{mod } \lambda}, \quad h_1 \in \mathbb{Z}_\lambda \quad (J.2)
\]

which is the \( \mathbb{Z}_\lambda \)-eigenvalue problem at \( \sigma = 1 \).

Consider next the permutation orbifold \( A(\mathbb{D}_\lambda)/\mathbb{D}_\lambda \), where the untwisted sector is described by the same \( \mathbb{D}_\lambda \)-symmetric \( L \). The \( 2\lambda \) elements of the group \( \mathbb{D}_\lambda \) are

\[
\{ h \} = \{ r^\sigma, sr^\sigma; \quad \sigma = 0, \ldots, \lambda - 1 \}, \quad r^\lambda = s^2 = 1, \quad rs = sr^{-1} \quad (J.3)
\]

and \( \mathbb{D}_\lambda \) acts by permuting the currents according to

\[
J_{aI} = \omega(h)_{IJ} J_{aJ}, \quad \forall h \in \mathbb{D}_\lambda \quad (J.4a)
\]

\[
\omega(r^\sigma)_{I}^{J} = \delta_{I+\sigma,J \text{mod } \lambda}, \quad r^\sigma \in \mathbb{Z}_\lambda \subseteq \mathbb{D}_\lambda; \quad \omega(sr^\sigma)_{I}^{J} = \delta_{I+\sigma,-J \text{mod } \lambda}. \quad (J.4b)
\]

The action of the element \( \omega(r^\sigma = 1) \in \mathbb{D}_\lambda \) in (J.4b) is the same as the action of the element \( \omega(h_{\sigma=1}) \in \mathbb{Z}_\lambda \) in (J.2). Then, the first duality transformation into the first twisted sector of \( A(\mathbb{D}_\lambda)/\mathbb{D}_\lambda \)

\[
\mathcal{L}^{ab}_{-I,J} = \frac{1}{\lambda} \sum_{I,J=0}^{\lambda-1} L^{ab}_{-I,J} U^{\dagger}(1)_{I;r} U^{\dagger}(1)_{J;r}, \quad \mathcal{L}_{r}^{ab} = \mathcal{L}_{-r}^{ba} = \mathcal{L}_{r}^{ba} \leftrightarrow L^{ab}_{K} = L^{ba}_{-K} = L^{ba}_{K} \quad (J.5)
\]

gives the original solution \( \mathcal{L} \) of the OVME. This establishes the assertion of Ref. 19.

**Appendix K. The Setup for Outer-automorphic Orbifolds**

In our notation, the outer automorphism\(^{13,41} \) groups of simple \( g \) are described by

\[
\alpha'_{i} = \tau(\alpha_{i}) \rightarrow \alpha' = \sum_{i=1}^{\text{rank}_g} n_i \tau(\alpha_{i}) : \quad \omega^{\beta}_{\alpha} = \xi_{\alpha} \delta_{\tau(\alpha),\beta}, \quad \omega^{B}_{A} = \sum_{i=1}^{\text{rank}_g} \lambda_{iA} \tau(\alpha_{i})^{B} \quad (K.1a)
\]

\[
\xi_{\alpha} = 1, \quad \xi_{\alpha} \xi_{-\alpha} = 1, \quad \xi_{\alpha} \xi_{\beta} \xi_{-\gamma}^{-1} N_{r(\gamma)}(\tau(\alpha), \tau(\beta)) = N_{r}(\alpha, \beta) \quad (K.1b)
\]
where $\alpha, \beta, \gamma \in \Delta(g)$, $\{\lambda_i\}$ are the fundamental weights of $g$ and we have taken $\alpha^2 = 2$.

For $SU(3)$, the outer automorphism group is a $\mathbb{Z}_2$

$$\rho(\sigma = 1) = 2, \quad \tau(\alpha, z) = \alpha_{2,1}, \quad \xi_{z(\alpha + \alpha_2)} = -1$$  \hspace{1cm} (K.2)

and solution of the $H$-eigenvalue problem gives eight twisted currents $\hat{J} = \{\hat{J}^\pm_{n(r)} = 0, 1, \hat{E}^\pm_{n(r)} = 1\}$ which, as expected, satisfy the outer-automorphically twisted affine Lie algebra $A_2^{(1)}$). The inverse inertia tensors of the outer automorphic invariant CFT’s on $SU(3)$ satisfy the $H$-invariance conditions

$$L^{\alpha_1 \alpha_2} = L^{\alpha_2 \alpha_1}, \quad L^{\alpha_1, -\alpha_2} = L^{\alpha_2, -\alpha_1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (K.3a)

$$L^{\alpha_1 + \alpha_2, \pm \alpha_1} = -L^{\alpha_1 + \alpha_2, \pm \alpha_2}, \quad L^{-(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2), \pm \alpha_1} = -L^{-(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2), \pm \alpha_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (K.3b)

and corresponding conditions on $L^{AB}, L^{Aa}$. The reader is encouraged to work out the outer-automorphic orbifolds in further detail.
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